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This book is dedicated to everyone who has ever struggled

with temptation, addiction, procrastination, or motivation—

which is to say, all of us.



The intelligent want self-control; children want candy.

—RUMI

 



INTRODUCTION

 

Welcome to Willpower 101

 

Whenever I mention that I teach a course on willpower, the

nearly universal response is, “Oh, that’s what I need.” Now

more than ever, people realize that willpower—the ability to

control their attention, emotions, and desires—influences

their physical health, financial security, relationships, and

professional success. We all know this. We know we’re

supposed to be in control of every aspect of our lives, from

what we eat to what we do, say, and buy.

And yet, most people feel like willpower failures—in

control one moment but overwhelmed and out of control the

next. According to the American Psychological Association,

Americans name lack of willpower as the number-one

reason they struggle to meet their goals. Many feel guilty

about letting themselves and others down. Others feel at

the mercy of their thoughts, emotions, and cravings, their

lives dictated by impulses rather than conscious choices.

Even the best-controlled feel a kind of exhaustion at keeping

it all together and wonder if life is supposed to be such a

struggle.

As a health psychologist and educator for the Stanford

School of Medicine’s Health Improvement Program, my job

is to help people manage stress and make healthy choices.

After years of watching people struggle to change their

thoughts, emotions, bodies, and habits, I realized that much

of what people believed about willpower was sabotaging

their success and creating unnecessary stress. Although

scientific research had much to say that could help them, it

was clear that these insights had not yet become part of

public understanding. Instead, people continued to rely on



worn-out strategies for self-control. I saw again and again

that the strategies most people use weren’t just ineffective

—they actually backfired, leading to self-sabotage and

losing control.

This led me to create “The Science of Willpower,” a class

offered to the public through Stanford University’s

Continuing Studies program. The course brings together the

newest insights about self-control from psychology,

economics, neuroscience, and medicine to explain how we

can break old habits and create healthy habits, conquer

procrastination, find our focus, and manage stress. It

illuminates why we give in to temptation and how we can

find the strength to resist. It demonstrates the importance

of understanding the limits of self-control, and presents the

best strategies for training willpower.

To my delight, “The Science of Willpower” quickly became

one of the most popular courses ever offered by Stanford

Continuing Studies. The first time the course was offered,

we had to move the room four times to accommodate the

constantly growing enrollment. Corporate executives,

teachers, athletes, health-care professionals, and others

curious about willpower filled one of the largest lecture halls

at Stanford. Students started bringing their spouses,

children, and coworkers to class so they could share the

experience.

I had hoped the course would be useful to this diverse

group, who came to the class with goals ranging from

quitting smoking and losing weight to getting out of debt

and becoming a better parent. But even I was surprised by

the results. A class survey four weeks into the course found

that 97 percent of students felt they better understood their

own behavior, and 84 percent reported that the class

strategies had already given them more willpower. By the

end of the course, participants told stories of how they had

overcome a thirty-year addiction to sweets, finally filed their

back taxes, stopped yelling at their children, stuck to an



exercise program, and generally felt better about

themselves and more in charge of their choices. Course

evaluations called the class life-changing. The consensus of

the students was clear: Understanding the science of

willpower gave them strategies for developing self-control,

and greater strength to pursue what mattered most to

them. The scientific insights were as useful for the

recovering alcoholic as the e-mail addict, and the self-

control strategies helped people resist temptations as

varied as chocolate, video games, shopping, and even a

married coworker. Students used the class to help meet

personal goals such as running a marathon, starting a

business, and managing the stresses of job loss, family

conflict, and the dreaded Friday morning spelling test (that’s

what happens when moms start bringing their kids to class).

Of course, as any honest teacher will tell you, I learned a

lot from my students as well. They fell asleep when I droned

on too long about the wonder of a scientific finding but

forgot to mention what it had to do with their willpower

challenges. They were quick to let me know which

strategies worked in the real world, and which fell flat

(something a laboratory study can never tell you). They put

creative spins on weekly assignments and showed me new

ways for turning abstract theories into useful rules for

everyday life. This book combines the best scientific insights

and practical exercises from the course, using the latest

research and the acquired wisdom of the hundreds of

students who have taken the class.



TO SUCCEED AT SELF - CONTRO L ,

YOU NEED TO KNOW HOW YOU FAIL

 

Most books on changing behavior—whether it’s a new diet

plan or a guide to financial freedom—will help you set goals

and even tell you what to do to reach them. But if

identifying what we wanted to change were sufficient, every

New Year’s resolution would be a success and my classroom

would be empty. Few books will help you see why you aren’t

already doing these things, despite knowing full well that

you need to do them.

I believe that the best way to improve your self-control is

to see how and why you lose control. Knowing how you are

likely to give in doesn’t, as many people fear, set yourself

up for failure. It allows you to support yourself and avoid the

traps that lead to willpower failures. Research shows that

people who think they have the most willpower are actually

the most likely to lose control when tempted.1 For example,

smokers who are the most optimistic about their ability to

resist temptation are the most likely to relapse four months

later, and overoptimistic dieters are the least likely to lose

weight. Why? They fail to predict when, where, and why

they will give in. They expose themselves to more

temptation, such as hanging out with smokers or leaving

cookies around the house. They’re also most likely to be

surprised by setbacks and give up on their goals when they

run into difficulty.

Self-knowledge—especially of how we find ourselves in

willpower trouble—is the foundation of self-control. This is

why both “The Science of Willpower” course and this book



focus on the most common willpower mistakes we all make.

Each chapter dispels a common misconception about self-

control and gives you a new way to think about your

willpower challenges. For every willpower mistake, we’ll

conduct a kind of autopsy: When we give in to temptation or

put off what we know we should do, what leads to our

downfall? What is the fatal error, and why do we make it?

Most important, we will look for the opportunity to save our

future selves from this fate. How can we turn the knowledge

of how we fail into strategies for success?

At the very least, by the time you finish the book, you will

have a better understanding of your own imperfect but

perfectly human behavior. One thing the science of

willpower makes clear is that everyone struggles in some

way with temptation, addiction, distraction, and

procrastination. These are not individual weaknesses that

reveal our personal inadequacies—they are universal

experiences and part of the human condition. If this book

did nothing else but help you see the common humanity of

your willpower struggles, I would be happy. But I hope that it

will do far more, and that the strategies in this book will

empower you to make real and lasting changes in your life.



HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

 



BECOME A WILLPOWER SCIENTIST

 

I’m a scientist by training, and one of the very first things I

learned is that while theories are nice, data is better. So I’m

going to ask you to treat this book like an experiment. A

scientific approach to self-control isn’t limited to the

laboratory. You can—and should—make yourself the subject

of your own real-world study. As you read this book, don’t

take my word for anything. After I’ve laid out the evidence

for an idea, I’m going to ask you to test that idea in your

own life. Collect your own data to find out what is true and

what works for you.

Within each chapter, you’ll find two kinds of assignments

to help you become a willpower scientist. The first I call

“Under the Microscope.” These prompts ask you to pay

attention to how an idea is already operating in your life.

Before you can change something, you need to see it as it

is. For example, I’ll ask you to notice when you are most

likely to give in to temptation, or how hunger influences

your spending. I’ll invite you to pay attention to how you

talk to yourself about your willpower challenges, including

what you say to yourself when you procrastinate, and how

you judge your own willpower failures and successes. I’ll

even ask you to conduct some field studies, such as

sleuthing out how retailers use store design to weaken your

self-control. With each of these assignments, take the

approach of a nonjudgmental, curious observer—just like a

scientist peering into a microscope, hoping to discover

something fascinating and useful. These aren’t

opportunities to beat yourself up for every willpower

weakness, or to rail against the modern world and all its



temptations. (There’s no place for the former, and I’ll take

care of the latter.)

You’ll also find “Willpower Experiments” throughout each

chapter. These are practical strategies for improving self-

control based on a scientific study or theory. You can apply

these willpower boosts immediately to real-life challenges. I

encourage you to have an open mind about each strategy,

even the ones that seem counterintuitive (and there will be

plenty). They’ve been pilot-tested by students in my course,

and while not every strategy works for everyone, these are

the ones that earned the highest praise. The ones that

sounded good in theory but embarrassingly flopped in real

life? You won’t find them in these pages.

These experiments are a great way to break out of a rut

and find new solutions for old problems. I encourage you to

try different strategies and collect your own data about

which help you the most. Because they are experiments, not

exams, you can’t fail—even if you decide to try the exact

opposite of what the science suggests (after all, science

needs skeptics). Share the strategies with your friends,

family, and colleagues, and see what works for them. You’ll

always learn something, and you can use what you’ve

learned to refine your own strategies for self-control.



YOUR WILLPOWER CHALLENGE

 

To get the most out of this book, I recommend picking a

specific willpower challenge to test every idea against. We

all have willpower challenges. Some are universal—for

example, thanks to our biological instinct to crave sugar and

fat, we all need to restrain the urge to single-handedly keep

the local bakery in business. But many of our willpower

challenges are unique. What you crave, another person

might be repulsed by. What you’re addicted to, another

person might find boring. And what you put off, another

person might pay to do. Whatever the specifics, these

challenges tend to play out in the same way for each of us.

Your craving for chocolate is not so different from a smoker’s

craving for a cigarette, or a shopaholic’s craving to spend.

How you talk yourself out of exercising is not so different

from how someone else justifies not opening the past-due

bills, and another person puts off studying for one more

night.

Your willpower challenge could be something you’ve been

avoiding (what we’ll call an “I will” power challenge) or a

habit you want to break (an “I won’t” power challenge). You

could also choose an important goal in your life that you’d

like to give more energy and focus to (an “I want” power

challenge)—whether it’s improving your health, managing

stress, honing your parenting skills, or furthering your

career. Because distraction, temptation, impulse control,

and procrastination are such universal human challenges,

the strategies in this book will be helpful for any goal you

choose. By the time you finish the book, you’ll have greater



insight into your challenges and a new set of self-control

strategies to support you.



TAKE YOUR TIME

 

This book is designed to be used as if you were taking my

ten-week course. It’s divided into ten chapters, each of

which describes one key idea, the science behind it, and

how it can be applied to your goals. The ideas and

strategies build on each other, so that what you do in each

chapter prepares you for the next.

Although you could read this whole book in one weekend,

I encourage you to pace yourself when it comes to

implementing the strategies. Students in my class take an

entire week to observe how each idea plays out in their own

lives. They try one new strategy for self-control each week,

and report on what worked best. I recommend that you take

a similar approach, especially if you plan to use this book to

tackle a specific goal such as losing weight or getting

control over your finances. Give yourself time to try out the

practical exercises and reflect. Pick one strategy from each

chapter—whichever seems most relevant to your challenge

—rather than trying out ten new strategies at once.

You can use the ten-week structure of the book anytime

you want to make a change or achieve a goal—just as some

students have taken the course multiple times, focusing on

a different willpower challenge each time. But if you intend

to read the whole book first, enjoy—and don’t worry about

trying to keep up with the reflections and exercises as you

go. Make a note of the ones that seem most interesting to

you, and return to them when you’re ready to put the ideas

into action.



LET’S BEGIN

 

Here’s your first assignment: Choose one challenge for our

journey through the science of willpower. Then meet me in

Chapter 1, where we’ll take a trip back in time to investigate

where this thing called willpower comes from—and how we

can get more of it.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: CHOOSE

YOUR WILLPOWER CHALLENGE

 

If you haven’t already, now’s the time to pick the

willpower challenge to which you’d most like to apply

the ideas and strategies in this book. The following

questions can help you identify the challenge you’re

ready to take on:

• “I will” power challenge: What is something that

you would like to do more of, or stop putting off,

because you know that doing it will improve the

quality of your life?

• “I won’t” power challenge: What is the “stickiest”

habit in your life? What would you like to give up

or do less of because it’s undermining your health,

happiness, or success?

• “I want” power challenge: What is the most

important long-term goal you’d like to focus your

energy on? What immediate “want” is most likely

to distract you or tempt you away from this goal?

 

 



ONE

 

I Will, I Won’t, I Want: What Willpower Is,

and Why It Matters

 

When you think of something that requires willpower,

what’s the first thing that comes to mind? For most of us,

the classic test of willpower is resisting temptation, whether

the temptress is a doughnut, a cigarette, a clearance sale,

or a one-night stand. When people say, “I have no

willpower,” what they usually mean is, “I have trouble

saying no when my mouth, stomach, heart, or (fill in your

anatomical part) wants to say yes.” Think of it as “I won’t”

power.

But saying no is just one part of what willpower is, and

what it requires. After all, “Just say no” are the three favorite

words of procrastinators and coach potatoes worldwide. At

times, it’s more important to say yes. All those things you

put off for tomorrow (or forever)? Willpower helps you put

them on today’s to-do list, even when anxiety, distractions,

or a reality TV show marathon threaten to talk you out of it.

Think of it as “I will” power—the ability to do what you need

to do, even if part of you doesn’t want to.

“I will” and “I won’t” power are the two sides of self-

control, but they alone don’t constitute willpower. To say no

when you need to say no, and yes when you need to say

yes, you need a third power: the ability to remember what

you really want. I know, you think that what you really want

is the brownie, the third martini, or the day off. But when

you’re facing temptation, or flirting with procrastination, you

need to remember that what you really want is to fit into



your skinny jeans, get the promotion, get out of credit card

debt, stay in your marriage, or stay out of jail. Otherwise,

what’s going to stop you from following your immediate

desires? To exert self-control, you need to find your

motivation when it matters. This is “I want” power.

Willpower is about harnessing the three powers of I will, I

won’t, and I want to help you achieve your goals (and stay

out of trouble). As we’ll see, we human beings are the

fortunate recipients of brains that support all of these

capacities. In fact, the development of these three powers—

I will, I won’t, and I want—may define what it means to be

human. Before we get down to the dirty business of

analyzing why we fail to use these powers, let’s begin by

appreciating how lucky we are to have them. We’ll take a

quick peek into the brain to see where the magic happens,

and discover how we can train the brain to have more

willpower. We’ll also take our first look at why willpower can

be hard to find, and how to use another uniquely human

trait—self-awareness—to avoid willpower failure.



WHY WE HAVE WILLPOWER

 

Imagine this: It is 100,000 years ago, and you are a top-of-

the-line homo sapiens of the most recently evolved variety.

Yes, take a moment to get excited about your opposable

thumbs, erect spine, and hyoid bone (which allows you to

produce some kind of speech, though I’ll be damned if I

know what it sounds like). Congratulations, too, on your

ability to use fire (without setting yourself on fire), and your

skill at carving up buffalo and hippos with your cutting-edge

stone tools.

Just a few generations ago, your responsibilities in life

would have been so simple: 1. Find dinner. 2. Reproduce. 3.

Avoid unexpected encounters with a Crocodylus

anthropophagus (that’s Latin for “crocodile that snacks on

humans”). But you live in a closely knit tribe and depend on

other homo sapiens for your survival. That means you have

to add “not piss anyone off in the process” to your list of

priorities. Communities require cooperation and sharing

resources—you can’t just take what you want. Stealing

someone else’s buffalo burger or mate could get you exiled

from the group, or even killed. (Remember, other homo

sapiens have sharp stone tools, too, and your skin is a lot

thinner than a hippo’s.) Moreover, you might need your

tribe to care for you if you get sick or injured—no more

hunting and gathering for you. Even in the Stone Age, the

rules for how to win friends and influence people were likely

the same as today’s: Cooperate when your neighbor needs

shelter, share your dinner even if you’re still hungry, and



think twice before saying “That loincloth makes you look

fat.” In other words, a little self-control, please.

It’s not just your life that’s on the line. The whole tribe’s

survival depends on your ability to be more selective about

whom you fight with (keep it out of the clan) and whom you

mate with (not a first cousin, please—you need to increase

genetic diversity so that your whole tribe isn’t wiped out by

one disease). And if you’re lucky enough to find a mate,

you’re now expected to bond for life, not just frolic once

behind a bush. Yes, for you, the (almost) modern human,

there are all sorts of new ways to get into trouble with the

time-tested instincts of appetite, aggression, and sex.

 

 

This was just the beginning of the need for what we now call

willpower. As (pre)history marched on, the increasing

complexity of our social worlds required a matching increase

in self-control. The need to fit in, cooperate, and maintain

long-term relationships put pressure on our early human

brains to develop strategies for self-control. Who we are now

is a response to these demands. Our brains caught up, and

voilà, we have willpower: the ability to control the impulses

that helped us become fully human.



WHY IT MATTERS NOW

 

Back to modern-day life (you can keep your opposable

thumbs, of course, though you may want to put on a little

more clothing). Willpower has gone from being the thing

that distinguishes us humans from other animals to the

thing that distinguishes us from each other. We may all have

been born with the capacity for willpower, but some of us

use it more than others. People who have better control of

their attention, emotions, and actions are better off almost

any way you look at it. They are happier and healthier. Their

relationships are more satisfying and last longer. They make

more money and go further in their careers. They are better

able to manage stress, deal with conflict, and overcome

adversity. They even live longer. When pit against other

virtues, willpower comes out on top. Self-control is a better

predictor of academic success than intelligence (take that,

SATs), a stronger determinant of effective leadership than

charisma (sorry, Tony Robbins), and more important for

marital bliss than empathy (yes, the secret to lasting

marriage may be learning how to keep your mouth shut). If

we want to improve our lives, willpower is not a bad place to

start. To do this, we’re going to have to ask a little more of

our standard-equipped brains. And so let’s start by taking a

look at what it is we’re working with.



THE NEUROSCIENCE OF I WILL, I

WON’T, AND I WANT

 

Our modern powers of self-control are the product of long-

ago pressures to be better neighbors, parents, and mates.

But how exactly did the human brain catch up? The answer

appears to be the development of the prefrontal cortex, a

nice chunk of neural real estate right behind your forehead

and eyes. For most of evolutionary history, the prefrontal

cortex mainly controlled physical movement: walking,

running, reaching, pushing—a kind of proto-self-control. As

humans evolved, the prefrontal cortex got bigger and better

connected to other areas of the brain. It now takes up a

larger portion of the human brain than in the brains of other

species—one reason you’ll never see your dog saving kibble

for retirement. As the prefrontal cortex grew, it took on new

control functions: controlling what you pay attention to,

what you think about, even how you feel. This made it even

better at controlling what you do.

Robert Sapolsky, a neurobiologist at Stanford University,

has argued that the main job of the modern prefrontal

cortex is to bias the brain—and therefore, you—toward

doing “the harder thing.” When it’s easier to stay on the

couch, your prefrontal cortex makes you want to get up and

exercise. When it’s easier to say yes to dessert, your

prefrontal cortex remembers the reasons for ordering tea

instead. And when it’s easier to put that project off until

tomorrow, it’s your prefrontal cortex that helps you open the

file and make progress anyway.



 

Willpower in the Brain

The prefrontal cortex is not one unified blob of gray matter;

it has three key regions that divvy up the jobs of I will, I

won’t, and I want. One region, near the upper left side of the

prefrontal cortex, specializes in “I will” power. It helps you

start and stick to boring, difficult, or stressful tasks, like

staying on the treadmill when you’d rather hit the shower.

The right side, in contrast, handles “I won’t” power, holding

you back from following every impulse or craving. You can

thank this region for the last time you were tempted to read

a text message while driving, but kept your eyes on the

road instead. Together, these two areas control what you do.

The third region, just a bit lower and in the middle of the

prefrontal cortex, keeps track of your goals and your

desires. It decides what you want. The more rapidly its cells

fire, the more motivated you are to take action or resist

temptation. This part of the prefrontal cortex remembers



what you really want, even when the rest of your brain is

screaming, “Eat that! Drink that! Smoke that! Buy that!”

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHAT IS THE

HARDER THING?

 

Every willpower challenge requires doing something

difficult, whether it’s walking away from temptation or

not running away from a stressful situation. Imagine

yourself facing your specific willpower challenge. What

is the harder thing? What makes it so difficult? How do

you feel when you think about doing it?

 



A MIND-BLOWING CASE OF WILLPOWER LOST

 

How important is the prefrontal cortex for self-control? One

way to answer that question is to look at what happens

when you lose it. The most famous case of prefrontal cortex

brain damage is the story of Phineas Gage. And fair

warning, this is a gory story. You might want to put down

your sandwich.

In 1848, Phineas Gage was a twenty-five-year-old foreman

for a gang of rail workers. His employers called him their

best foreman, and his team respected and liked him. His

friends and family called him quiet and respectful. His

physician, John Martyn Harlow, described him as

exceptionally strong in both mind and body, “possessing an

iron will and an iron frame.”

But all that changed on Wednesday, September 13, at

four-thirty p.m. Gage and his men were using explosives to

clear a path through Vermont for the Rutland and Burlington

Railroad. Gage’s job was to set up each explosion. This

procedure had gone right a thousand times, and yet this

time, something went wrong. The explosion happened too

soon, and the blast sent a three-foot, seven-inch tamping

iron straight into Gage’s skull. It pierced his left cheek, blew

through his prefrontal cortex, and landed thirty yards behind

him, carrying some of Gage’s gray matter with it.

You might now be picturing Gage, flat on his back,

instantly killed. But he didn’t die. By witness reports, he

didn’t even pass out. Instead, his workers put him in an

oxcart and pushed him almost a mile back to the tavern

where he was staying. His physician patched him up as well

as possible, replacing the largest fragments of skull



recovered from the accident site, and stretching the scalp to

cover the wounds.

Gage’s full physical recovery took over two months (set

back perhaps as much by Dr. Harlow’s enthusiasm for

prescribing enemas as by the persistent fungus growing out

of Gage’s exposed brain). But by November 17, he was

sufficiently healed to return to his regular life. Gage himself

reported “feeling better in every respect,” with no lingering

pain.

Sounds like a happy ending. But unfortunately for Gage,

the story doesn’t end there. His outer wounds may have

healed, but something strange was happening inside Gage’s

brain. According to his friends and coworkers, his

personality had changed. Dr. Harlow described the changes

in a follow-up to his original medical report of the accident:

The balance . . . between his intellectual faculties and

his animal propensities seems to have been destroyed.

He is fitful, irreverent, indulging at times in the grossest

profanity (which was not previously his custom),

manifesting but little deference for his fellows, impatient

of restraint or advice when it conflicts with his desires . .

. devising many plans of future operation, which are no

sooner arranged than they are abandoned.... In this

regard his mind was radically changed, so decidedly

that his friends and acquaintances said he was “no

longer Gage.”

 

In other words, when Gage lost his prefrontal cortex, he lost

his will power, his won’t power, and his want power. His iron

will—something that had seemed like an unshakable part of

his character—had been destroyed by the tamping iron that

blew through his skull.

Most of us don’t have to worry about ill-timed railroad

explosions robbing us of our self-control, but we all have a

little Phineas Gage in us. The prefrontal cortex is not always



as reliable as we’d like. Many temporary states—like being

drunk, sleep-deprived, or even just distracted—inhibit the

prefrontal cortex, mimicking the brain damage that Gage

sustained. This leaves us less able to control our impulses,

even though our gray matter is still safe in our skulls. Even

when our brains are well rested and sober, we aren’t fully

out of danger. That’s because while we all have the capacity

to do the harder thing, we also have the desire to do exactly

the opposite. This impulse needs to be restrained, and as

we’ll see, it often has a mind of its own.



THE PROBLEM OF TWO MINDS

 

When we watch our willpower fail—spending too much,

eating too much, wasting time, and losing our tempers—

well, it can make a person wonder if he has a prefrontal

cortex at all. Sure, it might be possible to resist temptation,

but that doesn’t guarantee that we will. It’s conceivable that

we could do today what begs to be done tomorrow, but

more often than not, tomorrow wins. For this frustrating fact

of life, you can also give evolution a big thanks. As humans

evolved, our brains didn’t so much change as they grew.

Evolution prefers to add on to what it’s created, rather than

start from scratch. So as humans required new skills, our

primitive brain was not replaced with some completely new

model—the system of self-control was slapped on top of the

old system of urges and instincts.

That means that for any instinct that once served us well,

evolution has kept it around—even if it now gets us into

trouble. The good news is, evolution has also given us a way

to handle the problems we run into. Take, for example, our

taste buds’ delight in the foods most likely to make us fat.

An insatiable sweet tooth once helped humans survive when

food was scarce and extra body fat was life insurance. Fast-

forward to our modern environment of fast food, junk food,

and Whole Foods, and there is more than enough to go

around. Extra weight has become a health risk, not an

insurance policy, and the ability to resist tempting foods is

more important for long-term survival. But because it paid

off for our ancestors, our modern brains still come equipped

with a well-preserved instinct to crave fat and sweets.



Fortunately, we can use the brain’s more recently evolved

self-control system to override those cravings and keep our

hands out of the candy bowl. So while we’re stuck with the

impulse, we’re also equipped with the impulse control.

Some neuroscientists go so far as to say that we have one

brain but two minds—or even, two people living inside our

mind. There’s the version of us that acts on impulse and

seeks immediate gratification, and the version of us that

controls our impulses and delays gratification to protect our

long-term goals. They’re both us, but we switch back and

forth between these two selves. Sometimes we identify with

the person who wants to lose weight, and sometimes we

identify with the person who just wants the cookie. This is

what defines a willpower challenge: Part of you wants one

thing, and another part of you wants something else. Or

your present self wants one thing, but your future self would

be better off if you did something else. When these two

selves disagree, one version of us has to override the other.

The part of you that wants to give in isn’t bad—it simply has

a different point of view about what matters most.

 



The Problem of the Two Minds

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: MEET YOUR

TWO MINDS

 

Every willpower challenge is a conflict between two

parts of oneself. For your own willpower challenge,

describe these competing minds. What does the

impulsive version of you want? What does the wiser

version of you want? Some people find it useful to give a

name to the impulsive mind, like “the cookie monster”

to the part of you that always wants instant

gratification, “the critic” to the part of you that likes to

complain about everyone and everything, or “the

procrastinator” to the person who never wants to get

started. Giving a name to this version of yourself can

help you recognize when it is taking over, and also help

you call in your wiser self for some willpower support.

 



THE VALUE OF BOTH SELVES

 

It’s tempting to think about the self-control system as being

the infinitely superior “self,” and our more primitive instincts

as an embarrassing vestige of our evolutionary past. Sure,

back when our knuckles dragged in the dirt, those instincts

helped us survive long enough to pass on our genes. But

now they just get in the way, leading to health problems,

empty bank accounts, and sexual encounters we have to

apologize for on national television. If only we civilized

creatures weren’t still burdened with the drives of our long-

ago ancestors.

Not so fast. Though our survival system doesn’t always

work to our advantage, it is a mistake to think we should

conquer the primitive self completely. Medical case studies

of people who have lost these instincts through brain

damage reveal how crucial our primitive fears and desires

are for health, happiness, and even self-control. One of the

strangest cases involved a young woman who had part of

her midbrain destroyed during a brain surgery to stop

seizures. She appeared to lose the ability to feel fear and

disgust, which robbed her of two of the most instinctive

sources of self-restraint. She developed a habit of stuffing

herself with food until she got sick, and could frequently be

found sexually propositioning family members. Not exactly a

model of self-control!

As we’ll see throughout this book, without desires we’d

become depressed, and without fear we’d fail to protect

ourselves from future danger. Part of succeeding at your

willpower challenges will be finding a way to take advantage

of, and not fight, such primitive instincts. Neuroeconomists



—scientists who study what the brain does when we make

decisions—have discovered that the self-control system and

our survival instincts don’t always conflict. In some cases,

they cooperate to help us make good decisions. For

example, imagine that you’re walking through a department

store, and something shiny catches your eye. Your primitive

brain shrieks, “Buy it!” Then you check out the price tag:

$199.99. Before you saw the outrageous price, you would

have needed some serious prefrontal cortex intervention to

shut down the spending impulse. But what if your brain

registers an instinctive pain response to the price? Studies

show that this actually happens—the brain can treat a hefty

price tag like a physical punch to the gut. That instinctive

shock is going to make the job easy for your prefrontal

cortex, and you’ll barely need to exert any “I won’t” power.

As we aim to improve our willpower, we’ll look for ways to

use every bit of what it means to be human—including our

most primitive instincts, from the desire for pleasure to the

need to fit in—to support our goals.



THE FIRST RULE OF WILLPOWER: KNOW THYSELF

 

Self-control is one of mankind’s most fabulous upgrades, but

it’s not our only distinction. We also possess self-awareness:

the ability to realize what we are doing as we do it, and

understand why we are doing it. With any luck, we can also

predict what we’re likely to do before we do it, giving us

ample opportunity to reconsider. This level of self-awareness

appears to be uniquely human. Sure, dolphins and

elephants can recognize themselves in a mirror, but there’s

little evidence that they search their souls for self-

understanding.

Without self-awareness, the self-control system would be

useless. You need to recognize when you’re making a choice

that requires willpower; otherwise, the brain always defaults

to what is easiest. Consider a smoker who wants to quit. She

needs to recognize the first sign of a craving, and where it’s

likely to lead her (outside, in the cold, fumbling with a

lighter). She also needs to realize that if she gives in to the

craving this time, she’s more likely to smoke again

tomorrow. One more look in the crystal ball, and she’ll see

that if she continues on this path, she’ll end up with all

those horrible diseases she learned about in health class. To

avoid this fate, she needs to make a conscious choice not to

smoke the cigarette. Without self-awareness, she’s doomed.

This may sound simple, but psychologists know that most

of our choices are made on autopilot, without any real

awareness of what’s driving them, and certainly without

serious reflection on their consequences. Heck, most of the

time, we don’t even realize we’re making a choice. For

example, one study asked people how many food-related



decisions they made in one day. What would you say? On

average, people guessed fourteen. In reality, when these

same folks carefully tracked their decisions, the average

was 227. That’s more than two hundred choices people

were initially unaware of—and those are just the decisions

related to eating. How can you control yourself if you aren’t

even aware that there is something to control?

Modern society, with its constant distractions and

stimulation, doesn’t help. Baba Shiv, a professor of

marketing at the Stanford Graduate School of Business, has

shown that people who are distracted are more likely to give

in to temptations. For example, students trying to

remember a telephone number are 50 percent more likely to

choose chocolate cake over fruit at a snack cart. Distracted

shoppers are more susceptible to in-store promotions, and

more likely to go home with items not on their shopping

lists.2

When your mind is preoccupied, your impulses—not your

long-term goals—will guide your choices. Texting as you

stand in line waiting to order at the coffee shop? You might

just find yourself asking for a mocha milk shake instead of

an iced coffee. (Incoming text msg: Bet u don’t want 2 know

how many calories r in that drink.) Can’t get your mind off

work? You might just find yourself agreeing with the

salesperson that you need the upgrade and unlimited-

service package.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:TRACK YOUR

WILLPOWER CHOICES

 

To have more self-control, you first need to develop

more self-awareness. A good first step is to notice when

you are making choices related to your willpower

challenge. Some will be more obvious, such as, “Do I go

to the gym after work?” The impact of other decisions



might not be clear until later in the day, when you see

their full consequences. For example, did you choose to

pack your gym bag so you wouldn’t have to go home

first? (Smart! You’ll be less likely to make excuses.) Did

you get caught up in a phone call until you were too

hungry to go straight to the gym? (Oops! You’ll be less

likely to exercise if you have to stop for dinner first.) For

at least one day, track your choices. At the end of the

day, look back and try to analyze when decisions were

made that either supported or undermined your goals.

Trying to keep track of your choices will also reduce the

number of decisions you make while distracted—a

guaranteed way to boost your willpower.

 



AN E-MAIL ADDICT TAKES THE FIRST STEP TO

RECOVERY

 

Michele, a thirty-one-year-old radio show producer, was

constantly checking e-mail on her computer or her phone. It

was disrupting her productivity at work and annoying her

boyfriend, who could never manage to get Michele’s full

attention. Her willpower challenge for the class was to check

e-mail less, and she set an ambitious goal of checking no

more than once an hour. After the first week, she reported

that she did not come even close to her goal. The problem

was that she often didn’t even realize that she was checking

her e-mail until after she was scrolling through new

messages. She could stop once she realized what she was

doing, but whatever impulse led her to look at her phone or

click over to her e-mail was happening outside of conscious

awareness. Michele set the goal to catch herself sooner in

the process.

By the next week, she was able to notice when she was

reaching for her phone or opening her e-mail. That gave her

an opportunity to practice stopping before she got fully

sucked in. The impulse to check was more elusive. Michele

had trouble recognizing what was prompting her to check

before she was in the process of checking. With time,

though, she came to recognize a feeling almost like an itch

—a tension in her brain and body that was relieved when

she checked her e-mail. That observation was fascinating to

Michele; she had never thought of checking e-mail as a way

to relieve tension. She had thought she was just seeking

information. As she paid attention to how she felt after she

checked, Michele realized that checking her e-mail was as



ineffective as scratching an itch—it just made her itch more.

With this awareness of both the impulse and her response,

she had much more control over her behavior, and even

surpassed her original goal to check less often outside of

work hours.

This week, commit to watching how the process of

giving in to your impulses happens. You don’t even need

to set a goal to improve your self-control yet. See if you

can catch yourself earlier and earlier in the process,

noticing what thoughts, feelings, and situations are

most likely to prompt the impulse. What do you think or

say to yourself that makes it more likely that you will

give in?

 



TRAIN YOUR BRAIN FOR WILLPOWER

 

It took evolution millions of years to deliver a prefrontal

cortex that is capable of everything we humans need. So

perhaps it’s a little greedy to ask this, but is it possible to

make our brains even better at self-control, without having

to hang around for another million? If a basic human brain is

pretty good at self-control, is there anything we can do right

now to improve on the standard model?

Since the dawn of time, or at least since researchers

started poking and prodding the human brain, it was

assumed that the brain was fixed in structure. Whatever

brainpower you had was a done deal, not a work in

progress. The only change your brain was going to see was

the deterioration of getting old. But over the last decade,

neuroscientists have discovered that, like an eager student,

the brain is remarkably responsive to experience. Ask your

brain to do math every day, and it gets better at math. Ask

your brain to worry, and it gets better at worrying. Ask your

brain to concentrate, and it gets better at concentrating.

Not only does your brain find these things easier, but it

actually remodels itself based on what you ask it to do.

Some parts of the brain grow denser, packing in more and

more gray matter like a muscle bulking up from exercise.

For example, adults who learn how to juggle develop more

gray matter in regions of the brain that track moving

objects. Areas of the brain can also grow more connected to

each other, so they can share information more quickly. For

example, adults who play memory games for twenty-five



minutes a day develop greater connectivity between brain

regions important for attention and memory.

But brain training isn’t just for juggling and remembering

where you left your glasses—there is growing scientific

evidence that you can train your brain to get better at self-

control. What does willpower training for your brain look

like? Well, you could challenge your “I won’t” power by

planting temptation traps around your home—a chocolate

bar in your sock drawer, a martini station by your exercise

bike, the photo of your very married high school sweetheart

taped to the fridge. Or you could build your own “I will”

power obstacle course, with stations that require you to

drink wheat grass juice, do twenty jumping jacks, and file

your taxes early.

Or you could do something a lot simpler and less painful:

meditate. Neuroscientists have discovered that when you

ask the brain to meditate, it gets better not just at

meditating, but at a wide range of self-control skills,

including attention, focus, stress management, impulse

control, and self-awareness. People who meditate regularly

aren’t just better at these things. Over time, their brains

become finely tuned willpower machines. Regular

meditators have more gray matter in the prefrontal cortex,

as well as regions of the brain that support self-awareness.

It doesn’t take a lifetime of meditation to change the

brain. Some researchers have started to look for the

smallest dose of meditation needed to see benefits (an

approach my students deeply appreciate, since not many

are going to head off to the Himalayas to sit in a cave for

the next decade). These studies take people who have

never meditated before—even folks who are skeptical of the

whole thing—and teach them a simple meditation technique

like the one you’ll learn just ahead. One study found that

just three hours of meditation practice led to improved

attention and self-control. After eleven hours, researchers

could see those changes in the brain. The new meditators



had increased neural connections between regions of the

brain important for staying focused, ignoring distractions,

and controlling impulses. Another study found that eight

weeks of daily meditation practice led to increased self-

awareness in everyday life, as well as increased gray matter

in corresponding areas of the brain.

It may seem incredible that our brains can reshape

themselves so quickly, but meditation increases blood flow

to the prefrontal cortex, in much the same way that lifting

weights increases blood flow to your muscles. The brain

appears to adapt to exercise in the same way that muscles

do, getting both bigger and faster in order to get better at

what you ask of it. So if you’re ready to train your brain, the

following meditation technique will get the blood rushing to

your prefrontal cortex—the closest we can get to speeding

up evolution, and making the most of our brains’ potential.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:A FIVE-

MINUTE BRAIN-TRAINING MEDITATION

 

Breath focus is a simple but powerful meditation

technique for training your brain and increasing

willpower. It reduces stress and teaches the mind how to

handle both inner distractions (cravings, worries,

desires) and outer temptations (sounds, sights, and

smells). New research shows that regular meditation

practice helps people quit smoking, lose weight, kick a

drug habit, and stay sober. Whatever your “I will” and “I

won’t” challenges are, this five-minute meditation is a

powerful brain-training exercise for boosting your

willpower.

Here’s how to get started:

1. Sit still and stay put .

Sit in a chair with your feet flat on the ground, or

sit cross-legged on a cushion. Sit up straight and



rest your hands in your lap. It’s important not to

fidget when you meditate—that’s the physical

foundation of self-control. If you notice the instinct

to scratch an itch, adjust your arms, or cross and

uncross your legs, see if you can feel the urge but

not follow it. This simple act of staying still is part

of what makes meditation willpower training

effective. You’re learning not to automatically

follow every single impulse that your brain and

body produce.

2. Turn your attention to the breath.

Close your eyes or, if you are worried about falling

asleep, focus your gaze at a single spot (like a

blank wall, not the Home Shopping Network).

Begin to notice your breathing. Silently say in your

mind “inhale” as you breathe in and “exhale” as

you breathe out. When you notice your mind

wandering (and it will), just bring it back to the

breath. This practice of coming back to the breath,

again and again, kicks the prefrontal cortex into

high gear and quiets the stress and craving

centers of your brain .

3. Notice how it feels to breathe, and notice how the

mind wanders.

After a few minutes, drop the labels

“inhale/exhale.” Try focusing on just the feeling of

breathing. You might notice the sensations of the

breath flowing in and out of your nose and mouth.

You might sense the belly or chest expanding as

you breathe in, and deflating as you breathe out.

Your mind might wander a bit more without the

labeling. Just as before, when you notice yourself

thinking about something else, bring your

attention back to the breath. If you need help

refocusing, bring yourself back to the breath by

saying “inhale” and “exhale” for a few rounds.



This part of the practice trains self-awareness

along with self-control.

Start with five minutes a day. When this

becomes a habit, try ten to fifteen minutes a day.

If that starts to feel like a burden, bring it back

down to five. A short practice that you do every

day is better than a long practice you keep putting

off to tomorrow. It may help you to pick a specific

time that you will meditate every day, like right

before your morning shower. If this is impossible,

staying flexible will help you fit it in when you can.

 



BEING BAD AT MEDITATION IS GOOD FOR SELF-

CONTROL

 

Andrew felt like a terrible meditator. The fifty-one-year-old

electrical engineer was convinced that the goal of

meditation was to get rid of all thoughts and empty the

mind. Even when he was focused on his breath, other

thoughts sneaked in. He was ready to give up on the

practice because he wasn’t getting better at it as quickly as

he hoped, and figured he was wasting his time if he wasn’t

able to focus perfectly on the breath.

Most new meditators make this mistake, but the truth is

that being “bad” at meditation is exactly what makes the

practice effective. I encouraged Andrew—and all the other

frustrated meditators in class—to pay attention not just to

how well they were focusing during the meditation, but how

it was affecting their focus and choices during the rest of

the day.

Andrew found that even when his meditation felt

distracted, he was more focused after practicing than if he

skipped it. He also realized that what he was doing in

meditation was exactly what he needed to do in real life:

catch himself moving away from a goal and then point

himself back at the goal (in this case, focusing on the

breath). The meditation was perfect practice for when he

was just about to order something salty and deep-fried for

lunch, and needed to stop and order something healthier. It

was perfect practice for when he had a sarcastic comment

on his lips and needed to pause and hold his tongue. And it

was perfect practice for noticing when he was wasting time

at work and needed to get back on track. All day long, self-



control was a process of noticing that he was off-goal and

redirecting himself to the goal. With this realization, Andrew

no longer cared if his whole ten-minute meditation was

spent getting distracted and coming back to the breath. The

“worse” the meditation, the better the practice for real life,

as long he was able to notice when his mind was wandering.

Meditation is not about getting rid of all your thoughts;

it’s learning not to get so lost in them that you forget

what your goal is. Don’t worry if your focus isn’t perfect

when meditating. Just practice coming back to the

breath, again and again.

 



THE LAST WORD

 

Thanks to the architecture of the modern human brain, we

each have multiple selves that compete for control of our

thoughts, feelings, and actions. Every willpower challenge is

a battle among these different versions of ourselves. To put

the higher self in charge, we need to strengthen the

systems of self-awareness and self-control. When we do, we

will find the willpower and the want power to do the harder

thing.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Willpower is actually three powers—I will, I

won’t, and I want—that help us to be a better version of

ourselves.

Under the Microscope

 

• What is the harder thing? Imagine yourself facing

your willpower challenge, and doing the harder

thing. What makes it hard?

• Meet your two minds. For your willpower

challenge, describe your two competing selves.

What does the impulsive version of you want?

What does the wiser version of you want?

 

Willpower Experiments

 



• Track your willpower choices. For at least one day,

try to notice every decision you make related to

your willpower challenge.

• Five-minute brain-training meditation. Focus on

your breath using the words “inhale” and “exhale”

in your mind. When your mind wanders, notice,

and bring it back to the breath.

 

 



TWO

 

The Willpower Instinct: Your Body Was

Born to Resist Cheesecake

 

I starts with a flash of excitement. Your brain buzzes, and

your heart pounds in your chest. It’s like your whole body is

saying Yes. Then the anxiety hits. Your lungs tighten and

your muscles tense. You start to feel light-headed and a

little nauseous. You are almost trembling, you want this so

much. But you can’t. But you want. But you can’t! You know

what you need to do, but you aren’t sure you can handle

this feeling without falling apart or giving in.

Welcome to the world of craving. Maybe it’s a craving for

a cigarette, a drink, or a triple latte. Maybe it’s the sight of a

last-chance super clearance sale, a lottery ticket, or a

doughnut in the bakery window. In such a moment, you face

a choice: follow the craving, or find the inner strength to

control yourself. This is the moment you need to say “I

won’t” when every cell in your body is saying “I want.”

You know when you’ve met a real willpower challenge

because you feel it in your body. It’s not some abstract

argument between what is right and what is wrong. It feels

like a battle happening inside of you—a battle between two

parts of yourself, or what often feels like two very different

people. Sometimes the craving wins. Sometimes the part of

you that knows better, or wants better for yourself, wins.

Why you succeed or fail at these willpower challenges can

seem like a mystery. One day you resist, and the next you

succumb. You might ask yourself, “What was I thinking!” But

a better question might be, “What was my body doing?”



Science is discovering that self-control is a matter of

physiology, not just psychology. It’s a temporary state of

both mind and body that gives you the strength and calm to

override your impulses. Researchers are beginning to

understand what that state looks like, and why the

complexity of our modern world often interferes with it. The

good news is that you can learn to shift your physiology into

that state when you need your willpower the most. You can

also train the body’s capacity to stay in this state, so that

when temptation strikes, your instinctive response is one of

self-control.



A TALE OF TWO THREATS

 

To understand what happens in the body when we exercise

self-control, we need to start with an important distinction:

the difference between a saber-toothed tiger and a

strawberry cheesecake. In one important respect, the tiger

and the cheesecake are alike—both can derail your goal to

live a long and healthy life. But in other ways, they are

critically different threats. What the brain and body do to

deal with them will be very different. Lucky for you,

evolution has endowed you with exactly the resources you

need to protect yourself from both.



WHEN DANGER STRIKES

 

Let’s start with a little trip back in time, to a place where

fierce saber-toothed tigers once stalked their prey.3 Imagine

you are in the Serengeti in East Africa, minding your own

early hominid business. Perhaps you are scavenging for

lunch among the carcasses scattered across the savannah.

Things are going well—is that an abandoned, freshly killed

antelope you spy?—when all of a sudden, holy shit! A saber-

toothed tiger is lurking in the branches of a nearby tree.

Perhaps he’s savoring his antelope appetizer and

contemplating his second course: you. He looks eager to

sink those eleven-inch teeth into your flesh, and unlike your

twenty-first-century self, this predator has no qualms about

satisfying his cravings. Don’t expect him to be on a diet,

eyeing your curves as a bit too calorie-rich.

Fortunately, you are not the first person to find yourself in

this very situation. Many of your long-ago ancestors faced

this enemy and others like him. And so you have inherited

from your ancestors an instinct that helps you respond to

any threat that requires fighting or running for your life. This

instinct is appropriately called the fight-or-flight stress

response. You know the feeling: heart pounding, jaw

clenching, senses on high alert. These changes in the body

are no accident. They are coordinated in a sophisticated

way by the brain and nervous system to make sure you act

quickly and with every ounce of energy you have.

Here’s what happened, physiologically, when you spotted

that saber-toothed tiger: The information from your eyes

first made its way to an area of the brain called the

amygdala, which functions as your own personal alarm



system. This alarm system sits in the middle of your brain

and lives to detect possible emergencies. When it notices a

threat, its central location makes it easy to get the message

out to other areas of your brain and body. When the alarm

system got the signal from your eyeballs that there was a

saber-toothed tiger eyeing you, it launched a series of

signals to your brain and body that prompted the fight-or-

flight response. Stress hormones were released from your

adrenal glands. Energy—in the form of fats and sugar—was

released into your bloodstream from your liver. Your

respiratory system got your lungs pumping to fuel the body

with extra oxygen. Your cardiovascular system kicked into

high gear to make sure the energy in your bloodstream

would get to the muscles doing the fighting or the fleeing.

Every cell in your body got the memo: time to show what

you’re made of.

While your body was getting ready to defend your life, the

alarm system in your brain was busy trying to make sure

that you didn’t get in the body’s way. It focused your

attention and senses on the saber-toothed tiger and your

surroundings, making sure no stray thoughts distracted you

from the threat at hand. The alarm system also prompted a

complex change in brain chemicals that inhibited your

prefrontal cortex, the area of the brain in charge of impulse

control. That’s right, the fight-or-flight response wants to

make you more impulsive. The rational, wise, and

deliberative prefrontal cortex is effectively put to sleep—the

better to make sure you don’t chicken out or overthink your

escape. Speaking of escape, I’d say your best bet in this

situation is to start running. Now.

The fight-or-flight response is one of nature’s greatest

gifts to mankind: the built-in ability of your body and brain

to devote all of their energy to saving your butt in an

emergency. You aren’t going to waste energy—physical or

mental—on anything that doesn’t help you survive the

immediate crisis. So when the fight-or-flight response takes



over, the physical energy that might a moment ago have

been devoted to digesting your morning snack or repairing a

hangnail is redirected to the task of immediate self-

preservation. Mental energy that was focused on finding

your dinner or planning your next great cave painting is

rechanneled into present-moment vigilance and rapid

action. In other words, the fight-or-flight stress response is

an energy-management instinct. It decides how you are

going to spend your limited physical and mental energy.



A NEW KIND OF THREAT

 

Still in the savannah of the Serengeti, fleeing the saber-

toothed tiger? Sorry about that. I apologize if our trip back in

time was a bit stressful, but it was a necessary detour if we

want to understand the biology of self-control. Let’s come

back to today, away from the prowl of now-extinct

predators. Catch your breath, relax a little. Let’s find our

way somewhere safer and more pleasant.

How about a stroll down your local Main Street? Imagine it

now: It’s a beautiful day, with bright sun and a gentle

breeze. The birds in the trees are singing John Lennon’s

“Imagine,” when all of a sudden—BAM! In a bakery display

case, there sits the most delectable strawberry cheesecake

you have ever seen. A radiant red glaze glistens over its

smooth, creamy surface. A few carefully placed strawberry

slices bring to mind the taste of childhood summers. Before

you can say, “Oh, wait, I’m on a diet,” your feet are moving

toward the door, your hand is pulling the handle, and bells

chime your tongue-hanging, mouth-drooling arrival.

What’s going on in the brain and body now? A few things.

First, your brain is temporarily taken over by the promise of

reward. At the sight of that strawberry cheesecake, your

brain launches a neurotransmitter called dopamine from the

middle of your brain into areas of the brain that control your

attention, motivation, and action. Those little dopamine

messengers tell your brain, “Must get cheesecake NOW, or

suffer a fate worse than death.” This might explain the near-

automatic movement of your feet and hands into the

bakery. (Whose hand is that? Is that my hand on the door?

Yes, it is. Now, how much is that cheesecake?)



While all this is happening, your blood sugar drops. As

soon as your brain anticipates your mouth’s first creamy

bite, it releases a neurochemical that tells the body to take

up whatever energy is circulating in the bloodstream. The

body’s logic is this: A slice of cheesecake, high in sugar and

fat, is going to produce a major spike in blood sugar. To

prevent an unsightly sugar coma and the rare (but never

pretty) death by cheesecake, you need to lower the sugar

currently in the bloodstream. How kind of the body to look

out for you in this way! But this drop in blood sugar can

leave you feeling a little shaky and cranky, making you

crave the cheesecake even more. Hmmm, sneaky. I don’t

want to sound like a cheesecake conspiracy theorist, but if

it’s a contest between the cheesecake and your good

intention to diet, I’d say the cheesecake is winning.

But wait! Just as in the Serengeti, you have a secret

weapon: willpower. You remember willpower—the ability to

do what really matters, even when it’s difficult? Right now,

what really matters isn’t the momentary pleasure of

cheesecake molecules hitting your palate. Part of you knows

that you have bigger goals. Goals like health, happiness,

and fitting into your pants tomorrow. This part of you

recognizes that the cheesecake threatens your long-term

goals. And so it will do whatever it can to deal with this

threat. This is your willpower instinct.

But unlike the saber-toothed tiger, the cheesecake is not

the real threat. Think about it: That cheesecake cannot do

anything to you, your health, or your waistline unless you

pick up the fork. That’s right: This time, the enemy is within.

You don’t need to flee the bakery (although it might not

hurt). And you definitely don’t need to kill the cheesecake

(or the baker). But you do need to do something about

those inner cravings. You can’t exactly kill a desire, and

because the cravings are inside your mind and body, there’s

no obvious escape. The fight-or-flight stress response, which

pushes you toward your most primitive urges, is exactly



what you don’t need right now. Self-control requires a

different approach to self-preservation—one that helps you

handle this new kind of threat.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE : WHAT IS

THE THREAT?

 

We’re used to seeing temptation and trouble outside of

ourselves: the dangerous doughnut, the sinful cigarette,

the enticing Internet. But self-control points the mirror

back at ourselves, and our inner worlds of thoughts,

desires, emotions, and impulses. For your willpower

challenge, identify the inner impulse that needs to be

restrained. What is the thought or feeling that makes

you want to do whatever it is you don’t want to do? If

you aren’t sure, try some field observation. Next time

you’re tempted, turn your attention inward.

 



THE WILLPOWER INSTINCT: PAUSE

AND PLAN

 

Suzanne Segerstrom, a psychologist at the University of

Kentucky, studies how states of mind like stress and hope

influence the body. She has found that, just like stress, self-

control has a biological signature. The need for self-control

sets into motion a coordinated set of changes in the brain

and body that help you resist temptation and override self-

destructive urges. Segerstrom calls those changes the

pause-and-plan response, which couldn’t look more different

from the fight-or-flight response.

You’ll recall from our trip to the Serengeti that a fight-or-

flight stress response starts when you recognize an external

threat. Your brain and body then go into the self-defense

mode of attack or escape. The pause-and-plan response

differs in one very crucial way: It starts with the perception

of an internal conflict, not an external threat. You want to do

one thing (smoke a cigarette, supersize your lunch, visit

inappropriate websites at work), but know you shouldn’t. Or

you know you should do something (file your taxes, finish a

project, go to the gym), but you’d rather do nothing. This

internal conflict is its own kind of threat: Your instincts are

pushing you toward a potentially bad decision. What’s

needed, therefore, is protection of yourself by yourself. This

is what self-control is all about. The most helpful response

will be to slow you down, not speed you up (as a fight-or-

flight response does). And this is precisely what the pause-

and-plan response does. The perception of an internal



conflict triggers changes in the brain and body that help you

slow down and control your impulses.



THIS IS YOUR BRAIN AND BODY ON WILLPOWER

 

Like the fight-or-flight response, the pause-and-plan

response begins in the brain. Just as the alarm system of

your brain is always monitoring what you hear, see, and

smell, other areas are keeping track of what’s going on

inside of you. This self-monitoring system is distributed

throughout the brain, connecting the self-control regions of

the prefrontal cortex with areas of the brain that keep track

of your body sensations, thoughts, and emotions. One

important job of this system is to keep you from making

stupid mistakes, like breaking a six-month stretch of

sobriety, yelling at your boss, or ignoring your overdue

credit card bills. The self-monitoring system is just waiting to

detect warning signs—in the form of thoughts, emotions,

and sensations—that you are about to do something you will

later regret. When your brain recognizes such a warning, our

good friend the prefrontal cortex jumps into action to help

you make the right choice. To help the prefrontal cortex, the

pause-and-plan response redirects energy from the body to

the brain. For self-control, you don’t need legs ready to run

or arms ready to punch, but a well-fueled brain ready to flex

its power.

As we saw with the fight-or-flight response, the pause-

and-plan response doesn’t stop in the brain. Remember,

your body has already started to respond to that

cheesecake. Your brain needs to bring the body on board

with your goals and put the brakes on your impulses. To do

this, your prefrontal cortex will communicate the need for

self-control to lower brain regions that regulate your heart

rate, blood pressure, breathing, and other automatic



functions. The pause-and-plan response drives you in the

opposite direction of the fight-or-flight response. Instead of

speeding up, your heart slows down, and your blood

pressure stays normal. Instead of hyperventilating like a

madman, you take a deep breath. Instead of tensing

muscles to prime them for action, your body relaxes a little.

The pause-and-plan response puts your body into a

calmer state, but not too sedate. The goal is not to paralyze

you in the face of internal conflict, but to give you freedom.

By keeping you from immediately following your impulses,

the pause-and-plan response gives you the time for more

flexible, thoughtful action. From this state of mind and body,

you can choose to walk away from the cheesecake, with

both your pride and your diet intact.

While the pause-and-plan response is as innate to our

human nature as the fight-or-flight response, you’ve no

doubt noticed that it doesn’t always feel as instinctive as,

say, eating the cheesecake. To understand why the

willpower instinct doesn’t always kick in, we need to dive a

little deeper into the biology of both stress and self-control.



THE BODY’S WILLPOWER “RESERVE”

 

The single best physiological measurement of the pause-

and-plan response is something called heart rate variability

—a measurement most people have never heard of, but one

that provides an amazing window into the body’s state of

stress or calm. Everybody’s heart rate varies to some

degree. This is easy to feel when you run up the stairs and

your heart rate soars. But if you’re healthy, your heart rate

has had some normal ups and downs even as you’ve read

this page. We’re not talking dangerous arrhythmias here.

Just little variations. Your heart speeds up a bit when you

inhale: buh-dum buh-dum buh-dum. It slows down again

when you exhale: buh-dum buh-dum buh-dum. This is good.

This is healthy. It means that your heart is getting signals

from both branches of your autonomic nervous system: the

sympathetic nervous system, which revs the body into

action, and the parasympathetic nervous system, which

promotes relaxation and healing in the body.

When people are under stress, the sympathetic nervous

system takes over, which is part of the basic biology that

helps you fight or flee. Heart rate goes up, and variability

goes down. The heart gets “stuck” at a higher rate—

contributing to the physical feelings of anxiety or anger that

accompany the fight-or-flight response. In contrast, when

people successfully exert self-control, the parasympathetic

nervous system steps in to calm stress and control

impulsive action. Heart rate goes down, but variability goes

up. When this happens, it contributes to a sense of focus

and calm. Segerstrom first observed this physiological

signature of self-control when she asked hungry students



not to eat freshly baked chocolate-chip cookies. (It was a

cruel setup, actually—the students had been asked to fast in

preparation for a taste test. When they arrived, they were

taken into a room with a tempting display of warm

chocolate-chip cookies, chocolate candy, and carrots. Then

they were told: Eat all the carrots you want, but don’t touch

the cookies or candy. Those are for the next participants.

Reluctantly, they had to resist the sweets—and that’s when

heart rate variability went up. The lucky control participants

who were asked to “resist” the carrots but enjoy all the

cookies and candy they wanted? No change.)

Heart rate variability is such a good index of willpower

that you can use it to predict who will resist temptation, and

who will give in. For example, recovering alcoholics whose

heart rate variability goes up when they see a drink are

more likely to stay sober. Recovering alcoholics who show

the opposite response—their heart rate variability drops

when they see a drink—have a greater risk of relapse.

Studies also show that people with higher heart rate

variability are better at ignoring distractions, delaying

gratification, and dealing with stressful situations. They are

also less likely to give up on difficult tasks, even when they

initially fail or receive critical feedback. These findings have

led psychologists to call heart rate variability the body’s

“reserve” of willpower—a physiological measure of your

capacity for self-control. If you have high heart rate

variability, you have more willpower available for whenever

temptation strikes.

Why are some people lucky enough to face willpower

challenges with high heart rate variability, while others

meet temptation at a distinct physiological disadvantage?

Many factors influence your willpower reserve, from what

you eat (plant-based, unprocessed foods help; junk food

doesn’t) to where you live (poor air quality decreases heart

rate variability—yes, L.A.’s smog may be contributing to the

high percentage of movie stars in rehab). Anything that puts



a stress on your mind or body can interfere with the

physiology of self-control, and by extension, sabotage your

willpower. Anxiety, anger, depression, and loneliness are all

associated with lower heart rate variability and less self-

control. Chronic pain and illness can also drain your body

and brain’s willpower reserve. But there are just as many

things you can do that shift the body and mind toward the

physiology of self-control. The focus meditation you learned

in the last chapter is one of the easiest and most effective

ways to improve the biological basis of willpower. It not only

trains the brain, but also increases heart rate variability.

Anything else that you do to reduce stress and take care of

your health—exercise, get a good night’s sleep, eat better,

spend quality time with friends and family, participate in a

religious or spiritual practice—will improve your body’s

willpower reserve.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: BREATHE

YOUR WAY TO SELF-CONTROL

 

You won’t find many quick fixes in this book, but there is

one way to immediately boost willpower: Slow your

breathing down to four to six breaths per minute. That’s

ten to fifteen seconds per breath—slower than you

normally breathe, but not difficult with a little bit of

practice and patience. Slowing the breath down

activates the prefrontal cortex and increases heart rate

variability, which helps shift the brain and body from a

state of stress to self-control mode. A few minutes of

this technique will make you feel calm, in control, and

capable of handling cravings or challenges.4

It’s a good idea to practice slowing down your breath

before you’re staring down a cheesecake. Start by

timing yourself to see how many breaths you normally

take in one minute. Then begin to slow the breath down



without holding your breath (that will only increase

stress). For most people, it’s easier to slow down the

exhalation, so focus on exhaling slowly and completely

(pursing your lips and imagining that you are exhaling

through a straw in your mouth can help). Exhaling fully

will help you breathe in more fully and deeply without

struggling. If you don’t quite get down to four breaths a

minute, don’t worry. Heart rate variability steadily

increases as your breathing rate drops below twelve per

minute.

Research shows that regular practice of this technique

can make you more resilient to stress and build your

willpower reserve. One study found that a daily twenty-

minute practice of slowed breathing increased heart

rate variability and reduced cravings and depression

among adults recovering from substance abuse and

post-traumatic stress disorder. Heart rate variability

training programs (using similar breathing exercises)

have also been used to improve self-control and

decrease the stress of cops, stock traders, and customer

service operators—three of the most stressful jobs on

the planet. And because it takes only one to two

minutes of breathing at this pace to boost your

willpower reserve, it’s something you can do whenever

you face a willpower challenge.

 



WILLPOWER RX

 

One of my students, Nathan, worked as a physician’s

assistant at the local hospital. It was a rewarding but

stressful job that involved both direct patient care and

administrative duties. He found that the slowed-breathing

exercise helped him think clearly and make better decisions

under pressure. It was so useful, he taught it to his

coworkers. They, too, started slowing down their breathing

to prepare for stressful situations such as talking to a

patient’s family, or to help deal with the physical strain of

working a long shift without enough sleep. Nathan even

started suggesting it to patients, to help them deal with

anxiety or get through an uncomfortable medical procedure.

Many of the patients felt as though they had no control over

what was happening to them. Slowing down the breath gave

them a sense of control over their mind and body, and

helped them find the courage they needed in difficult

situations.



TRAIN YOUR MIND AND YOUR BODY

 

While there are many things you can do to support the

physiology of self-control, this week I’m going to ask you to

consider the two strategies that have the biggest bang for

their buck. Both are inexpensive and immediately effective,

with benefits that only build with time. They also improve a

wide set of willpower saboteurs, including depression,

anxiety, chronic pain, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes.

That makes them good investments for anyone who wants

more willpower and doesn’t mind the side effects of better

health and happiness.



THE WILL POWER MIRACLE

 

Megan Oaten, a psychologist, and Ken Cheng, a biologist,

had just concluded their first study of a new treatment for

enhancing self-control. These two researchers at Macquarie

University in Sydney, Australia, were stunned by the

findings. While they had hoped for positive results, nobody

could have predicted how far-reaching the treatment’s

effects would be. The trial’s guinea pigs were six men and

eighteen women, ranging in age from eighteen to fifty years

old. After two months of the treatment, they showed

improvements in attention and the ability to ignore

distractions. In an age of thirty-second attention spans, that

would have been reason enough to celebrate. But there was

more. They had reduced their smoking, drinking, and

caffeine intake—despite the fact that nobody had asked

them to. They were eating less junk food and more healthy

food. They were spending less time watching television and

more time studying. They were saving money and spending

less on impulse purchases. They felt more in control of their

emotions. They even procrastinated less and were less likely

to be late for appointments.

Good God, what is this miracle drug and where can I get a

prescription? The intervention wasn’t a drug at all. The

willpower miracle was physical exercise. The participants,

none of whom exercised regularly before the intervention,

were given free membership to a gym and encouraged to

make good use of it. They exercised an average of just one

time per week for the first month, but were up to three

times per week by the end of the two-month study. The

researchers did not ask them to make any other changes in



their lives, and yet the exercise program seemed to spark

newfound strength and self-control in all aspects of their

lives.

Exercise turns out to be the closest thing to a wonder drug

that self-control scientists have discovered. For starters, the

willpower benefits of exercise are immediate. Fifteen

minutes on a treadmill reduces cravings, as seen when

researchers try to tempt dieters with chocolate and smokers

with cigarettes. The long-term effects of exercise are even

more impressive. It not only relieves ordinary, everyday

stress, but it’s as powerful an antidepressant as Prozac.

Working out also enhances the biology of self-control by

increasing baseline heart rate variability and training the

brain. When neuroscientists have peered inside the brains of

new exercisers, they have seen increases in both gray

matter—brain cells—and white matter, the insulation on

brain cells that helps them communicate quickly and

efficiently with each other. Physical exercise—like

meditation—makes your brain bigger and faster, and the

prefrontal cortex shows the largest training effect.

The first question my students ask when they hear this

research is, “How much do I need to do?” My response is

always, “How much are you willing to do?” There’s no point

setting a goal that you’re going to abandon in a week, and

there’s no scientific consensus about how much exercise

you need to do. A 2010 analysis of ten different studies

found that the biggest mood-boosting, stress-busting effects

came from five-minute doses of exercise, not hour-long

sessions. There’s no shame—and a lot of potential good—in

committing to just a five-minute walk around the block.

The next question everyone asks is, “What kind of

exercise is best?” To which I respond, “What kind will you

actually do?” The body and brain don’t seem to

discriminate, so whatever you are willing to do is the perfect

place to start. Gardening, walking, dancing, yoga, team

sports, swimming, playing with your kids or pets—even



enthusiastic housecleaning and window-shopping qualify as

exercise. If you are absolutely convinced that exercise is not

for you, I encourage you to expand your definition to include

anything you reasonably enjoy about which you can answer

no to the following two questions: 1. Are you sitting,

standing still, or lying down? 2. Are you eating junk food

while you do it? When you have found an activity that meets

this definition, congratulations! You have found your

willpower workout.5 Anything above and beyond the typical

sedentary lifestyle will improve your willpower reserve.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: THE FIVE-

MINUTE GREEN WILLPOWER FILL-UP

 

If you want a quick willpower fill-up, your best bet may

be to head outdoors. Just five minutes of what scientists

call “green exercise” decreases stress, improves mood,

enhances focus, and boosts self-control. Green exercise

is any physical activity that gets you outdoors and in the

presence of Mama Nature. The best news is that when it

comes to green exercise, a quick fix really is enough.

Shorter bursts have a more powerful effect on your

mood than longer workouts. You also don’t have to

break a sweat or push yourself to exhaustion. Lower-

intensity exercise, like walking, has stronger immediate

effects than high-intensity exercise. Here are some

ideas for your own five-minute green exercise willpower

fill-up:

• Get out of the office and head for the closest

greenery.

• Cue up a favorite song on your iPod and walk or

jog around the block.

• Take your dog outside to play (and chase the toy

yourself).



• Do a bit of work in your yard or garden.

• Step outside for some fresh air and do a few

simple stretches.

• Challenge your kids to a race or game in the

backyard.

 

 



A RELUCTANT EXERCISER CHANGES HIS MIND

 

Antonio, a fifty-four-year-old owner of two successful Italian

restaurants, was in my class on doctor’s orders. He had high

blood pressure and cholesterol, and his waist size crept up

an inch every year. If he didn’t change his lifestyle, his

doctor warned him, he was going to collapse of a heart

attack over a plate of veal parmigiana.

Antonio had reluctantly gotten a treadmill for his home

office, but it wasn’t seeing much use. Exercise seemed like a

waste of time; it wasn’t fun and it wasn’t productive—not to

mention the irritation of someone else telling him what he

needed to do!

The idea that exercise could increase brain power and

willpower intrigued Antonio, though. He was a competitive

guy and did not want to slow down. He started to see

exercise as a secret weapon, something that could keep him

at the top of his game. It didn’t hurt that it would improve

heart rate variability, which is a major predictor of mortality

among people with cardiovascular disease.

He turned his treadmill into a willpower generator by

taping a “Willpower” label over the machine’s calorie

tracker (since he didn’t really give a damn how many

calories he burned—this was a guy who would throw an

entire stick of butter in a pan without thinking twice). As he

walked and burned more calories, the “Willpower” number

ticked up and he felt stronger. He started to use the

treadmill each morning to fuel up with willpower for the

day’s difficult meetings and long hours.

Antonio’s willpower machine did improve his health—what

his doctor wanted—but Antonio also got something he



wanted. He felt more energized and in control throughout

the day. He had assumed that exercise would take away

from his energy and time, but found it gave him back far

more than he spent.

If you tell yourself that you are too tired or don’t have

the time to exercise, start thinking of exercise as

something that restores, not drains, your energy and

willpower.exercise as something that restores, not

drains, your energy and

 



GAIN WILLPOWER IN YOUR SLEEP!

 

If you are surviving on less than six hours of sleep a night,

there’s a good chance you don’t even remember what it’s

like to have your full willpower. Being mildly but chronically

sleep deprived makes you more susceptible to stress,

cravings, and temptation. It also makes it more difficult to

control your emotions, focus your attention, or find the

energy to tackle the big “I will” power challenges. (In my

classes, there’s always one group that immediately

recognizes the truth of this statement: new parents.) If you

are chronically sleep deprived, you may find yourself feeling

regret at the end of the day, wondering why you gave in

again to temptation or put off doing what you needed to do.

It’s easy to let this spiral into shame and guilt. It hardly ever

occurs to us that we don’t need to become better people,

but to become better rested.

Why does poor sleep sap willpower? For starters, sleep

deprivation impairs how the body and brain use glucose,

their main form of energy. When you’re tired, your cells

have trouble absorbing glucose from the bloodstream. This

leaves them underfueled, and you exhausted. With your

body and brain desperate for energy, you’ll start to crave

sweets or caffeine. But even if you try to refuel with sugar or

coffee, your body and brain won’t get the energy they need

because they won’t be able to use it efficiently. This is bad

news for self-control, one of the most energy-expensive

tasks your brain can spend its limited fuel on.

Your prefrontal cortex, that energy-hungry area of the

brain, bears the brunt of this personal energy crisis. Sleep

researchers even have a cute nickname for this state: “mild



prefrontal dysfunction.” Shortchange your sleep, and you

wake up with temporary Phineas Gage–like damage to your

brain. Studies show that the effects of sleep deprivation on

your brain are equivalent to being mildly intoxicated—a

state that many of us can attest does little for self-control.

When your prefrontal cortex is impaired, it loses control

over other regions of the brain. Ordinarily, it can quiet the

alarm system of the brain to help you manage stress and

cravings. But a single night of sleep deprivation creates a

disconnect between these two regions of your brain.

Unchecked, the alarm system overreacts to ordinary,

everyday stress. The body gets stuck in a physiological

fight-or-flight state, with the accompanying high levels of

stress hormones and decreased heart rate variability. The

result: more stress and less self-control.

The good news is, all of this is reversible. When the sleep-

deprived catch a better night’s sleep, their brain scans no

longer show signs of prefrontal cortex impairment. In fact,

they look just like the brains of the well-rested. Addiction

researchers have even started to experiment with sleep

interventions as a treatment for substance abuse. In one

study, five minutes of breath-focus meditation a day helped

recovering addicts fall asleep. This added one hour a night

to their quality sleep time, which in turn significantly

reduced the risk of drug use relapse. So for better willpower,

go to sleep already.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:

ZZZZZZZZZZ

 

If you’ve been running short on sleep, there are many

ways to recharge your self-control. Even if you can’t get

eight hours of uninterrupted sleep every night, small

changes can make a big difference. Some studies show

that a single good night’s sleep restores brain function



to an optimal level. So if you’ve had a week of late to

bed and early to rise, catching up on the weekend can

help replenish your willpower. Other research suggests

that getting enough sleep early in the week can build a

reserve that counteracts sleep deprivation later in the

week. And some studies suggest that it’s the number of

consecutive hours you spend awake that matters most.

In a crunch, taking a short nap can restore focus and

self-control even if you didn’t get much sleep the night

before. Try one of these strategies—catching up,

stocking up, or napping—to undo or prevent the effects

of sleep deprivation.

 



WHEN SLEEP IS THE WILLPOWER CHALLENGE

 

One of my students, Lisa, was trying to break the habit of

staying up late. At twenty-nine, she was single and lived

alone, which meant there was no one setting a sleep

schedule for her. She woke up each morning exhausted and

dragged herself through her job as an office administrator.

She relied on caffeinated diet soda to get through the day,

and to her embarrassment, she sometimes nodded off in

meetings. By five o’clock, she was wired and tired, a

combination that left her cranky, distracted, and craving

drive-through fast food. The first week of class, she

announced that going to sleep earlier would be her

willpower challenge for the class.

The next week, she reported no success. Around

dinnertime, she would tell herself, “I will definitely go to

sleep earlier tonight,” but by eleven p.m., that resolve was

nowhere to be found. I asked Lisa to describe the process of

how she wasn’t going to bed early. She told me about the

million and one things that each seemed more critically

urgent the later the night got. Browsing Facebook, cleaning

the fridge, tackling the stack of junk mail, even watching

infomercials—none of this stuff was actually urgent, but late

at night, it felt strangely compelling. Lisa was hooked on

doing “one more thing” before she went to sleep. The later

it got, and the more tired Lisa got, the less she was able to

resist the immediate gratification that each task promised.

When we redefined getting more sleep as a won’t power

challenge, things turned around. Forcing herself to go to

sleep wasn’t the real problem, it was pulling herself away

from the things keeping her up. Lisa set a rule of turning off



her computer and TV and not starting any new projects after

eleven p.m. This rule was exactly what she needed to feel

how tired she really was and give herself permission to go to

bed by midnight. With seven hours of sleep each night, Lisa

found that infomercials and other late-night temptations lost

their appeal. Within a couple of weeks, she had the energy

to tackle the next willpower challenge: cutting back on diet

soda and drive-through dinners.

If you know you could use more sleep but you find

yourself staying up late anyway, consider what you are

saying “yes” to instead of sleep. This same willpower

rule applies to any task you are avoiding or putting off—

when you can’t find the will, you might need to find the

won’t.

 



THE COSTS OF TOO MUCH SELF-

CONTROL

 

The willpower instinct is a wonderful thing: Thanks to the

brain’s hard work and the cooperation of your body, your

choices can be driven by long-term goals, not panic or the

need for instant gratification. But self-control doesn’t come

cheap. All of these mental tasks—focusing your attention,

weighing competing goals, and quieting stress and cravings

—require energy, real physical energy from your body, in

the same way that your muscles require energy to fight or

flee in an emergency.

Everyone knows that too much stress is bad for your

health. When you are chronically stressed, your body

continues to divert energy from long-term needs such as

digestion, reproduction, healing injuries, and fighting off

illnesses to respond to the constant stream of apparent

emergencies. This is how chronic stress can lead to

cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic back pain,

infertility, or getting every cold and flu that come around.

That you never actually have to fight or flee these ordinary

stresses (good luck trying to outrun or mortally wound your

credit card debt) is beside the point. So long as your brain

keeps identifying an external threat, your mind and body

will be thrown into a state of high alert and impulsive action.

Because self-control also demands high levels of energy,

some scientists speculate that chronic self-control—like

chronic stress—can increase your chances of getting sick by

diverting resources from the immune system. You heard it

here first: Too much willpower can actually be bad for your



health. You may be thinking: What about all that stuff in the

first chapter about how important willpower is for health?

Now you’re telling me self-control is going to make me sick?

Well, maybe. Just like some stress is necessary for a happy

and productive life, some self-control is needed. But just like

living under chronic stress is unhealthy, trying to control

every aspect of your thoughts, emotions, and behavior is a

toxic strategy. It is too big a burden for your biology.

Self-control, like the stress response, evolved as a nifty

strategy for responding to specific challenges. But just as

with stress, we run into trouble when self-control becomes

chronic and unrelenting. We need time to recover from the

exertion of self-control, and we sometimes need to spend

our mental and physical resources elsewhere. To preserve

both your health and happiness, you need to give up the

pursuit of willpower perfection. Even as you strengthen your

self-control, you cannot control everything you think, feel,

say, and do. You will have to choose your willpower battles

wisely.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: RELAX TO

RESTORE YOUR WILLPOWER RESERVE

 

One of the best ways to recover from stress and the

daily self-control demands of your life is relaxation.

Relaxing—even for just a few minutes—increases heart

rate variability by activating the parasympathetic

nervous system and quieting the sympathetic nervous

system. It also shifts the body into a state of repair and

healing, enhancing your immune function and lowering

stress hormones. Studies show that taking time for

relaxation every day can protect your health while also

increasing your willpower reserve. For example, people

who regularly practiced relaxation had a healthier

physiological response to two stressful willpower



challenges: a test of mental focus, and a test of pain

endurance (keeping one foot immersed in a pan of 39°F

water—readers, please do not try this at home).

Athletes who relax through deep breathing and physical

rest recover more quickly from a grueling training

session, reducing stress hormones and oxidative

damage to their bodies.

We’re not talking about zoning out with television or

“relaxing” with a glass of wine and a huge meal. The

kind of relaxation that boosts willpower is true physical

and mental rest that triggers what Harvard Medical

School cardiologist Herbert Benson calls the

physiological relaxation response. Your heart rate and

breathing slow down, your blood pressure drops, and

your muscles release held tension. Your brain takes a

break from planning the future or analyzing the past.

To trigger this relaxation response, lie down on your

back, and slightly elevate your legs with a pillow under

the knees (or come into whatever is the most

comfortable position for you to rest in). Close your eyes

and take a few deep breaths, allowing your belly to rise

and fall. If you feel any tension in your body, you can

intentionally squeeze or contract that muscle, then let

go of the effort. For example, if you notice tension in

your hands and fingers, squeeze your hands into fists,

then relax them into open hands. If you notice tension in

your forehead or jaw, scrunch up your eyes and face,

then stretch your mouth wide open before relaxing the

face completely. Stay here for five to ten minutes,

enjoying the fact that there is nothing to do but breathe.

If you’re worried about falling asleep, set an alarm.

Make this a daily practice, especially when you’re

dealing with high levels of stress or willpower demands.

Relaxation will help your body recover from the

physiological effects of chronic stress or heroic self-

control.



 



ONE NATION UNDER STRESS

 

Many of us come to the topic of willpower with ideas about

what it is: a personality trait, a virtue, something you either

have or you don’t, maybe a kind of brute force you muster

up in difficult situations. But science is painting a very

different picture of willpower. It’s an evolved capacity and

an instinct that everyone has—a careful calibration of

what’s happening in your brain and body. But we’ve also

seen that if you are stressed or depressed, your brain and

body may not cooperate. Willpower can be disrupted by

sleep deprivation, poor diet, a sedentary lifestyle, and a

host of other factors that sap your energy, or keep your

brain and body stuck in a chronic stress response. To every

doctor, diet guru, or nagging spouse convinced that

willpower is just a matter of making up your mind, this

research should be a reality check. Yes, your mind is

important, but your body also needs to get on board.

Science also points us to a critical insight: Stress is the

enemy of willpower. So often we believe that stress is the

only way to get things done, and we even look for ways to

increase stress—such as waiting until the last minute, or

criticizing ourselves for being lazy or out of control—to

motivate ourselves. Or we use stress to try to motivate

others, turning up the heat at work or coming down hard at

home. This may seem to work in the short term, but in the

long term, nothing drains willpower faster than stress. The

biology of stress and the biology of self-control are simply

incompatible. Both the fight-or-flight and pause-and-plan

responses are about energy management, but they redirect



your energy and attention in very different ways. The fight-

or-flight response floods the body with energy to act

instinctively, and steals it from the areas of the brain

needed for wise decision making. The pause-and-plan

response sends that energy to the brain—and not just

anywhere in the brain, but specifically to the self-control

center, the prefrontal cortex. Stress encourages you to focus

on immediate, short-term goals and outcomes, but self-

control requires keeping the big picture in mind. Learning

how to better manage your stress is one of the most

important things you can do to improve your willpower.

In recent years, a number of high-profile pundits have

claimed that Americans have lost their collective willpower.

If this is true, it may have little to do with the loss of core

American values, as the pundits have claimed, and more to

do with the increased levels of stress and fear in today’s

society. A 2010 national survey by the American

Psychological Association found that 75 percent of people in

the United States experience high levels of stress. It’s not

surprising, given the events of the last decade, from

terrorist attacks and flu epidemics to environmental

disasters, natural disasters, unemployment, and near

economic collapse. These national stresses take a toll on our

physiology and self-control. Researchers at Yale University

School of Medicine found that during the week after

September 11, 2001, patients’ heart rate variability

decreased significantly. We were a nation overwhelmed, and

it’s not surprising that rates of drinking, smoking, and drug

use increased for months following the attacks of 9/11. The

same pattern emerged during the height of the economic

crisis of 2008 and 2009. Americans reported indulging in

unhealthy foods more often to cope with the stress, and

smokers reported smoking more cigarettes and giving up

attempts to quit.

We’re also an increasingly sleep-deprived nation.

According to a 2008 study by the National Sleep Foundation,



American adults now get two hours less sleep per night than

the average in 1960. Our nation’s sleeping habits may be

creating an epidemic of poor self-control and focus. Some

experts believe that the decrease in average sleep time is

also one of the reasons obesity rates have soared over the

same time period. Obesity rates are much higher among

those who sleep for less than six hours a night, in part

because sleep deprivation interferes with how the brain and

body use energy. Researchers have also found that too little

sleep creates impulse control and attention problems that

mimic attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). It

may be that children’s sleep habits—which typically mirror

their parents’, despite their even greater need for sleep—

are contributing to the dramatic rise in the diagnosis of this

disorder.

If we are serious about tackling the biggest challenges

that face us, we need to take more seriously the tasks of

managing stress and taking better care of ourselves. Tired,

stressed-out people start from a tremendous disadvantage,

and we are a tired, stressed-out nation. Our bad habits—

from overeating to undersleeping—don’t just reflect a lack

of self-control. By draining our energy and creating more

stress, they are stealing our self-control.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: STRESS AND

SELF-CONTROL

 

This week, test the theory that stress—whether physical

or psychological—is the enemy of self-control. How does

being worried or overworked affect your choices? Does

being hungry or tired drain your willpower? What about

physical pain and illness? Or emotions like anger,

loneliness, or sadness? Notice when stress strikes

throughout the day or week. Then watch what happens



to your self-control. Do you experience cravings? Lose

your temper? Put off things you know you should do?

 



THE LAST WORD

 

When our willpower challenges overwhelm us, it’s tempting

to assign the blame to who we are: weak, lazy,

willpowerless wimps. But more often than not, our brains

and bodies are simply in the wrong state for self-control.

When we’re in a state of chronic stress, it’s our most

impulsive selves who face our willpower challenges. To

succeed at our willpower challenges, we need to find the

state of mind and body that puts our energy toward self-

control, not self-defense. That means giving ourselves what

we need to recover from stress, and making sure we have

the energy to be our best selves.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Willpower is a biological instinct, like stress,

that evolved to help us protect ourselves from

ourselves.

Under the Microscope

 

• What is the threat? For your willpower challenge,

identify the inner impulse that needs to be

restrained.

• Stress and self-control. Notice when stress strikes

throughout the day or week, and watch what

happens to your self-control. Do you experience

cravings? Lose your temper? Put off things you

know you should do?



 

Willpower Experiments

 

• Breathe your way to self-control. Slow down your

breathing to four to six breaths per minute to shift

into the physiological state of self-control.

• The five-minute green willpower fill-up. Get active

outdoors—even just a walk around the block—to

reduce stress, improve your mood, and boost

motivation.

• Zzzzzzzzzz. Undo the effects of sleep deprivation

with a nap or one good night’s sleep.

• Relax to restore your willpower reserve. Lie down,

breathe deeply, and let the physiological

relaxation response help you recover from the

demands of self-control and daily stress.

 

 



THREE

 

Too Tired to Resist: Why Self-Control Is Like

a Muscle

 

It’s a familiar sight on college campuses across the country:

Haggard-looking students slump over library desks and

laptops. Zombie-like, they lurch across campus in search of

caffeine and sugar. The gyms are empty, beds unslept in. At

Stanford, it’s called “Dead Week”—the seven-day final

examination period at the end of every quarter. Students

cram their heads with facts and formulas, pull all-nighters,

and push themselves to study hard enough to make up for

ten weeks of dorm parties and Frisbee golf. However,

studies show that these heroic efforts come at a cost

(beyond the nightly pizza deliveries and pricey espresso

drinks). During final exam periods, many students seem to

lose the capacity to control anything other than their study

habits. They smoke more cigarettes and ditch the salad bar

for the french fry line. They’re prone to emotional outbursts

and bike accidents. They skip showering and shaving, and

rarely make the effort to change clothes. Dear God, they

even stop flossing.

Welcome to one of the most robust, if troubling, findings

from the science of self-control: People who use their

willpower seem to run out of it. Smokers who go without a

cigarette for twenty-four hours are more likely to binge on

ice cream. Drinkers who resist their favorite cocktail become

physically weaker on a test of endurance. Perhaps most

disturbingly, people who are on a diet are more likely to

cheat on their spouse. It’s as if there’s only so much



willpower to go around. Once exhausted, you are left

defenseless against temptation—or at least disadvantaged.

This finding has important implications for your willpower

challenges. Modern life is full of self-control demands that

can drain your willpower. Researchers have found that self-

control is highest in the morning and steadily deteriorates

over the course of the day. By the time you get to the stuff

that really matters to you, like going to the gym after work,

tackling the big project, keeping your cool when your kids

turn the couch into a finger paint masterpiece, or staying

away from the emergency pack of cigarettes stashed in your

drawer, you may find yourself out of willpower. And if you

try to control or change too many things at once, you may

exhaust yourself completely. This failure says nothing about

your virtue—just about the nature of willpower itself.



THE MUSCLE MODEL OF SELF-

CONTROL

 

The first scientist to systematically observe and test the

limits of willpower was Roy Baumeister, a psychologist at

Florida State University with a long-standing reputation for

studying puzzling phenomena. He had tackled questions like

why sports teams show a home court disadvantage during

championships, and why good-looking criminals are more

likely to be found not guilty by a jury.6 His work has even

touched on satanic ritual abuse, sexual masochism, and

UFO abductions—topics that would scare away most

researchers. You could argue, however, that his most

frightening findings have little to do with the occult, and

everything to do with ordinary human weakness. For the last

fifteen years, he has been asking people to exert their

willpower in the laboratory—turning down cookies, tuning

out distractions, holding back their anger, and holding their

arms in ice water. In study after study, no matter what task

he used, people’s self-control deteriorated over time. A

concentration task didn’t just lead to worse attention over

time; it depleted physical strength. Controlling emotions

didn’t just lead to emotional outbursts; it made people more

willing to spend money on something they didn’t need.

Resisting tempting sweets didn’t just trigger cravings for

chocolate; it prompted procrastination. It was as if every act

of willpower was drawing from the same source of strength,

leaving people weaker with each successful act of self-

control.



These observations led Baumeister to an intriguing

hypothesis: that self-control is like a muscle. When used, it

gets tired. If you don’t rest the muscle, you can run out of

strength entirely, like an athlete who pushes himself to

exhaustion. Since that early hypothesis, dozens of studies

by Baumeister’s laboratory and other research teams have

supported the idea that willpower is a limited resource.

Trying to control your temper, stick to a budget, or refuse

seconds all tap the same source of strength. And because

every act of willpower depletes willpower, using self-control

can lead to losing control. Refraining from gossiping at work

may make it more difficult to resist the cafeteria dessert

table. And if you do turn down that tempting tiramisu, you

may find it more difficult to focus when you’re back at your

desk. By the time you’re driving home, and the idiot in the

next lane almost runs into you because he’s looking at his

cell phone—yeah, that’ll be you screaming out your window

that he should be sure to program 911 into his phone, the

jackass.

Many things you wouldn’t typically think of as requiring

willpower also rely on—and exhaust—this limited well of

strength. Trying to impress a date or fit into a corporate

culture that doesn’t share your values. Navigating a

stressful commute, or sitting through another boring

meeting. Anytime you have to fight an impulse, filter out

distractions, weigh competing goals, or make yourself do

something difficult, you use a little more of your willpower

strength. This even includes trivial decisions, like choosing

between the twenty brands of laundry detergent at the

market. If your brain and body need to pause and plan,

you’re flexing the metaphorical muscle of self-control.

The muscle model is at once reassuring and discouraging.

It’s nice to know that not every willpower failure reveals our

innate inadequacies; sometimes they point to how hard

we’ve been working. But while it’s comforting to know that

we can’t expect ourselves to be perfect, this research also



points to some serious problems. If willpower is limited, are

we doomed to fail at our biggest goals? And thanks to the

near-constant self-control demands of our society, are we

destined to be a nation of willpower-drained zombies,

wandering the world seeking instant gratification?

Luckily there are things you can do to both overcome

willpower exhaustion and increase your self-control

strength. That’s because the muscle model doesn’t just help

us see why we fail when we’re tired; it also shows us how to

train self-control. We’ll start by considering why willpower

gets exhausted. Then we’ll take a lesson from endurance

athletes—who regularly push past exhaustion—and explore

training strategies for greater self-control stamina.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: THE HIGHS

AND LOWS OF WILLPOWER

 

The muscle model of willpower predicts that self-control

drains throughout the day. This week, pay attention to

when you have the most willpower, and when you are

most likely to give in. Do you wake up with willpower

and steadily drain it? Or is there another time of the day

when you find yourself recharged and refreshed? You

can use this self-knowledge to plan your schedule

wisely, and limit temptations when you know you’ll be

the most depleted.

 



A WOULD-BE ENTREPRENEUR PUTS FIRST THINGS

FIRST

 

When Susan woke up at five-thirty a.m., the first thing she

did was check her work e-mail at her kitchen table. She

would spend a good forty-five minutes over coffee

responding to questions and identifying her priorities for the

day. Then she headed off on an hour-long commute to put in

a ten-hour day as a key account manager for a large

commercial shipping company. Her job was demanding—

conflicts to be negotiated, egos to be soothed, fires to be

put out. By six p.m., she was already drained, but more

often than not, she felt obligated to stay late or go out for

dinner or drinks with coworkers. Susan wanted to start her

own consulting business, and was taking steps to prepare

herself financially and professionally. But most evenings she

was too tired to make much progress on her business plan,

and she feared that she’d be stuck in her job forever.

When Susan analyzed how she was spending her

willpower, it was obvious that her job was getting a hundred

percent, starting with the early-morning e-mail and ending

with her long commute home. The kitchen-table e-mail

session was an old habit from when she was new to the job

and eager to exceed expectations. But now, there was no

good reason those e-mails couldn’t wait until she got to the

office at eight a.m. Susan decided that the only time of day

she was likely to have the mental energy to pursue her own

goals was before her workday. She made it her new routine

to spend the first hour of the day building her business, not

taking care of everyone else’s needs.



This was a smart move for Susan, who needed to put her

willpower where her goals were. It also demonstrates an

important willpower rule: If you never seem to have the

time and energy for your “I will” challenge, schedule it for

when you have the most strength.



WHY IS SELF-CONTROL LIMITED?

 

Obviously we don’t have an actual self-control muscle

hidden underneath our biceps, keeping our hands from

reaching for dessert or our wallet. We do, however, have

something like a self-control muscle in our brain. Even

though the brain is an organ, not a muscle, it does get tired

from repeated acts of self-control. Neuroscientists have

found that with each use of willpower, the self-control

system of the brain becomes less active. Just like a tired

runner’s legs can give out, the brain seems to run out of the

strength to keep going.

Matthew Gailliot, a young psychologist working with Roy

Baumeister, wondered whether a tired brain was essentially

a problem of energy. Self-control is an energy-expensive

task for the brain, and our internal energy supply is limited

—after all, it’s not like we have an intravenous sugar drip

into our prefrontal cortex. Gailliot asked himself: Could

willpower exhaustion simply be the result of the brain

running out of energy?

To find out, he decided to test whether giving people

energy—in the form of sugar—could restore exhausted

willpower. He brought people into the laboratory to perform

a wide range of self-control tasks, from ignoring distractions

to controlling their emotions. Before and after each task, he

measured their blood sugar levels. The more a person’s

blood sugar dropped after a self-control task, the worse his

performance on the next task. It appeared as if self-control

was draining the body of energy, and this energy loss was

weakening self-control.



Gailliot then gave the willpower-drained participants a

glass of lemonade. Half of them received sugar-sweetened

lemonade to restore blood sugar; the other half received a

placebo drink that was artificially sweetened and would not

supply any usable energy. Amazingly, boosting blood sugar

restored willpower. The participants who drank sugar-

sweetened lemonade showed improved self-control, while

the self-control of those who drank the placebo lemonade

continued to deteriorate.

Low blood sugar levels turn out to predict a wide range of

willpower failures, from giving up on a difficult test to

lashing out at others when you’re angry. Gailliot, now a

professor at Zirve University in Turkey, has found that

people with low blood sugar are also more likely to rely on

stereotypes and less likely to donate money to charity or

help a stranger. It is as if running low on energy biases us to

be the worst versions of ourselves. In contrast, giving

participants a sugar boost turns them back into the best

versions of themselves: more persistent and less impulsive;

more thoughtful and less selfish.

Well, as you can imagine, this is just about the most best-

received finding I’ve ever described in class. The

implications are at once counterintuitive and delightful.

Sugar is your new best friend. Eating a candy bar or drinking

soda can be an act of self-control! (Or at least restoring self-

control.) My students love these studies and are only too

happy to test the hypothesis themselves. One student used

a steady supply of Skittles to get through a difficult project.

Another kept a tin of Altoids (one of the last breath mints to

contain real sugar) in his pocket, popping them during long

meetings to outlast his colleagues. I applaud their

enthusiasm for translating science into action and

empathize with their sweet tooth. And I even confess that

for years, I brought candy to every Introduction to



Psychology class, hoping to get the undergraduate students

focused and off Facebook.7

If sugar were truly the secret to more willpower, I’m sure

I’d have a runaway bestseller on my hands and a lot of

eager corporate sponsors. But as my students and I were

trying our own willpower-replenishing experiments, some

scientists—including Gailliot—started to raise some smart

questions. How much energy, exactly, was getting used up

during acts of mental self-control? And did restoring that

energy really require consuming a substantial amount of

sugar? University of Pennsylvania psychologist Robert

Kurzban has argued that the actual amount of energy your

brain needs to exert self-control is less than half a Tic Tac

per minute. This may be more than the brain uses for other

mental tasks, but it is far less than your body uses when it

exercises. So assuming you have the resources to walk

around the block without collapsing, the absolute demands

of self-control couldn’t possibly deplete your entire body’s

store of energy. And surely it wouldn’t require refueling with

a sugar-laden 100-calorie drink. Why, then, does the brain’s

increased energy consumption during self-control seem to

deplete willpower so quickly?



ENERGY CRISIS

 

To answer this question, it may be helpful to recall the

American banking crisis of 2009. After the 2008 financial

meltdown, banks received an influx of money from the

government. These funds were supposed to help the banks

cover their own financial obligations so they could start

lending again. But the banks refused to lend money to small

businesses and individual borrowers. They weren’t confident

in the money supply, so they hoarded the resources they

had. Stingy bastards!

It turns out that your brain can be a bit of a stingy

bastard, too. The human brain has, at any given time, a very

small supply of energy. It can store some energy in its cells,

but it is mostly dependent on a steady stream of glucose

circulating in the body’s bloodstream. Special glucose-

detecting brain cells are constantly monitoring the

availability of energy. When the brain detects a drop in

available energy, it gets a little nervous. What if it runs out

of energy? Like the banks, it may decide to stop spending

and save what resources it has. It will keep itself on a tight

energy budget, unwilling to spend its full supply of energy.

The first expense to be cut? Self-control, one of the most

energy-expensive tasks the brain performs. To conserve

energy, the brain may become reluctant to give you the full

mental resources you need to resist temptation, focus your

attention, or control your emotions.

University of South Dakota researchers X. T. Wang, a

behavioral economist, and Robert Dvorak, a psychologist,

have proposed an “energy budget” model of self-control.

They argue that the brain treats energy like money. It will



spend energy when resources are high, but save energy

when resources are dropping. To test this idea, they invited

sixty-five adults—ranging in age from nineteen to fifty-one—

into the laboratory for a test of their willpower. Participants

were given a series of choices between two rewards, such

as $120 tomorrow or $450 in a month. One reward was

always smaller, but participants would get it faster than the

larger reward. Psychologists consider this a classic test of

self-control, as it pits immediate gratification against more-

favorable long-term consequences. At the end of the study,

the participants had the opportunity to win one of their

chosen rewards. This ensured that they were motivated to

make real decisions based on what they wanted to win.

Before the choosing began, the researchers measured

participants’ blood sugar levels to determine the baseline

status of available “funds” for self-control. After the first

round of decisions, participants were given either a regular,

sugary soda (to boost blood sugar levels) or a zero-calorie

diet soda. The researchers then measured blood sugar

levels again, and asked the participants to make another

series of choices. The participants who drank the regular

soda showed a sharp increase in blood sugar. They also

became more likely to delay gratification for the bigger

reward. In contrast, blood sugar dropped among the

participants who drank the diet soda.8 These participants

were now more likely to choose the immediate gratification

of the quicker, smaller reward. Importantly, it wasn’t the

absolute level of blood sugar that predicted a participant’s

choices—it was the direction of change. The brain asked, “Is

available energy increasing or decreasing?” It then made a

strategic choice about whether to spend or save that

energy.



PEOPLE WHO ARE STARVING SHOULDN’T SAY NO TO A

SNACK

 

The brain may have a second motivation behind its

reluctance to exert self-control when the body’s energy

levels are dropping. Our brains evolved in an environment

very different from our own—one in which food supplies

were unpredictable. (Remember our trip to the Serengeti,

when you were scavenging for antelope carcasses?) Dvorak

and Wang argue that the modern human brain may still be

using blood sugar levels as a sign of scarcity or abundance

in the environment. Are the bushes full of berries, or barren?

Is dinner dropping dead at our feet, or do we have to chase

it across the plains? Is there enough food for everyone, or

do we have to compete with bigger and faster hunters and

gatherers?

Way back when the human brain was taking shape,

dropping blood sugar levels had less to do with whether

you’d been using your energy-guzzling prefrontal cortex to

resist a cookie, and more to do with whether food was

available at all. If you hadn’t eaten in a while, your blood

sugar was low. To an energy-monitoring brain, your blood

sugar level was an indicator of how likely you were to starve

in the near future if you didn’t find something to eat, quick.

A brain that could bias your decisions toward immediate

gratification when resources are scarce, but toward long-

term investment when resources are plenty, would be a real

asset in a world with an unpredictable food supply. Those

who were slower to listen to their hunger, or too polite to

fight for their share, may have found the last bone already

scraped clean. In times of food scarcity, early humans who



followed their appetites and impulses had a better chance

of survival. He who takes the biggest risks—from exploring

new land to trying new foods and new mates—is often the

most likely to survive (or at least have his genes survive).

What appears in our modern world as a loss of control may

actually be a vestige of the brain’s instinct for strategic risk-

taking. To prevent starvation, the brain shifts to a more risk-

taking, impulsive state. Indeed, studies show that modern

humans are more likely to take any kind of risk when they’re

hungry. For example, people make riskier investments when

they’re hungry, and are more willing to “diversify their

mating strategies” (evolutionary psychologist–speak for

cheating on their partner) after a fast.

Unfortunately, in modern Western society, this instinct no

longer pays off. Internal changes in blood sugar levels rarely

signal famine or the need to quickly pass on your genes in

case you don’t survive winter. But when your blood sugar

drops, your brain will still favor short-term thinking and

impulsive behavior. Your brain’s priority is going to be

getting more energy, not making sure you make good

decisions that are in line with your long-term goals. That

means stockbrokers may make some stupid buys before

lunch, dieters may be more likely to “invest” in lottery

tickets, and the politician who skips breakfast may find his

intern irresistible.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: THE

WILLPOWER DIET

 

Yes, it’s true that a shot of sugar can give you a short-

term willpower boost in an emergency. In the long run,

though, mainlining sugar is not a good strategy for self-

control. During stressful times, it’s especially tempting

to turn to highly processed, high-fat, and high-sugar

“comfort” food. Doing so, however, will lead to a self-



control crash and burn. In the long term, blood sugar

spikes and crashes can interfere with the body’s and

brain’s ability to use sugar—meaning that you could end

up with high blood sugar, but low energy (as is the case

for the millions of Americans with type 2 diabetes9). A

better plan is to make sure that your body is well-fueled

with food that gives you lasting energy. Most

psychologists and nutritionists recommend a low-

glycemic diet—that is, one that helps you keep your

blood sugar steady. Low-glycemic foods include lean

proteins, nuts and beans, high-fiber grains and cereals,

and most fruits and vegetables—basically, food that

looks like its natural state and doesn’t have a ton of

added sugar, fat, and chemicals. It may take some self-

control to shift in this direction, but whatever steps you

take (say, eating a hearty and healthy breakfast during

the workweek instead of skipping breakfast, or snacking

on nuts instead of sugar) will more than pay you back

for any willpower you spend making the change.

 



TRAINING THE WILLPOWER MUSCLE

 

Any muscle in your body can be made stronger through

exercise—whether you’re building your biceps by lifting

barbells, or training your thumbs by text messaging. If self-

control is a muscle (even a metaphorical muscle), it should

be possible to train it, too. As with physical exercise, using

your self-control muscle may be tiring, but over time, the

workout should make it stronger.

Researchers have put this idea to the test with willpower-

training regimes. We’re not talking military boot camp or

Master Cleanses here. These interventions take a simpler

approach: Challenge the self-control muscle by asking

people to control one small thing that they aren’t used to

controlling. For example, one willpower-training program

asked participants to create and meet self-imposed

deadlines. You could do this for any task you’ve been

putting off, such as cleaning your closet. The deadlines

might be: Week 1, open the door and stare at the mess.

Week 2, tackle anything that’s on a hanger. Week 3, throw

out anything that predates the Reagan administration. Week

4, find out if Goodwill accepts skeletons. Week 5—well, you

get the picture. When the willpower trainees set this kind of

schedule for themselves for two months, not only did

closets get cleaned and projects completed, but they also

improved their diets, exercised more, and cut back on

cigarettes, alcohol, and caffeine. It was as if they had

strengthened their self-control muscle.

Other studies have found that committing to any small,

consistent act of self-control—improving your posture,



squeezing a handgrip every day to exhaustion, cutting back

on sweets, and keeping track of your spending—can

increase overall willpower. And while these small self-control

exercises may seem inconsequential, they appear to

improve the willpower challenges we care about most,

including focusing at work, taking good care of our health,

resisting temptation, and feeling more in control of our

emotions. One study, led by a team of psychologists at

Northwestern University, even tested whether two weeks of

willpower training could reduce violence against a romantic

partner.10 They randomly assigned forty adults (ages

eighteen to forty-five, all in romantic relationships) to one of

three training groups. One group was asked to use their

nondominant hand for eating, brushing their teeth, and

opening doors. The second group was told to avoid swearing

and to say “yes” instead of “yeah.” The third group received

no special instructions. After two weeks, participants in both

self-control groups were less likely to respond to typical

triggering events, like jealousy or feeling disrespected by

their partner, with physical violence. The third group, in

contrast, showed no change. Even if you don’t personally

struggle with physical violence, we all know what it’s like to

lose our cool and do something out of anger that we later

regret.

The important “muscle” action being trained in all these

studies isn’t the specific willpower challenge of meeting

deadlines, using your left hand to open doors, or keeping

the F-word to yourself. It’s the habit of noticing what you are

about to do, and choosing to do the more difficult thing

instead of the easiest. Through each of these willpower

exercises, the brain gets used to pausing before acting. The

triviality of the assignments may even help this process.

The tasks are challenging, but they’re not overwhelming.

And while the self-restraints require careful attention,

they’re unlikely to trigger strong feelings of deprivation.



(“What do you mean I’m not allowed to say ‘yeah’?!?!?

That’s the only thing that gets me through the day!”) The

relative unimportance of the willpower challenges allowed

participants to exercise the muscle of self-control without

the internal angst that derails so many of our attempts to

change.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: A

WILLPOWER WORKOUT

 

If you want to put yourself through your own willpower-

training regime, test the muscle model of self-control

with one of the following willpower workouts:

• Strengthen “I Won’t” Power: Commit to not

swearing (or refraining from any habit of speech),

not crossing your legs when you sit, or using your

nondominant hand for a daily task like eating or

opening doors.

• Strengthen “I Will” Power: Commit to doing

something every day (not something you already

do) just for the practice of building a habit and not

making excuses. It could be calling your mother,

meditating for five minutes, or finding one thing in

your house that needs to be thrown out or

recycled.

• Strengthen Self-Monitoring: Formally keep track of

something you don’t usually pay close attention

to. This could be your spending, what you eat, or

how much time you spend online or watching TV.

You don’t need fancy technology—pencil and

paper will do. But if you need some inspiration,

the Quantified Self movement

(www.quantifiedself.com) has turned self-tracking

into an art and science.

http://www.quantifiedself.com/


 

 

For any of these willpower-training exercises, you could

choose something related to your main willpower challenge.

For example, if your goal is to save money, you might keep

track of what you spend. If your goal is to exercise more

often, you might decide to do ten sit-ups or push-ups before

your morning shower. But even if you don’t match this

experiment to your biggest goals, the muscle model of self-

control suggests that exercising your willpower each day,

even in silly or simple ways, will build strength for all your

willpower challenges.



A CANDYADDICT CONQUERS HIS SWEET TOOTH

 

Jim, a thirty-eight-year-old freelance graphic designer, had

what he called a lifelong addiction to sweets—he never met

a jelly bean he didn’t like. He was intrigued by a study I

mentioned in class that found that leaving candy out in a

visible place can increase people’s general self-control (if

they routinely resist the temptation). Jim worked from home,

and often moved between his office and other rooms in his

house. He decided to put a glass jar of jelly beans in the

hallway that he would have to pass every time he left or

returned to his office. He didn’t ban all sweets, but did

institute a “no candy from the candy jar” rule to challenge

his self-control muscle.

The first day, the instinct to pop a few jelly beans in his

mouth was automatic and difficult to stop. But over the

week, saying no got easier. Seeing the candy reminded Jim

of his goal to exercise his won’t power. Surprised by his

success, he started stepping away from his desk more often

just to get some extra “exercise” in. Though Jim had initially

worried that the visible temptation would exhaust his

willpower, he found the process energizing. When he

returned to his office after resisting the candy jar, he felt

motivated. Jim was astonished that something he thought

was completely out of his control could change so quickly

when he set a small challenge for himself and committed to

it.

When you’re trying to make a big change or transform

an old habit, look for a small way to practice self-control



that strengthens your willpower, but doesn’t overwhelm

it completely.

 



HOW REAL ARE THE “LIMITS” OF

SELF-CONTROL?

 

Whether you look to science or your own life for evidence, it

is clear that we humans have a tendency to run out of

willpower. But one thing that isn’t clear is whether we run

out of power, or whether we just run out of will. Is it really

impossible for a smoker to stick to a budget when she’s

trying to give up cigarettes? Is the dieter depriving himself

of his favorite foods really too weak to resist an illicit affair?

There is always a difference between what is difficult and

what is impossible, and the limits of self-control could reflect

either. To answer this question, we need to step back for a

moment from the metaphorical muscle of self-control and

take a closer look at why actual muscles—such as the ones

in your arms and legs—get tired and give up.



MAKING THE FINISHLINE

 

Halfway through the 26.2-mile run of her first Ironman

triathlon, thirty-year-old Kara felt great. She had already

survived the 2.4-mile swim and the 112-mile bike ride, and

running was her best event. She was going faster than she

had expected she’d be able to at this point in the race. Then

she hit the turnaround point of the run, and the physical

reality of what she had done hit her body hard. Everything

hurt, from her aching shoulders to the blisters on her feet.

Her legs felt heavy and hollow, as if they didn’t have the

strength to go on. It was as if a switch in her body had been

flipped, telling her, “You’re done.” Her optimism deflated,

and she began to think to herself, This is not going to end as

well as it began. But despite the feeling of exhaustion that

made it seem as though her feet and legs would not

cooperate, they did. Whenever she thought, I can’t do this,

she said to herself, “You are doing this,” and just kept

putting one foot in front of the other, all the way to the

finish line.

Kara’s ability to finish the triathlon is a perfect example of

how deceptive fatigue can be. Exercise physiologists used to

believe that when our bodies give up, it is because they

literally cannot keep working. Fatigue was muscle failure,

pure and simple: The muscles run out of energy stores. They

can’t take in enough oxygen to metabolize the energy they

have. The pH level of the blood becomes too acidic or too

alkaline. All these explanations made sense in theory, but

no one could ever prove that this was what was causing

exercisers to slow down and give up.



Timothy Noakes, a professor of exercise and sports

science at the University of Cape Town, had a different idea.

Noakes is known in the athletic world for challenging deeply

held beliefs. (For example, he helped show that drinking too

many fluids during endurance competitions could kill an

athlete by diluting the essential salts in the body.) Noakes is

an ultra-marathon competitor himself, and he became

interested in a little-known theory put forth in 1924 by

Nobel Prize–winning physiologist Archibald Hill. Hill had

proposed that exercise fatigue might be caused not by

muscle failure, but by an overprotective monitor in the brain

that wanted to prevent exhaustion. When the body was

working hard, and putting heavy demands on the heart, this

monitor (Hill called it “the governor”) would step in to slow

things down. Hill didn’t guess at how the brain produced the

feeling of fatigue that led athletes to give up, but Noakes

was intrigued with the implication: Physical exhaustion was

a trick played on the body by the mind. If this was true, it

meant that the physical limits of an athlete were far beyond

what the first message from the body to give up suggested.

Noakes, with several colleagues, began to review

evidence of what happens to endurance athletes under

extreme conditions. They found no evidence for

physiological failure happening within the muscles; instead,

it appeared that the brain was telling the muscles to stop.

The brain, sensing an increased heart rate and rapidly

depleting energy supply, literally puts the brakes on the

body. At the same time, the brain creates an overwhelming

feeling of fatigue that has little to do with the muscles’

capacity to keep working. As Noakes puts it, “Fatigue should

no longer be considered a physical event but rather a

sensation or emotion.” Most of us interpret exhaustion as an

objective indicator that we cannot continue. This theory

says it is just a feeling generated by the brain to motivate

us to stop, in much the same way that the feeling of anxiety

can stop us from doing something dangerous, and the



feeling of disgust can stop us from eating something that

will make us sick. But because fatigue is only an early

warning system, extreme athletes can routinely push past

what seems to the rest of us like the natural physical limits

of the body. These athletes recognize that the first wave of

fatigue is never a real limit, and with sufficient motivation,

they can transcend it.

What does this have to do with our original problem of

college students cramming their heads with knowledge and

their mouths with junk food? Or with dieters cheating on

their spouses, and office workers losing their focus? Some

scientists now believe that the limits of self-control are just

like the physical limits of the body—we often feel depleted

of willpower before we actually are. In part, we can thank a

brain motivated to conserve energy. Just as the brain may

tell the body’s muscles to slow down when it fears physical

exhaustion, the brain may put the brakes on its own energy-

expensive exercise of the prefrontal cortex. This doesn’t

mean we’re out of willpower; we just need to muster up the

motivation to use it.

Our beliefs about what we are capable of may determine

whether we give up or soldier on. Stanford psychologists

have found that some people do not believe the feeling of

mental fatigue that follows a challenging act of self-control.

These willpower athletes also do not show the typical

deterioration in self-control that the muscle model predicts

—at least, not during the types of moderate willpower

challenges that researchers can ethically test in the

laboratory. Based on these findings, the Stanford

psychologists have proposed an idea as jarring to the field

of self-control research as Noakes’s claims were to the field

of exercise physiology: The widely observed scientific

finding that self-control is limited may reflect people’s

beliefs about willpower, not their true physical and mental

limits. The research on this idea is just beginning, and no

one is claiming that humans have an unlimited capacity for



self-control. But it is appealing to think that we often have

more willpower than we believe we do. It also raises the

possibility that we can, like athletes, push past the feeling of

willpower exhaustion to make it to the finish line of our own

willpower challenges.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: IS YOUR

EXHAUSTION REAL?

 

All too often, we use the first feeling of fatigue as a

reason to skip exercise, snap at our spouses,

procrastinate a little longer, or order a pizza instead of

cooking a healthy meal. To be sure, the demands of life

really do drain our willpower, and perfect self-control is

a fool’s quest. But you may have more willpower than

the first impulse to give in would suggest. The next time

you find yourself “too tired” to exert self-control,

challenge yourself to go beyond that first feeling of

fatigue. (Keep in mind that it’s also possible to overtrain

—and if you find yourself constantly feeling drained, you

may need to consider whether you have been running

yourself to real exhaustion.)

 



WHEN THERE’S A WANT, THERE’S A WILL

 

When Kara, the first-time triathlete, felt too exhausted to

continue, she remembered how much she wanted to finish

and imagined the crowd cheering her across the finish line.

It turns out that the metaphorical “muscle” of willpower can

also be coaxed into persevering longer with the right

inspiration. University at Albany psychologists Mark

Muraven and Elisaveta Slessareva have tested a number of

motivations on willpower-drained students. Not surprisingly,

money helps undergraduates find a reserve of willpower,

and they will do for cash what moments earlier they had

been too exhausted to do. (Imagine someone offering you

$100 to say no to a package of Girl Scout cookies. Not so

irresistible now, huh?) Self-control also surged when

students were told that doing their best would help

researchers discover a cure for Alzheimer’s disease, not

unlike endurance athletes who race for a cure. Finally, the

mere promise that practice would improve performance on

a difficult task helped the students push past willpower

exhaustion. While this is a less obvious motivator, it’s one

that plays a big role in determining whether or not people

stick with difficult changes in real life. If you think that not

smoking is going to be as hard one year from now as it is

that first day of nicotine withdrawal, when you would claw

your own eyes out for a cigarette, you’re much more likely

to give up. But if you can imagine a time when saying no

will be second nature, you’ll be more willing to stick out the

temporary misery.



WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: WHAT’S

YOUR “WANT” POWER?

 

When your willpower is running low, find renewed

strength by tapping into your want power. For your

biggest willpower challenge, consider the following

motivations:

1. How will you benefit from succeeding at this

challenge? What is the payoff for you personally?

Greater health, happiness, freedom, financial

security, or success?

2. Who else will benefit if you succeed at this

challenge? Surely there are others who depend on

you and are affected by your choices. How does

your behavior influence your family, friends,

coworkers, employees or employer, and

community? How would your success help them?

3. Imagine that this challenge will get easier for you

over time if you are willing to do what is difficult

now. Can you imagine what your life will be like,

and how you will feel about yourself, as you make

progress on this challenge? Is some discomfort

now worth it if you know it is only a temporary

part of your progress?

 

As you face your challenges this week, ask yourself which

motivation holds the most power for you in that moment.

Are you willing to do something difficult for others, when

you might not for yourself? Is the dream of a better future—

or the fear of a terrible fate—the only thing that keeps you

going? When you find your biggest want power—the thing

that gives you strength when you feel weak—bring it to

mind whenever you find yourself most tempted to give in or

give up.



A FRUSTRATED MOM FINDS HER WANT POWER

 

Erin was a stay-at-home mom of twin boys going through

the terrible twos. She was exhausted by the demands of

parenting, and frazzled by the boys’ discovery of the word

“No!” She frequently found herself pushed to her breaking

point, losing her cool with the twins over minor but endless

battles. Her willpower challenge for the class was learning

how to stay calm when she was ready to erupt.

When Erin thought about her biggest motivation for

controlling her temper, the obvious answer seemed to be,

“To be a better parent.” In the moment of frustration,

however, this motivation wasn’t working. She would

remember that she wanted to be a better parent, but this

made her even more frustrated! Erin realized that an even

bigger motivation was the desire to enjoy being a parent—

which is not exactly the same thing as being a better

parent. Erin was yelling out of frustration not just for what

the boys were doing, but also for the many ways she felt

she wasn’t living up to her ideal of the perfect mom. Half

the time, she was angry at herself, but she was taking it out

on her sons. She also resented giving up her job—where she

felt very effective—for something that made her feel so out

of control. Reminding herself that she wasn’t a perfect mom

did nothing to give her more self-control—it just made her

feel worse.

To find the willpower not to explode, Erin had to realize

that staying calm was as much for herself as it was for her

sons. It wasn’t fun to yell, and she didn’t like who she was

when she lost control. She was getting so frustrated by the

gap between her ideals and the reality of daily life that she



had started to question whether she even wanted to be a

parent. And Erin wanted to want to be a parent. Taking the

effort to stop, breathe, and find a less stressful response

was not just about giving her sons a better mom. It was

about enjoying being with her sons, and feeling good about

what she had given up to be a stay-at-home mom. With this

insight, Erin found that it was easier to keep her cool. Not

yelling at her boys became a way of not yelling at herself,

and of finding the joy in the messy reality of mommyhood.

Sometimes our strongest motivation is not what we

think it is, or think it should be. If you’re trying to

change a behavior to please someone else or be the

right kind of person, see if there is another “want” that

holds more power for you.

 



EVERYDAY DISTRACTIONS AND THE

COLLAPSE OF A CIVILIZATION

 

We’ve seen ample evidence that the self-control demands of

everyday life can drain the willpower we need to resist

ordinary, everyday temptations like cookies and cigarettes.

This, of course, is not good news. But as much as these

temptations threaten our personal goals, they are small

potatoes compared with the collective consequences of a

society in which most people are chronically drained of

willpower. One of the most troubling studies of willpower

fatigue raised the stakes by using a “public goods” measure

of self-control called the “Forest Game.” In this economic

simulation, players became owners of a timber company for

a game period of twenty-five years. They were given 500

acres the first year, and were told that the forest would

grow at a rate of 10 percent each year. In any given year,

each owner could cut down up to 100 acres. For every acre

a player cut down, they would be paid six cents. Don’t worry

about the exact math, but under these terms, it makes the

most economic (not to mention environmental) sense to

allow the forest to grow rather than to cut it down and sell it

off quickly. However, this strategy requires patience and the

willingness to cooperate with other players, so no one tries

to chop down the whole forest to make a quick buck.

Before the game, some groups of players completed a

self-control task that required blocking out mental

distractions—a classic willpower-depletion setup. They came

to the game a bit willpower-exhausted. In the game, these

players went on to decimate their forests for short-term



financial gain. By the tenth year in the simulation, they were

down from 500 to 62 acres. By year fifteen, the forest was

completely destroyed, and the simulation had to be ended

early. The players had not cooperated with each other; they

had defaulted to a take-what-you-can-get-before-the-others-

sell-it strategy. In contrast, players who had not performed

the distraction task still had a forest when the simulation

ended at twenty-five years, and they had made more

money while saving a few trees. Cooperation, economic

success, environmental stewardship—I don’t know about

you, but I know which players I’d put in charge of my forest,

business, or country.

The Forest Game is just a simulation, but one cannot help

being reminded of the eerily similar demise of the Easter

Island forest. For centuries, the lush, densely forested island

in the Pacific Ocean supported a thriving civilization. But as

the population grew, the island’s inhabitants started cutting

down trees for more land and wood. By the year 800 C.E.,

they were cutting down trees faster than the forest could

regenerate. By the 1500s, the forest was wiped out, along

with many species the inhabitants depended on for food.

Starvation and cannibalism became widespread. By the late

1800s, 97 percent of the population had died or left the

barren island.

Since then, many people have wondered, what were the

residents of Easter Island thinking as they destroyed their

forests and society? Couldn’t they see the long-term

consequences of what they were doing? We can’t imagine

ourselves making such obviously shortsighted decisions, but

we shouldn’t be so sure. Humans have a natural tendency

to focus on immediate gains, and changing course to

prevent future disaster takes enormous self-discipline from

all members of a society. It’s not just a matter of caring;

change requires doing. In the Forest Game study, all the

players expressed the same values of cooperation and the



desire to protect the long-term good. The willpower-depleted

players just didn’t act on those values.

The psychologists who ran this study suggest that people

who are willpower-depleted cannot be counted on to make

good decisions for society. This is a troubling claim, given

what we know about how easy it is to exhaust willpower,

and how many minor decisions in our daily lives demand

self-control. We are not going to solve national or global

crises like economic growth, health care, human rights, and

climate change if we are exhausted by grocery shopping

and dealing with difficult coworkers.

As individuals, we can take steps to strengthen our

personal self-control, and this will make no small difference

in our personal lives. Knowing how to strengthen the limited

self-control of a nation is a trickier thing. Rather than hope

that we as a nation develop more willpower in order to meet

our biggest challenges, our best bet might be to take self-

control out of the equation whenever possible—or at least

reduce the self-control demands of doing the right thing.

Behavioral economist Richard Thaler and legal scholar Cass

Sunstein have argued persuasively for “choice

architecture,” systems that make it easier for people to

make good decisions consistent with their values and goals.

For example, asking people to become organ donors when

they renew a driver’s license or register to vote. Or having

health insurance companies automatically schedule annual

check-ups for their members. These are things most people

mean to do, but put off because they are distracted by so

many other more pressing demands.

Retailers already use choice architecture to influence what

you buy, although usually not for any noble purpose but to

make a profit. If there were sufficient incentive, stores might

more prominently feature healthy or environmentally

friendly products. Instead of lining the checkout area with

indulgent impulse purchases like candy and gossip

magazines, stores could use that real estate to make it



easier for people to pick up dental floss, condoms, or fresh

fruit. This kind of simple product placement has been shown

to dramatically increase healthy purchases.

Choice architecture designed to manipulate people’s

decisions is a controversial proposition. Some see it as

restricting individual freedom or ignoring personal

responsibility. And yet, people who are free to choose

anything most often choose against their long-term

interests. Research on the limits of self-control suggests that

this is not because we are innately irrational, or because we

are making deliberate decisions to enjoy today and screw

tomorrow. Instead, we may simply be too tired to act

against our worst impulses. If we want to strengthen self-

control, we may need to think about how we can best

support the most exhausted version of ourselves—and not

count on an ideal version of ourselves to show up and save

the day.



THE LAST WORD

 

The limits of self-control present a paradox: We cannot

control everything, and yet the only way to increase our

self-control is to stretch our limits. Like a muscle, our

willpower follows the rule of “Use it or lose it.” If we try to

save our energy by becoming willpower coach potatoes, we

will lose the strength we have. But if we try to run a

willpower marathon every day, we set ourselves up for total

collapse. Our challenge is to train like an intelligent athlete,

pushing our limits but also pacing ourselves. And while we

can find strength in our motivation when we feel weak, we

can also look for ways to help our tired selves make good

choices.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Self-control is like a muscle. It gets tired from

use, but regular exercise makes it stronger.

Under the Microscope

 

• The highs and lows of willpower. Keep track of

your self-control strength this week, with special

interest in when you have the most willpower, and

when you are most likely to give in or give up.

• Is your exhaustion real? The next time you find

yourself “too tired” to exert self-control, examine

whether you can go beyond that first feeling of

fatigue to take one more step.



 

Willpower Experiments

 

• The willpower diet. Make sure that your body is

well fueled with food that gives you lasting energy.

• A willpower workout. Exercise your self-control

muscle by picking one thing to do (I will power) or

not do (I won’t power) this week, or keeping track

of something you aren’t used to paying close

attention to.

• Find your “want” power. When you find your

biggest want power—the motivation that gives

you strength when you feel weak—bring it to mind

whenever you find yourself most tempted to give

in or give up.

 

 



FOUR

 

License to Sin: Why Being Good Gives Us

Permission to Be Bad

 

Whenever I teach the Science of Willpower course, the

universe provides a perfect willpower scandal to illustrate

the theories of why we lose control. Gifts from the past

include Ted Haggard, Eliot Spitzer, John Edwards, and Tiger

Woods. These stories may be old news now,11 but hardly a

week goes by without breaking news about some

upstanding citizen—a politician, religious leader, cop,

teacher, or athlete—who shocks the world with an epic

willpower failure.

It’s tempting to interpret these stories in light of the limits

of self-control. Each of these men was under tremendous

pressure, from the demands of a punishing professional

schedule to the need to control his public image twenty-four

hours a day. Surely their self-control muscles were

exhausted, their willpower drained, their blood sugar low,

their prefrontal cortices shriveling up in protest. Who knows,

maybe they were all on diets.

This would be too easy an answer (though I’m sure a

defense attorney will eventually try it out on a grand jury).

Not every lapse of self-control reflects an actual loss of

control. Sometimes we make a conscious choice to give in

to temptation. To fully understand why we run out of

willpower, we need another explanation, one that is more

psychological than physiological.

Though you may not be in danger of a sex scandal worthy

of national hysteria, we are all at risk for a little willpower



hypocrisy—even if it’s just cheating on our New Year’s

resolutions. To avoid following in the footsteps of our

headline-making heroes, we need to rethink the assumption

that every willpower failure is caused by weakness. In some

cases, we are the victims of our own self-control success.

We’ll consider how progress can paradoxically undermine

our motivation, how optimism can give us a license to

indulge, and why feeling good about our virtue is the fastest

path to vice. In each case, we’ll see that giving in is a

choice, and not an inevitable one. By seeing how we give

ourselves permission, we can also discover how to keep

ourselves on track.



FROM SAINTS TO SINNERS

 

I’d like you to rate the following statements on a scale of

strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree,

and strongly agree. First up: Most women are not really

smart. And what about: Most women are better suited to

stay at home taking care of the children than to work.

Now imagine you’ve asked these questions to Princeton

University undergraduates. If you’re lucky, the female

students won’t tell you to shove your survey up your asinine

assumptions. Even the male students will reject these sexist

statements. But what if you had asked them instead to rate

slightly different statements: Some women are not really

smart, and Some women are better suited to stay at home

taking care of the children. It’s not so easy to reject these

statements. They might seem a little sexist, but it’s hard to

argue with “some.”

These surveys were part of a study by psychologists

Benoît Monin and Dale Miller, who were investigating

stereotypes and decision making. As you might predict,

Princeton students who were asked to rate the first two

statements were quick to denounce them. But students who

were asked to rate the qualified “some women” statements

were more neutral on the matter.

After rating the statements, the students were asked to

make a decision in a hypothetical hiring situation. Their

assignment was to assess the suitability of several

candidates—male and female—for a high-level job in a

stereotypically male-dominated industry like construction or

finance. This seems like a straightforward task, especially



for the students who had just rejected sexist statements.

Surely they would not discriminate against a qualified

woman. But the Princeton researchers found exactly the

opposite. The students who had strongly disagreed with the

obviously sexist statements were more likely to favor a man

for the job than the students who had somewhat reluctantly

agreed with the less sexist “some women” statements. The

same pattern emerged when the researchers asked

students about racist attitudes and then gave them an

opportunity to discriminate against racial minorities.

These studies shocked a lot of people. Psychologists had

long assumed that once you expressed an attitude, you

would be likely to act in line with it. After all, who wants to

feel like a hypocrite? But the Princeton psychologists had

uncovered the exception to our usual desire to be

consistent. When it comes to right and wrong, most of us

are not striving for moral perfection. We just want to feel

good enough—which then gives us permission to do

whatever we want.

The students who had rejected obviously sexist or racist

statements felt they had established their moral credentials.

They had proven to themselves that they were not sexist or

racist, but this left them vulnerable to what psychologists

call moral licensing. When you do something good, you feel

good about yourself. This means you’re more likely to trust

your impulses—which often means giving yourself

permission to do something bad. In this case, the students

felt so good about themselves for rejecting the sexist and

racist statements, they became less vigilant about making a

sexist or racist decision. They were more likely to listen to

an instinctive bias and less likely to consider whether a

decision was consistent with their broader goal to be fair. It

wasn’t that they wanted to discriminate—they simply let the

glow of their earlier good behavior blind them to the harm of

their decisions.



Moral licensing doesn’t just give us permission to do

something bad; it also lets us off the hook when we’re asked

to do something good. For example, people who first

remember a time when they acted generously give 60

percent less money to a charitable request than people who

have not just recalled a past good deed. In a business

simulation, managers of a manufacturing plant are less

likely to take costly measures to reduce the plant’s pollution

if they have recently recalled a time when they acted

ethically.

The moral licensing effect might explain why some people

who have obvious moral credentials—a minister, a family

values politician, an attorney general prosecuting corruption

—can justify to themselves some serious moral lapses,

whether it’s the married televangelist having sex with his

secretary, the fiscal conservative using public funds to

remodel his home, or the police officer using extreme force

against a nonresisting criminal. Most people don’t question

their impulses when they’re feeling virtuous, and some

people’s positions permanently remind them of their virtue.

Why are we suddenly talking about discrimination and sex

scandals instead of dieting and procrastination? Because

what is a willpower challenge if not a battle between virtue

and vice? Anything you moralize becomes fair game for the

effect of moral licensing. If you tell yourself that you’re

“good” when you exercise and “bad” when you don’t, then

you’re more likely to skip the gym tomorrow if you work out

today. Tell yourself you’re “good” for working on an

important project and “bad” for procrastinating, and you’re

more likely to slack off in the afternoon if you made progress

in the morning. Simply put: Whenever we have conflicting

desires, being good gives us permission to be a little bit

bad.

Importantly, this is not just a matter of running out of

blood sugar or willpower. When psychologists ask people

about their licensed indulgences, the indulgers report



feeling in control of their choices, not out of control. They

also don’t feel guilty. Instead, they report feeling proud of

themselves for earning a reward. They offer the justification,

“I was so good, I deserve a little treat.” This sense of

entitlement too often becomes our downfall. Because we’re

quick to view self-indulgence as the best reward for virtue,

we forget our real goals and give in to temptation.



THE WARM AND FUZZY LOGIC OF LICENSING

 

The logic of licensing is not, strictly speaking, logical. For

one thing, we rarely require a connection between our

“good” behavior and the “bad” behavior we’re justifying.

Shoppers who restrain themselves from buying something

tempting are more likely to go home and eat something

tempting. Employees who put in extra time on a project may

feel justified putting a personal expense on the company

credit card.

Anything that makes us feel warm and fuzzy about our

virtue—even just thinking about doing something good—can

license us to follow our impulses. In one study, people were

asked to choose which type of volunteer work they would

prefer: teaching children in a homeless shelter or improving

the environment. Even though they weren’t signing up for

any actual service, just imagining the choice increased their

desire to splurge on a pair of designer jeans. Another study

found that merely considering donating money to a charity

—without actually handing over any cash—increased

people’s desire to treat themselves at the mall. Most

generously, we even give ourselves credit for what we could

have done, but didn’t. We could have eaten the whole pizza,

but we only ate three slices. We could have bought a new

wardrobe, but we made do with just a new jacket. Following

this ridiculous line of logic, we can turn any act of

indulgence into something to be proud of. (Feeling guilty

about your credit card debt? Hey, at least you haven’t

robbed a bank to pay it off!)

Studies like this demonstrate that there is no careful

accountant in our brains, calculating exactly how good



we’ve been and what kind of self-indulgence we’ve earned.

Instead, we trust the feeling that we have been good, and

that we are a good person. Psychologists who study moral

reasoning know this is how we make most judgments of

right or wrong. We have a gut response, and we only look to

logic if we are forced to explain our feelings. Many times, we

can’t even come up with a logical reason to defend our

judgment—but we stick with our feelings anyway. Take, for

example, one of the morally dubious scenarios

psychologists use to study how we decide what is right and

what is wrong. Do you think it is morally acceptable for an

adult brother and sister to have sex, if they both want to

and they use birth control? For most of us, this question

triggers an instant inner ick. That’s just wrong. Then we

strain our brains to explain why it must be immoral.

If we don’t get an inner ick, a sharp pang of guilt, or a

twinge of anxiety when we think about something, it doesn’t

feel wrong. Returning to more mundane willpower

challenges, if a behavior—like having another slice of

birthday cake or putting one more little thing on our credit

cards—doesn’t trigger that instinctive feeling of

“wrongness,” we don’t tend to question our impulses. This is

how feeling good about ourselves for past good behavior

helps us justify future indulgences. When you feel like a

saint, the idea of self-indulgence doesn’t feel wrong. It feels

right. Like you earned it. And if the only thing motivating

your self-control is the desire to be a good enough person,

you’re going to give in whenever you’re already feeling

good about yourself.

The worst part of moral licensing is not just its

questionable logic; the problem is how it tricks us into

acting against our best interests. It convinces us that self-

sabotaging behavior—whether breaking your diet, blowing

your budget, or sneaking a smoke—is a “treat.” This is

lunacy, but it’s an incredibly powerful trick of a mind that

turns your wants into shoulds.



Moral judgments are also not nearly as motivating as our

culture likes to believe. We idealize our own desire to be

virtuous, and many people believe that they are most

motivated by guilt and shame. But who are we kidding? We

are most motivated by getting what we want and avoiding

what we don’t want. Moralizing a behavior makes us more,

not less, likely to feel ambivalent about it. When you define

a willpower challenge as something you should do to be a

better person, you will automatically start to come up with

arguments for why you shouldn’t have to do it. It’s just

human nature—we resist rules imposed by others for our

own good. If you try to impose those rules on yourself, from

a moralizing, self-improvement point of view, you’re going

to hear very quickly from the part of you that doesn’t want

to be controlled. And so when you tell yourself that

exercising, saving money, or giving up smoking is the right

thing to do—not something that will help you meet your

goals—you’re less likely to do it consistently.

To avoid the moral licensing trap, it’s important to

separate the true moral dilemmas from the merely difficult.

Cheating on your taxes or your spouse may be morally

flawed, but cheating on your diet is not a mortal sin. And

yet, most people think of all forms of self-control as a moral

test. Giving in to dessert, sleeping late, carrying a credit

card balance—we use them to determine whether we are

being good or bad. None of these things carry the true

weight of sin or virtue. When we think about our willpower

challenges in moral terms, we get lost in self-judgments and

lose sight of how those challenges will help us get what we

want.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: VIRTUE AND

VICE

 



This week, watch how you talk to yourself and others

about your willpower failures and successes:

• Do you tell yourself you’ve been “good” when you

succeed at a willpower challenge, and “bad” when

you give in to procrastination or temptation?

• Do you use your “good” behavior to give yourself

permission to do something “bad”? Is this a

harmless reward, or is it sabotaging your larger

willpower goals?

 

 



WHEN EXERCISE LICENSES EATING, A BRIDE-TO-BE

GAINS WEIGHT

 

Cheryl, a thirty-five-year-old financial adviser, was getting

married in eight months. She wanted to lose fifteen pounds

before the wedding, and had started working out at the gym

three days a week. The problem was, she knew exactly how

many calories every minute on the stair climber was worth.

As she burned more calories, she couldn’t help imagining

the food she was earning the right to eat. Although she had

planned to cut back on calories, too, she felt free to eat a

little more on workout days. If she exercised an extra five

minutes, she could get chocolate chips on her frozen yogurt,

or have a second glass of wine with dinner. Exercise began

to equal a license to indulge. As a result, the scale had

budged three pounds—in the wrong direction.

By thinking about exercise as earning food, Cheryl was

undermining her goal to lose weight. To get out of this

licensing trap, she needed to see exercise as a necessary

step to achieving her goal, and healthier eating as a second,

independent step she also had to take. They weren’t

interchangeable “good” behaviors, and succeeding at one

didn’t license her to take it easier on the other.

Don’t mistake a goal-supportive action for the goal

itself. You aren’t off the hook just because you did one

thing consistent with your goal. Notice if giving yourself

credit for positive action makes you forget what your

actual goal is.

 



THE PROBLEM WITH PROGRESS

 

Even if you aren’t turning your willpower challenges into

measures of your moral worth, it’s still possible to fall into

the trap of moral licensing. That’s because there’s one thing

all Americans instinctively moralize. No, not sex. Progress!

Progress is good, and making progress on our goals feels

good. So good that we like to congratulate ourselves: Well

done, you!

Maybe we should think twice before we hand ourselves

the gold star. While most of us believe that making progress

on our goals spurs us on to greater success, psychologists

know we are all too quick to use progress as an excuse for

taking it easy. Ayelet Fishbach, professor at the University of

Chicago Graduate School of Business, and Ravi Dhar,

professor at the Yale School of Management, have shown

that making progress on a goal motivates people to engage

in goal-sabotaging behavior. In one study, they reminded

successful dieters of how much progress they had made

toward their ideal weight. They then offered the dieters a

thank-you gift of either an apple or a chocolate bar. Eighty-

five percent of the self-congratulating dieters chose the

chocolate bar over the apple, compared with only 58

percent of dieters who were not reminded of their progress.

A second study found the same effect for academic goals:

Students made to feel good about the amount of time they

had spent studying for an exam were more likely to spend

the evening playing beer pong with friends.

Progress can cause us to abandon the goal we’ve worked

so hard on because it shifts the power of balance between



our two competing selves. Remember that by definition, a

willpower challenge involves two conflicting goals. Part of

you is thinking about your long-term interests (e.g., weight

loss); the other part wants immediate gratification

(chocolate!). In the moment of temptation, you need your

higher self to argue more loudly than the voice of self-

indulgence. However, self-control success has an

unintended consequence: It temporarily satisfies—and

therefore silences—the higher self. When you make progress

toward your long-term goal, your brain—with its mental

checklist of many goals—turns off the mental processes that

were driving you to pursue your long-term goal. It will then

turn its attention to the goal that has not yet been satisfied

—the voice of self-indulgence. Psychologists call this goal

liberation. The goal you’ve been suppressing with your self-

control is going to become stronger, and any temptation will

become more tempting.

In practical terms, this means that one step forward gives

you permission to take two steps back. Setting up your

automatic retirement investment may satisfy the part of you

that wants to save, liberating the part of you that wants to

shop. Getting your files organized may satisfy the part of

you that wants to work, liberating the part of you that wants

to watch the game on TV. You were listening to the angel on

your shoulder, but now the devil seems much more

compelling.

Even the most trusty tool of goal pursuit, the To Do list,

can backfire. Have you ever made a list of everything you

need to do on a project, and then felt so good about yourself

that you considered your work on that project done for the

day? If so, you’re not alone. Because it’s such a relief to

make that list, we mistake the satisfaction of identifying

what needs to be done with actual effort toward our goals.

(Or, as one of my students said, he loves productivity

seminars because they make him feel so productive—never

mind that nothing has been produced yet.)



Although it runs counter to everything we believe about

achieving our goals, focusing on progress can hold us back

from success. That’s not to say that progress itself is a

problem. The problem with progress is how it makes us feel

—and even then, it’s only a problem if we listen to the

feeling instead of sticking to our goals. Progress can be

motivating, and even inspire future self-control, but only if

you view your actions as evidence that you are committed

to your goal. In other words, you need to look at what you

have done and conclude that you must really care about

your goal, so much so that you want to do even more to

reach it. This perspective is easy to adopt; it’s just not our

usual mind-set. More typically, we look for the reason to

stop.

These two mind-sets have very different consequences.

When people who have taken a positive step toward

meeting a goal—for example, exercising, studying, or saving

money—are asked, “How much progress do you feel you

have made on your goal?” they are more likely to then do

something that conflicts with that goal, like skip the gym the

next day, hang out with friends instead of studying, or buy

something expensive. In contrast, people who are asked,

“How committed do you feel to your goal?” are not tempted

by the conflicting behavior. A simple shift in focus leads to a

very different interpretation of their own actions—“I did that

because I wanted to,” not “I did that, great, now I can do

what I really want!”

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:TO REVOKE

YOUR LICENSE, REMEMBER THE WHY

 

How do you focus on commitment instead of progress?

A study by researchers at Hong Kong University of

Science and the University of Chicago provides one

strategy. When they asked students to remember a time



they turned down a temptation, moral licensing ensued,

and 70 percent took the next opportunity to indulge. But

when they also asked the participants to remember why

they had resisted, the licensing effect disappeared—69

percent resisted temptation. Like magic, the researchers

had discovered a simple way to boost self-control and

help the students make a choice consistent with their

overall goals. Remembering the “why” works because it

changes how you feel about the reward of self-

indulgence. That so-called treat will start to look more

like the threat to your goals that it is, and giving in

won’t look so good. Remembering the why will also help

you recognize and act on other opportunities to

accomplish your goal.

The next time you find yourself using past good

behavior to justify indulging, pause and remember the

why.

 



WHEN TOMORROW LICENSES TODAY

 

Whether it’s patting ourselves on the back for making

progress, or remembering how we resisted temptation

yesterday, we are quick to give ourselves credit for past

good behavior. But the fuzzy math of moral licensing

doesn’t limit us to taking only past actions into account. We

just as easily look into the future, and credit ourselves with

our planned virtuous behavior. For example, people who

merely intend to exercise later are more likely to overeat at

dinner. This habit allows us to sin today, and make up for it

later—or so we tell ourselves.



DON’T COUNT YOUR GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD

BEFORE IT’SHATCHED

 

Imagine this: It’s lunchtime, you’re in a rush, and the most

convenient place to pick something up is a fast-food

restaurant. You’re trying to watch your weight and improve

your health, so your plan is to avoid the most fattening

foods on the menu. When you get in line, you’re delighted

to see that along with the usual indulgent fare, the

restaurant is offering a new line of salads. This restaurant is

close to your office, so you come here more often than has

probably been good for your waistline. You’re thrilled that

you’ll now have options you won’t have to feel guilty about.

You stand in line, considering your choices, weighing a

garden salad against a grilled chicken salad. Then, when

you’re finally in front of the register, you hear the words

“double cheeseburger and fries” coming out of your mouth.

What just happened?

It might seem like old habits kicked in, or maybe the

aroma of french fries overpowered your good intentions. But

would you believe that the healthy items on the menu

actually made you more likely to order the cheeseburger

and fries?

This is the conclusion of several studies by marketing

researchers at Baruch College, City University of New York.

The researchers were intrigued by reports that when

McDonald’s added healthier items to its menu, sales of Big

Macs skyrocketed. To find out why, the researchers designed

their own fast-food menus and set up a mock restaurant.

Diners were given a menu and asked to select one item. All

the menus had a range of standard fast-food fare, such as



french fries, chicken nuggets, and a baked potato with

fixings. Half the participants were given a special menu that

also included a healthy salad. When the salad was an

option, the percentage of participants choosing the least

healthy and most fattening item on the menu increased.

The researchers found the same effect for vending machine

choices. When a reduced-calorie package of cookies was

added to a set of standard junk-food options, participants

were more likely to choose the least healthy snack (which,

in this case, happened to be chocolate-covered Oreos).

How can this be? Sometimes the mind gets so excited

about the opportunity to act on a goal, it mistakes that

opportunity with the satisfaction of having actually

accomplished the goal. And with the goal to make a healthy

choice out of the way, the unmet goal—immediate pleasure

—takes priority. You feel less pressure to actually order the

healthy item, and you feel a stronger desire for the

indulgent item. Add this up, and although it makes no

rational sense, you give yourself permission to order the

most artery-clogging, waist-expanding, and life-span-

shortening thing on the menu. These studies call into

question the public health push to offer at least one healthy

choice in school cafeterias, vending machines, and chain

restaurants. Unless the change is widespread, and all of the

offerings are made healthier, there is a risk that people will

end up making even worse choices than if nothing had been

done.

Maybe you think you wouldn’t be susceptible to this effect

—surely you have more self-control than the suckers in

these studies! If so, then you’re really in trouble. The

participants who rated themselves as having the best self-

control, especially around food, were the most likely to end

up ordering the least healthy item when a healthy choice

was available. While only 10 percent of these self-identified

willpower wonders chose the least healthy item when the

menu did not include a salad, 50 percent chose the least



healthy item when the salad was an option. Perhaps they

were so confident that they would order the healthy item in

the future, they felt comfortable ordering the french fries

today.

This illustrates a fundamental mistake we make when

thinking about our future choices. We wrongly but

persistently expect to make different decisions tomorrow

than we do today. I’ll smoke this one cigarette, but starting

tomorrow, I’m done. I’ll skip the gym today, but I’m sure I’ll

go tomorrow. I’ll splurge on holiday gifts, but then no more

shopping for at least three months.

Such optimism licenses us to indulge today—especially if

we know we will have the opportunity to choose differently

in the near future. For example, researchers at Yale

University gave students the choice between a fat-free

yogurt and a large Mrs. Fields cookie. When the students

were told they would have the same options the following

week, 83 percent chose the cookie, compared with only 57

percent of students who thought the snacks were a one-

time opportunity. Students showed the same pattern when

the choice was between lowbrow and highbrow

entertainment (“I can be educated and enlightened next

week”), and between an immediate, smaller financial

reward and a larger, delayed financial reward (“I need the

cash now, but next week I’ll wait for the bigger payoff ”).

In fact, 67 percent of students who were told they’d have

the same choice the following week predicted that they

would choose the more virtuous option. But when the

experimenters actually brought them back to the lab for a

second choice, only 36 percent made a different choice.

Nevertheless, they felt much less guilt over that initial

indulgent choice when they thought they could make up for

it later.



UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: ARE YOU

BORROWING CREDIT FROM

TOMORROW?

 

As you go about making decisions related to your

willpower challenge, notice if the promise of future good

behavior comes up in your thinking. Do you tell yourself

you will make up for today’s behavior tomorrow? What

effect does this have on your self-control today? For

extra credit, keep paying attention—all the way to

tomorrow. Do you actually do what you said you would,

or does the cycle of “indulge today, change tomorrow”

begin again?

 



WHY THERE’S ALWAYS TIME TO DO IT TOMORROW

 

Our optimism about the future extends not just to our own

choices, but to how easy it will be to do what we say we will

do. Psychologists have shown that we wrongly predict we

will have much more free time in the future than we do

today. This trick of the mind has been best demonstrated by

two marketing professors—Robin Tanner at the University of

Wisconsin, Madison, and Kurt Carlson at Duke University—

who were intrigued by the mistakes consumers make in

predicting how much they will use exercise equipment, 90

percent of which is destined to collect dust in the basement.

They were curious what people thought about when they

imagined their future use of those barbells or ab machines.

Did they imagine a future much like the present, full of

competing time commitments, distractions, and daily

fatigue? Or did they imagine some alternate reality?

To find out, they asked a whole bunch of people to predict,

“How many times per week (on average) will you exercise in

the next month?” Then they asked another group of people

the same question, with one important preface: “In an ideal

world, how many times per week will you exercise in the

next month?” The two groups showed no differences in their

estimates—people were, by default, answering the question

“in an ideal world” even when they had been asked to

predict their actual, not ideal, behavior. We look into the

future and fail to see the challenges of today. This convinces

us that we will have more time and energy to do in the

future what we don’t want to do today. We feel justified in

putting it off, confident that our future behavior will more

than make up for it.



This psychological tendency is difficult to shake. The

experimenters tried to prompt more realistic self-predictions

by giving some people the explicit instructions, “Please do

not provide an idealistic prediction, but rather the most

realistic prediction of your behavior that you can.” People

who received these instructions showed even more

optimism about their behavior, reporting the highest

estimates yet. The experimenters decided they had to give

these optimists a reality check, so they invited them back

two weeks later to report how many times they had actually

exercised. Not surprisingly, this number was lower than

predicted. People had made their predictions for an ideal

world, but lived through two weeks in the real world.

The experimenters then asked these same people to

predict how many times they would exercise in the next two

weeks. Ever the optimists, they made estimates even higher

than their initial predictions, and much higher than their

actual reports from the past two weeks. It’s as if they took

their original predicted average seriously, and were

assigning their future selves extra exercise to make up for

their “unusually poor” performance. Rather than view the

past two weeks as reality, and their original estimates as an

unrealistic ideal, they viewed the past two weeks as an

anomaly.

Such optimism is understandable—if we expected to fail

at every goal we set, we’d give up before we got started.

But if we use our positive expectations to justify present

inaction, we might as well not have even set the goal in the

first place.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: A

TOMORROW JUST LIKE TODAY

 

Behavioral economist Howard Rachlin proposes an

interesting trick for overcoming the problem of always



starting a change tomorrow. When you want to change a

behavior, aim to reduce the variability in your behavior,

not the behavior itself. He has shown that smokers

asked to try to smoke the same number of cigarettes

every day gradually decrease their overall smoking—

even when they are explicitly told not to try to smoke

less. Rachlin argues that this works because the

smokers are deprived of the usual cognitive crutch of

pretending that tomorrow will be different. Every

cigarette becomes not just one more smoked today, but

one more smoked tomorrow, and the day after that, and

the day after that. This adds new weight to every

cigarette, and makes it much harder to deny the health

consequences of a single smoke.

Apply Rachlin’s advice to your own willpower

challenge this week: Aim to reduce the variability of

your behavior day to day. View every choice you make

as a commitment to all future choices. So instead of

asking, “Do I want to eat this candy bar now?” ask

yourself, “Do I want the consequences of eating a candy

bar every afternoon for the next year?” Or if you’ve

been putting something off that you know you should

do, instead of asking “Would I rather do this today or

tomorrow?” ask yourself, “Do I really want the

consequences of always putting this off?”

 



VEGETARIAN BEFORE DINNER

 

Jeff, a thirty-year-old network systems analyst, was a

conflicted carnivore. He kept reading about the health

benefits of eating less meat, not to mention the horrors of

the food-processing industry. But then there was the joy of a

steak burrito, sausage-and-pepperoni pizza, a fast-food

burger, and bacon at breakfast. Jeff knew becoming a

vegetarian would ease his ethical concerns, but when a slice

of pizza was within arm’s reach, the desire to be a better

person dissolved in the steam rising off the melted cheese.

His early attempts to eat less meat resulted in some

creative moral licensing. He found himself using one

vegetarian item to cancel out the “badness” of a

nonvegetarian item—such as ordering a side of vegetable

chili to ease his guilt about ordering a steak burrito. Or he

would use whatever he ate at breakfast to determine

whether this would be a “good day” or a “bad day”—if he

ate a bacon-and-egg sandwich for breakfast, it was going to

be a bad day, which meant he was free to eat meat at lunch

and dinner, too. Tomorrow (he told himself) would be a good

day from start to finish.

Rather than giving himself permission to be good on some

days and bad on others (which, predictably, led to more bad

days than good), he decided to take the challenge of

reducing the variability in his behavior. He settled on the

strategy of “vegetarian before dinner.” He would stick to

vegetarian foods until six p.m., then eat whatever he

wanted to for dinner. With this rule, he couldn’t eat a burger

at noon and tell himself dinner would be nothing but



broccoli—and he couldn’t use the morning’s cereal as an

excuse to have chicken wings for lunch.

This approach is a great way to end the endless internal

debate about whether you’ve earned a reward. When Jeff

was deciding between the ham-and-cheese sandwich and

the hummus wrap at lunch, the new rule made it easy to

decide. Lunch is vegetarian, no conversation. Using a daily

rule also helps you see through the illusion that what you do

tomorrow will be totally different from what you do today.

Jeff knew that if he broke his rule one day, he would—

according to the experiment’s instructions—have to break it

every day for the rest of the week. Even though the ham-

and-cheese sandwich looked tempting, he really didn’t want

to abandon his goal for the whole week. Seeing the

sandwich as the beginning of a new rule, not the exception,

made it less appetizing.

Is there a rule you can live with that will help you end

the kind of inner debate that talks you right out of your

goals?

 



WHEN SIN LOOKS LIKE VIRTUE

 

There’s one last licensing trap we must learn to avoid, and

unlike all of the traps we’ve seen so far, it has nothing to do

with our own virtuous behavior. It has to do with our deep

desire to convince ourselves that what we want isn’t so bad.

As you’ll see, we are far too eager to give the object of our

temptation its own moral credentials, licensing us to indulge

guilt-free.



THE HALO EFFECT

 

Imagine you are in the grocery store, picking up a few

things for the weekend. You round the corner from the

cereal aisle into the frozen foods section, where you

encounter a most unusual in-store promotion. A veritable

angel—of the holy variety, not some blonde teen-dream

fantasy—holds a tray of food samples. The golden glow of

her halo illuminates a plate of mini hot dogs. Harp music

seems to be coming out of her pores. “Try one,” the angel

entreats you. You look at the plump appetizers, and

thoughts of saturated fat, nitrites, and cholesterol run

through your head. You know these hot dogs are not good

for your diet, but surely, an angel wouldn’t steer you wrong?

Maybe just one bite . . .

Congratulations: You have just met, and fallen for, the

halo effect. This form of moral licensing looks for any reason

to say “yes” to temptation. When we want permission to

indulge, we’ll take any hint of virtue as a justification to give

in.

To see this in action, you don’t have to look any further

than dinner. Studies show that people who order a main dish

advertised as a healthy choice also order more indulgent

drinks, side dishes, and desserts. Although their goal is to

be healthy, they end up consuming more calories than

people who order a regular entrée. Dieting researchers call

this a health halo. We feel so good about ordering

something healthy, our next indulgence doesn’t feel sinful

at all.12 We also see virtuous choices as negating

indulgences—literally, in some cases. Researchers have

found that if you pair a cheeseburger with a green salad,



diners estimate that the meal has fewer calories than the

same cheeseburger served by itself. This makes no sense,

unless you believe that putting lettuce on a plate can

magically make calories disappear. (Though judging by what

people order at the movies and restaurants, I’d say many of

us believe diet sodas have a similar calorie-negating effect.)

What’s really happening is that the salad is clouding the

diners’ judgment. It’s giving them a feeling that the meal

they’re eating is virtuous. Those lettuce leaves come with a

health halo that casts a glow on the burger, making it more

likely that they will underestimate the health “cost” of the

meal. Dieters—who in theory should be the most likely to

know the calorie counts of foods—were the most susceptible

to the halo effect, taking 100 calories off their estimates

when a salad was added.

Halo effects pop up all over the place, whenever

something indulgent is paired with something more

virtuous. For example, studies also show that shoppers who

buy chocolate for a charity will reward their good deed by

eating more chocolate. The altruistic donation shines its

halo glow on the candy bars, and the do-gooders enjoy

them, guilt-free. Bargain-hunters who get a good deal may

feel so virtuous for saving money that they buy more than

they intended, and gift-givers may feel so generous that

they decide they, too, deserve a gift. (This may explain why

women’s shoes and clothing make up the largest

percentage of early holiday shopping.)



MAGIC WORDS

 

The problem here is that when we think of food or products

in terms of “good” and “bad,” we let a good feeling take the

place of common sense. This allows restaurants and

marketers to add 1 percent virtue to 99 percent vice and

make us feel good about ourselves even as we sabotage our

long-term goals. Because we’re already conflicted about our

goals (Health! No, pleasure!), we’re happy to be complicit in

this charade.

The SnackWells cookie craze of 1992 is a perfect example

of this kind of moral licensing. When dieters saw the words

“Fat Free!” on the outside of the package, it more than

canceled out the sin of the chocolate devil’s food cookies on

the inside. People watching their weight irrationally

consumed whole boxfuls of the high-sugar treats, blinded by

the light of the fat-free halo (OK, I admit, I was one of them).

Medical researchers dubbed this confusion, and the

unintentional weight gain that followed, the “SnackWell

Syndrome.” Nowadays, “fat free” may not have the same

effect on jaded dieters, but we aren’t necessarily any wiser.

Recent research suggests that we’ve merely traded old

magic words for new ones. Oreo cookies labeled “organic”

are judged to have fewer calories than regular Oreos, and

are perceived as more appropriate to eat every day. Call it a

green glow—eating organic is not just healthy, but the right

thing to do for the planet. The environmental friendliness of

the cookies canceled out any nutritional sins. The more pro-

environment a person was, the more they underestimated

the calories in the organic cookies and approved of eating

them daily—just like the dieters were most susceptible to



the health halo of adding a salad to a burger. The more we

care about a particular virtue, the more vulnerable we are to

ignoring how a “virtuous” indulgence might threaten our

long-term goals.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: ARE YOU

HANDING OUT HALOS?

 

Do you give yourself permission to indulge in something

by focusing on its most virtuous quality? Do you have

any magic words that give you permission to indulge,

like “Buy 1 Get 1 Free,” “All Natural,” “Light,” “Fair

Trade,” “Organic,” or “For a Good Cause”? This week,

see if you can catch yourself in the act of handing out a

halo to something that undermines your goals.

 



A SHOPPER SEDUCED BY SAVINGS SPENDS MORE

 

Margaret, a recently retired pharmacist, was a discount

shopping club junkie. The steeper the discount, the bigger

the high. Rolling her cart through the warehouse aisles,

grabbing items in bulk off the shelves, she felt good about

scoring a deal. Toilet paper, cereal, wrapping paper—it

didn’t matter, as long as it was a bargain. Everything about

the store, from the visibly slashed prices to the no-frills

decor, screamed, “You are saving money, you shopping

genius!” And yet when Margaret took a cold, hard look at

the receipts from her weekly trip to the discount store, it

was clear she was spending way more than she ever had at

the regular grocery store. She had gotten so used to

focusing on the “You saved ________!” tally at the end of

each receipt, she was ignoring the total amount she was

spending. Margaret realized that just by stepping foot in the

discount store, she was falling under the store’s halo effect.

This was liberating her to spend without guilt, and she had

been all too happy to indulge. To find her way out of this

trap, she redefined what it meant to save. No longer would

getting a good deal qualify—she had to stay under a set

spending limit and get a good deal. She still felt good about

saving, but no longer let the glow of savings turn her weekly

trips into shopping sprees.

When a halo effect is getting in the way of your

willpower challenge, look for a the most concrete

measure (e.g., calories, cost, time spent or wasted) of

whether a choice is consistent with your goals.

 



THE RISKS OF GOING GREEN

 

How many times have you been asked to save the planet by

taking one small action, from changing your lightbulbs to

carrying reusable shopping bags? You may even have been

asked to purchase something called a “carbon offset”—

basically, a financial penance for your energy use and

overconsumption. For example, travelers who feel guilty

about the environmental impact of flying first class can kick

in a little extra money for the airline to plant a tree in South

America.

All of these actions, on their own, are good for the

environment. But what happens if these actions change the

way we think about ourselves? Will they convince us that we

care about the planet, and motivate us to go green

whenever possible? Or could these virtuous choices be

contributing to environmental harm by serving as constant

reminders of our green credentials?

I first started worrying about this when a study came out

showing a moral licensing effect for going green. Just

browsing a website that sells green products, like

rechargeable batteries and organic yogurt, makes people

feel good about themselves. But going green doesn’t always

lead to virtuous action. The study found that people who

actually chose to purchase an eco-friendly product were

more likely to then cheat on a test that paid them for each

correct answer. They were also more likely to steal extra

money out of the envelope they were told to collect their

payout from. Somehow the virtue of green shopping

justified the sins of lying and stealing.



Even if you don’t think driving a Prius is going to turn you

into a liar,13 the findings of this study are troubling. Yale

economist Matthew J. Kotchen has raised concerns that

small “green” actions will reduce both consumers’ and

businesses’ guilt, licensing larger harmful behaviors. We

may be concerned about the environment, but making

significant lifestyle changes is not easy. It can be

overwhelming to think about the magnitude of climate

change and energy shortages, and what needs to happen to

prevent disaster. Anything that lets us feel like we have

done our part—so we can stop thinking about the problem—

we will jump at. And once our guilt and anxiety are gone, we

will feel free to resume our usual wasteful ways. So a

reusable shopping bag can become license to buy more,

planting a tree can become license to travel more, and

changing your lightbulbs can become license to live in a

bigger, energy-hungry house.

The good news is, not all green acts are likely to inspire

conspicuous consumption and guilt-free carbon binges.

University of Melbourne economists have found that a

licensing effect is most likely when people pay a “penance”

for bad behavior—for example, paying an extra $2.50 to

plant a tree to make up for the carbon costs of your home

electricity use. The consumer’s general eco-guilt is relieved,

increasing the chance that they will feel licensed to

consume more energy. A similar effect has been found with

other well-intentioned penalty policies. For example,

daycare centers that charge parents a fine for picking up

their children late find that the policy actually increases late

pickups. Parents are able to buy the right to be late, erasing

their guilt. And because most of us would rather pay a little

to do what’s easiest, these programs license us to pass the

buck to someone else.

However, when people are given a chance to pay for

something that replaces a harmful act with something good



for the environment—for example, paying 10 percent more

on your electricity bill to use green sources of energy—no

such licensing effect is seen. Why not? Economists

speculate that this kind of green act doesn’t so much reduce

guilt as it strengthens the consumer’s sense of commitment

to the environment. When we pay that extra money to use

wind or solar energy, we think, I’m the kind of person who

does good things for the planet! And then we carry that

identity with us, looking for more ways to live our values

and achieve our goals. If we want to motivate green

behavior in others, we would be wise to focus more on

strengthening a person’s identity as someone who cares

about the environment, and less on giving people the

opportunity to buy the right to melt the polar ice caps.

This goes for any type of positive change, including how

we try to motivate ourselves. We need to feel like the kind

of person who wants to do the right thing. Moral licensing

turns out to be, at its core, an identity crisis. We only reward

ourselves for good behavior if we believe that who we really

are is the self that wants to be bad. From this point of view,

every act of self-control is a punishment, and only self-

indulgence is a reward. But why must we see ourselves this

way? Moving beyond the traps of moral licensing requires

knowing that who we are is the self that wants the best for

us—and the self that wants to live in line with our core

values. When this happens, we will no longer view the

impulsive, lazy, or easily tempted self as the “real” us. We

will no longer act like someone who must be bribed, tricked,

or forced to pursue our goals, and then rewarded for making

any effort at all.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHO DO

YOU THINK YOU ARE?

 



When you think about your willpower challenge, which

part of you feels more like the “real” you—the part of

you who wants to pursue the goal, or the part of you

who needs to be controlled? Do you identify more with

your impulses and desires, or with your long-term goals

and values? When you think about your willpower

challenge, do you feel like the kind of person who can

succeed—or do you feel like you need to fundamentally

suppress, improve, or change who you are?

 



THE LAST WORD

 

In the quest for self-control, it is a mistake to frame every

willpower challenge in moral terms. We are too quick to give

ourselves moral credit for good deeds done or merely

contemplated, and too good at justifying giving in. Thinking

in terms of “right” and “wrong” instead of remembering

what we really want will trigger competing impulses and

license self-sabotaging behavior. For change to stick, we

need to identify with the goal itself, not the halo glow we

get from being good.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: When we turn willpower challenges into

measures of moral worth, being good gives us

permission to be bad. For better self-control, forget

virtue, and focus on goals and values.

Under the Microscope

 

• Virtue and vice. Do you tell yourself you’ve been

“good” when you succeed at a willpower

challenge, then give yourself permission to do

something “bad”?

• Are you borrowing credit from tomorrow? Do you

tell yourself you will make up for today’s behavior

tomorrow—and if so, do you follow through?

• Halo effects. Do you justify a vice because of one

virtuous aspect (e.g., discount savings, fat-free,



protects the environment)?

• Who do you think you are? When you think about

your willpower challenge, which part of you feels

like the “real” you—the part of you who wants to

pursue the goal, or the part of you who needs to

be controlled?

 

Willpower Experiments

 

• To revoke your license, remember the why. The

next time you find yourself using past good

behavior to justify indulging, pause and think

about why you were “good,” not whether you

deserve a reward.

• A tomorrow just like today. For your willpower

challenge, aim to reduce the variability of your

behavior day to day.

 

 



FIVE

 

The Brain’s Big Lie: Why We Mistake

Wanting for Happiness

 

In 1953, James Olds and Peter Milner, two young scientists

at McGill University in Montreal, were trying to make sense

of a very puzzling rat. The scientists had implanted an

electrode deep into the rat’s brain, through which they

could send shocks. They were trying to activate an area of

the brain that other scientists had discovered would create

a fear response in rats. According to previous reports, lab

rats hated the shocks so much, they would avoid anything

associated with the moment of brain stimulation. Olds and

Milner’s rat, on the other hand, kept returning to the corner

of the cage where it had been shocked. It was as if their rat

was hoping for another shock.

Stymied by the rat’s curious behavior, they decided to

test the hypothesis that the rat wanted to be shocked. They

rewarded the rat with a mild jolt every time it moved a little

bit to the right and away from the corner. The rat quickly

caught on, and in just a few minutes, it was all the way in

the other corner of the cage. Olds and Milner found that the

rat would move in any direction if they rewarded it with a

shock. Pretty soon, they could operate the rat like a joystick.

Were the other researchers wrong about the effects of

stimulating this area of a rat’s midbrain? Or had they

somehow ended up with a masochistic rat?

Actually, they had stumbled on an unexplored area of the

brain, thanks to a bit of clumsiness during the implanting

procedure. Olds was trained as a social psychologist, not a



neuroscientist, and had yet to develop real laboratory skill.

He had implanted the electrode in the wrong area. By

mistake, they had found an area of the brain that seemed to

produce incredible pleasure when stimulated. What else

could explain why the rat would go anywhere to get another

shock? Olds and Milner called their discovery the pleasure

center of the brain.

But Olds and Milner did not yet understand what they had

tapped into. That rat wasn’t experiencing bliss—it was

experiencing desire. What neuroscientists eventually

learned about that rat’s experience provides a fascinating

window into our own experience of cravings, temptation,

and addiction. As we look through that window, we’ll see

that when it comes to happiness, we cannot trust our brains

to point us in the right direction. We’ll also explore how the

new field of neuromarketing is using this science to

manipulate our brains and manufacture desire, and what we

can do to resist.



THE PROMISE OF REWARD

 

Once Olds and Milner had discovered the “pleasure” center

of their rat’s brain, they set to work demonstrating just how

euphoric stimulating this area of the brain was. First they

starved the rat for twenty-four hours, then placed him in the

middle of a short tunnel with food at both ends. Normally,

the rat would run to one end and gobble down the rat chow.

But if they shocked the rat before he made it to the food, he

would stop at that spot and never budge. He preferred to

wait for the possibility of another shock rather than the

guaranteed reward of food.

The scientists also tested whether the rat would shock

himself if given the opportunity. They set up a lever that,

when pressed, would electrically stimulate the rat’s pleasure

center. Once the rat figured out what the lever did, he

began giving himself shocks every five seconds. Other rats

given free access to self-stimulation showed no signs of

satiation, and would continue to press the lever until they

collapsed from exhaustion. Rats even found self-torture

acceptable if it led to brain stimulation. Olds put self-

stimulating levers at the opposite ends of an electrified grid,

and set it up so that a rat could only receive one shock at a

time from each lever. Rats willingly ran back and forth

across the electrified grid until their charred feet were so

injured they could not continue. Olds became even more

convinced that the only thing that could produce this

behavior was bliss.

It didn’t take long for a psychiatrist to think this

experiment would be a pretty neat thing to try with



humans.14 At Tulane University, Robert Heath implanted

electrodes into his patients’ brains, and gave them a control

box to self-stimulate the newly discovered pleasure center.

Heath’s patients behaved remarkably like Olds and Milner’s

rats. When given permission to self-stimulate at any rate

they liked, they averaged forty shocks per minute. When a

food tray was brought in for a break, the patients—who

admitted they were hungry—didn’t want to stop the self-

stimulation to eat. One patient put up vigorous protests

whenever the experimenter tried to end the session and

disconnect the electrodes. Another participant continued to

press the button over two hundred times after the current

was turned off, until the experimenter finally demanded that

he stop.15 Somehow these results convinced Heath that self-

stimulation of the brain was a viable therapeutic technique

for a wide range of mental disorders (heck, they seemed to

like it), and he decided it would be a good idea to leave the

electrodes in his patients’ brains and give them small

portable self-stimulators they could wear on their belts and

use whenever they wanted.

At this point, we should consider the context of this

research. The dominant scientific paradigm at the time was

behaviorism. Behaviorists believed the only thing worth

measuring—in animals or humans—was behavior.

Thoughts? Feelings? Waste of time. If an objective observer

couldn’t see it, it wasn’t science, and it wasn’t important.

This may be why early reports of Heath’s work lack any

detailed firsthand reports from his patients about what the

self-stimulation felt like. Heath, like Olds and Milner,

assumed that because his subjects continuously self-

stimulated, and ignored food for the opportunity to keep

shocking themselves, they were being “rewarded” for it with

euphoric pleasure. And it’s true that the patients said the

shocks felt good. But their near-constant rates of self-

stimulation, combined with anxiety about having the current



turned off, suggested something other than true

satisfaction. What few details we have about his patients’

thoughts and feelings reveal another side to this seemingly

blissful experience. One patient, who suffered from

narcolepsy and was given the portable implant to help him

stay awake, described the feeling of self-stimulation as

intensely frustrating. Despite his “frequent, sometimes

frantic pushing of the button,” he was never able to achieve

the sense of satisfaction he felt he was close to

experiencing. The self-stimulation left him anxious, not

happy. His behavior looked more like compulsion than a man

experiencing pleasure.

What if Olds and Milner’s rats weren’t self-stimulating to

exhaustion because it felt so good that they didn’t want to

stop? What if the area of the brain they were stimulating

wasn’t rewarding them with the experience of profound

pleasure, but simply promising them the experience of

pleasure? Is it possible the rats were self-stimulating

because their brains were telling them that if they just

pressed that lever one more time, something wonderful was

going to happen?

Olds and Milner hadn’t discovered the pleasure center—

they had discovered what neuroscientists now call the

reward system. The area they were stimulating was part of

the brain’s most primitive motivational system, one that

evolved to propel us toward action and consumption. That’s

why Olds and Milner’s first rat kept hanging around the

corner where he was first stimulated, and why the rats were

willing to forgo food and electrocute their feet for the

chance at another brain jolt. Each time the area was

activated, the rat’s brain said, “Do this again! This will make

you feel good!” Every stimulation encouraged the rat to

seek more stimulation, but the stimulation itself never

brought satisfaction.

As you will see, it’s not just electrodes in the brain that

can trigger this system. Our whole world is full of stimuli—



from restaurant menus and catalogs to lottery tickets and

television ads—that can turn us into the human version of

Olds and Milner’s rat chasing the promise of happiness.

When that happens, our brains become obsessed with “I

want,” and it gets harder to say, “I won’t.”

 

“Promise of Reward” System of Midbrain



THE NEUROBIOLOGY OF “I WANT”

 

How does the reward system compel us to act? When the

brain recognizes an opportunity for reward, it releases a

neurotransmitter called dopamine. Dopamine tells the rest

of the brain what to pay attention to and what to get our

greedy little hands on. A dopamine rush doesn’t create

happiness itself—the feeling is more like arousal. We feel

alert, awake, and captivated. We recognize the possibility of

feeling good and are willing to work for that feeling.

In the last few years, neuroscientists have given the effect

of dopamine release many names, including seeking,

wanting, craving, and desire. But one thing is clear: It is not

the experience of liking, satisfaction, pleasure, or actual

reward. Studies show that you can annihilate the entire

dopamine system in a rat’s brain, and it will still get a goofy

grin on its face if you feed it sugar. What it won’t do is work

for the treat. It likes the sugar; it just doesn’t want it before

it has it.

In 2001, Stanford neuroscientist Brian Knutson published

the definitive experiment demonstrating dopamine’s role in

anticipating, but not experiencing, reward. He borrowed his

method from a famous study in behavioral psychology, Ivan

Pavlov’s classical conditioning of dogs. In 1927, Pavlov

observed that if he rang a bell before feeding his dogs, they

started to salivate as soon as they heard the bell ring, even

if food was nowhere in sight. They had learned to associate

the sound of the bell with the promise of dinner. Knutson

had a hunch that the brain does its own kind of salivation

when it expects a reward—and, critically, that this brain



response is not the same as the brain’s response when the

reward is received.

In his study, Knutson put human participants in a brain

scanner and conditioned them to expect the opportunity to

win money when they saw a special symbol appear on a

screen. To win the money, they’d have to press a button to

get the reward. As soon as the symbol appeared, the brain’s

dopamine-releasing reward center lit up, and the

participants pressed the button to get their reward. When

the participants actually won money, however, this area of

the brain quieted down. The joy of winning was registered in

different areas of the brain. Knutson had proven that

dopamine is for action, not happiness. The promise of

reward guaranteed that participants wouldn’t miss out on

the reward by failing to act. What they were feeling when

the reward system lit up was anticipation, not pleasure.

Anything we think is going to make us feel good will

trigger the reward system—the sight of tempting food, the

smell of coffee brewing, the 50-percent-off sign in a store

window, a smile from a sexy stranger, the infomercial that

promises to make you rich. The flood of dopamine marks

this new object of desire as critical to your survival. When

dopamine hijacks your attention, the mind becomes fixated

on obtaining or repeating whatever triggered it. This is

nature’s trick to make sure you don’t starve because you

can’t be bothered to pick a berry, and that you don’t hasten

human extinction because seducing a potential mate seems

like too much of a hassle. Evolution doesn’t give a damn

about happiness itself, but will use the promise of happiness

to keep us struggling to stay alive. And so the promise of

happiness—not the direct experience of happiness—is the

brain’s strategy to keep you hunting, gathering, working,

and wooing.

Of course, as with many of our primitive instincts, we find

ourselves in a very different environment now than the one

the human brain evolved in. Take, for example, the flood of



dopamine we experience whenever we see, smell, or taste

high-fat or high-sugar food. That dopamine release

guarantees we will want to stuff ourselves silly. This is a

great instinct if you live in an environment where food is

scarce. But when you live in a world where food is not only

widely available but also specifically engineered to

maximize your dopamine response, following every burst of

dopamine is a recipe for obesity, not longevity.

Or consider the effects of sexually graphic images on our

reward system. For much of human history, you weren’t

going to see a naked person posing seductively for you

unless the opportunity for mating was real. Certainly a little

motivation to act in this scenario would be smart if you

wanted to keep your DNA in the gene pool. Fast-forward a

few hundred thousand years, and we find ourselves in a

world where Internet porn is always available, not to

mention constant exposure to sexual images in

advertisements and entertainment. The instinct to pursue

every one of these sexual “opportunities” is how people end

up addicted to X-rated websites—and victims of advertising

campaigns that use sex to sell everything from deodorant to

designer jeans.



DOPAMINE ON DEMAND

 

When we add the instant gratification of modern technology

to this primitive motivation system, we end up with

dopamine-delivery devices that are damn near impossible to

put down. Some of us are old enough to remember the thrill

of pressing a button on an answering machine to find out if

we had any new messages. Then there was the anticipation

of connecting by modem to AOL, hoping the computer

would tell us, “You’ve got mail!” Well, now we have

Facebook, Twitter, e-mail, and text messaging—the modern

equivalent of psychiatrist Robert Heath’s self-stimulating

devices.

Because we know there’s a chance we’ll have a new

message, or because the very next You Tube video may be

the one that makes us laugh, we keep hitting refresh,

clicking the next link, and checking our devices

compulsively. It’s as if our cell phones, BlackBerrys, and

laptops have a direct line into our brains, giving us constant

jolts of dopamine. There are few things ever dreamed of,

smoked, or injected that have as addictive an effect on our

brains as technology. This is how our devices keep us

captive and always coming back for more. The definitive

Internet act of our times is a perfect metaphor for the

promise of reward: We search. And we search. And we

search some more, clicking that mouse like—well, like a rat

in a cage seeking another “hit,” looking for the elusive

reward that will finally feel like enough.

Cell phones, the Internet, and other social media may

have accidentally exploited our reward system, but

computer and video game designers intentionally



manipulate the reward system to keep players hooked. The

promise that the next level or big win could happen at any

time is what makes a game compelling. It’s also what makes

a game hard to quit. One study found that playing a video

game led to dopamine increases equivalent to

amphetamine use—and it’s this dopamine rush that makes

both so addictive. The unpredictability of scoring or

advancing keeps your dopamine neurons firing, and you

glued to your seat. Depending on your point of view, this

makes for either incredible entertainment or unethical

exploitation of gamers. While not everyone who picks up an

Xbox controller gets hooked, for those who are vulnerable,

games can be as addictive as any drug. In 2005, a twenty-

eight-year-old Korean boiler repairman, Lee Seung Seop,

died from cardiovascular failure after playing the game Star-

Craft for fifty hours straight. He had refused to eat or sleep,

wanting only to continue. It’s impossible to hear this story

and not think about Olds and Milner’s rats pressing the lever

to exhaustion.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHAT

GETS YOUR DOPAMINE NEURONS

FIRING?

 

Do you know what your own dopamine triggers are?

Food? Alcohol? Shopping? Facebook? Something else?

This week, pay attention to what captures your

attention. What unleashes that promise of reward that

compels you to seek satisfaction? What gets you

salivating like Pavlov’s dogs or obsessed like Olds and

Milner’s rats?

 



A PRESCRIPTION FOR ADDICTION

 

Perhaps the most striking evidence of dopamine’s role in

addiction comes from patients being treated for Parkinson’s

disease, a common neurodegenerative disorder caused by

the loss of dopamine-producing brain cells. The main

symptoms reflect dopamine’s role in motivating action: slow

or impaired movement, depression, and occasionally

complete catatonia. The standard treatment for Parkinson’s

disease is a two-drug combo: L-dopa, which helps the brain

make dopamine, and a dopamine agonist, which stimulates

dopamine receptors in the brain to mimic the action of

dopamine. When patients begin drug therapy, their brains

are flooded with way more dopamine than they’ve seen in a

long time. This relieves the main symptoms of the disease,

but also creates new problems that no one expected.

Medical journals are full of case studies documenting the

unintended side effects of these drugs. There is the fifty-

four-year-old woman who developed insatiable cravings for

cookies, crackers, and pasta, and would stay up late into the

night binge-eating. Or the fifty-two-year-old man who

developed a daily gambling habit, staying at the casino for

thirty-six hours straight and running through his life’s

savings.16 Or the forty-nine-year-old man who all of a

sudden found himself afflicted with an increased appetite, a

taste for alcohol, and what his wife called “an excessive sex

urge” that required calling the cops to get him to leave her

alone. All of these cases were completely resolved by taking

the patients off the dopamine-enhancing drug. But in many

cases, confused loved ones and doctors first sent patients to

psychotherapy and Alcoholics or Gamblers Anonymous.



They were unable to see that the new addictions were a

brain glitch, not a deep-seated emotional problem that

required psychological and spiritual counseling.

While these cases are extreme, they aren’t so different

from what happens in your brain whenever you get hooked

by the promise of reward. The drugs that the Parkinson’s

patients were on simply exaggerated the natural effect that

all these things—food, sex, alcohol, gambling, work—have

on the reward system. We are driven to chase pleasure, but

often at the cost of our well-being. When dopamine puts our

brains on a reward-seeking mission, we become the most

risk-taking, impulsive, and out-of-control version of

ourselves.

Importantly, even if the reward never arrives, the promise

of reward—combined with a growing sense of anxiety when

we think about stopping—is enough to keep us hooked. If

you’re a lab rat, you press a lever again and again until you

collapse or starve to death. If you’re a human, this leaves

you with a lighter wallet and a fuller stomach, at best. At

worst, you may find yourself spiraling into obsession and

compulsion.



THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON DOPAMINE:

THE RISE OF NEUROMARKETING

 

When dopamine is released by one promise of reward, it

also makes you more susceptible to any other kind of

temptation. For example, erotic images make men more

likely to take financial risks, and fantasizing about winning

the lottery leads people to overeat—two ways daydreaming

about unattainable rewards can get you into trouble. High

levels of dopamine amplify the lure of immediate

gratification, while making you less concerned about long-

term consequences.

Do you know who has figured this out? People who want

your money. Many aspects of our retail environment have

been designed to keep us always wanting more, from big

food companies packing their recipes with just the right

combination of sugar, salt, and fat to drive your dopamine

neurons crazy to lotto commercials that encourage you to

imagine what you would do with a million dollars if you hit

the jackpot.

Grocery stores are no fools, either. They want you

shopping under the influence of maximum dopamine, so

they put their most tempting merchandise front and center.

When I walk into my neighborhood store, the very first thing

I’m hit with is the free samples in the bakery section. This is

no accident. Marketing researchers at Stanford University

have shown that food and drink samples make shoppers

hungrier and thirstier, and put shoppers in a reward-seeking

state of mind. Why? Because samples combine two of the

biggest promises of reward: Free and Food. (If there’s an



attractive spokesperson handing out the samples, you can

throw in a third F, and then you’re really in trouble.) In one

study, participants who sampled something sweet were

more likely to purchase indulgent foods such as a steak or

cake, as well as items that were on sale. The food and drink

samples amplified the appeal of products that would

typically activate the reward system. (Nothing triggers a

budget-minded mom’s promise of reward more than the

opportunity to save money!) There was no effect, however,

on utilitarian items like oatmeal and dishwasher liquid,

demonstrating that even a hit of dopamine cannot make

toilet paper irresistible to the average consumer (sorry,

Charmin).17 But take a bite of the store’s new cinnamon

strudel, and you may find yourself with a few more items in

your cart than you planned. And even if you resist the

temptation of the sample, your brain—hopped up on

dopamine—will be looking for something to satisfy the

promise of reward.

The Stanford researchers who ran this study asked

twenty-one food and nutrition experts to predict the results,

and shockingly, 81 percent believed that the opposite would

be true—that samples would decrease a shopper’s hunger

and thirst, and satiate their reward seeking. This just goes

to show how unaware most of us—experts included—are of

the many environmental factors that influence our inner

desires and behavior. For example, most people also believe

that they are immune to advertisements, despite ample

evidence that TV ads for snack foods make you more likely

to hit the fridge—especially if you’re a dieter trying to cut

back on snacks.

The reward system of the brain also responds to novelty

and variety. Your dopamine neurons eventually become less

responsive to familiar rewards, even ones you really enjoy,

whether it’s a daily mocha latte or the same old lunch

special. It’s not a coincidence that places like Starbucks and



Jack in the Box are constantly introducing new variations of

the standard fare, and clothing retailers roll out new color

choices for their wardrobe basics. Regular cup of joe? Been

there, done that. Ah, but what’s this on the menu—a white

chocolate latte? The thrill is back! Cable-knit sweater in your

favorite clothing catalog? Boring. But wait, it’s now available

in salted-caramel brown and melted-butter yellow?

Dopamine days are here again!

Then there are the price tricks guaranteed to make the

primitive part of your brain want to hoard scarce resources.

Anything that makes you feel like you’re getting a bargain is

going to open the dopamine floodgates, from “Buy 1 Get 1

Free!” deals to signs that shout “60 Percent Off!” Especially

potent are the price tags at discount retailers that list some

ridiculously high “suggested retail price” next to the

retailer’s lower price. As Amazon.com knows and ruthlessly

exploits, your brain quickly calculates the savings and

(illogically) treats the difference as money earned. $999

marked down to $44.99? What a steal! I don’t even know

what it’s for, but add to cart immediately! Throw in any kind

of time pressure or scarcity cue (door-busters savings that

end at noon, one-day sales, the ominous-sounding “while

supplies last”), and you’ll be hunting and gathering like

you’ve found the last dwindling food supply on the

savannah.

Businesses also use smells to manufacture desire where

none existed. An appetizing odor is one of the fastest ways

to trigger the promise of reward, and as soon as the scented

molecules land on your olfactory receptors, the brain will

begin searching for the source. The next time you walk by a

fast-food restaurant and are tempted by the smell of french

fries and burgers, it’s a safe bet you’re not smelling the food

inside, but a carefully manufactured Eau de Eat More being

piped onto the sidewalk through special vents. The website

of Scent Air, a leader in the field of scent marketing,18 brags

http://amazon.com/


about how it lured visitors into an ice cream parlor on the

lower level of a hotel. With a strategically placed aroma-

delivery system, they released the scent of sugar cookies to

the top of the stairs and waffle cones to the bottom. The

average passerby will think she is inhaling the authentic

smell of the sweet treats. Instead, she is breathing in

enhanced chemicals designed to maximize the firing of her

dopamine neurons and lead her—and her wallet—straight

down the stairs.19 For Bloomingdale’s, the company varied

the scents by department: Baby Powder to trigger warm and

fuzzy feelings in the maternity department, Coconut in the

swimsuit department to inspire fantasies of cocktails on the

beach, and the “soothing scent of Lilac” for the intimate

apparel department, presumably to calm down women

standing naked under fluorescent lighting in front of a three-

way dressing-room mirror. You may not even consciously

notice these scents, but they can influence your brain and

your shopping all the same.

Of course, science can be used for good as well as profit,

and to be fair, the field of scent marketing has done more

for the world than sell ice cream cones and bikinis. A Florida

hospital’s MRI department reduced its last-minute

appointment-cancellation rates by introducing Coconut

Beach and Ocean fragrances into the waiting areas. A little

promise of reward can be a powerful antidote to anxiety,

and help people approach things they would rather avoid.

Other industries and service providers might benefit from a

similar strategy—perhaps dentists could infuse their offices

with the scent of Halloween Candy, and tax advisers might

choose Stiff Martini.



BECOME A DOPAMINE DETECTIVE

 

Once I introduce these neuromarketing and sales tricks to

my students, it ignites a hunt for evidence. They start to see

how many of their willpower failures are hastened by

dopamine triggers in their everyday environments. Students

return the next week with stories of how their favorite stores

are manipulating them, from the scented candles burning in

the cookware store to the scratch-and-win discount cards

handed out to shoppers at the mall. They recognize why a

clothing store company has pictures of naked models on its

walls, and why auctioneers open the bidding at bargain

prices. Once you start looking, it’s impossible not to see the

many traps that have been laid to ensnare you, your

dopamine neurons, and your money.

Almost universally, students report feeling empowered by

these observations. They have fun spotting the tricks. It also

helps make sense of some shopping mysteries, like why

something that seemed irresistible in the store seems so

disappointing at home, far away from the dopamine that

clouded your judgment. One woman finally understood why

she always heads to the gourmet grocery store when she’s

bored—not for food, but just to wander around looking at

things. Her brain is directing her to a reliable trigger of a

dopamine rush. Another student canceled her catalog

subscriptions when she recognized that she was essentially

getting a dopamine delivery in the mail, each colorful page

creating desires that could only be filled by that company’s

products. A student at a professional conference in Las

Vegas was able to hold on to more of his money because he

saw through the casino’s strategies to overstimulate his



dopamine neurons: nearly naked showgirls, all-you-can-eat

buffets, lights and buzzers signaling every win in the house.

Although we live in a world engineered to make us want,

we can—just by paying attention—start to see through some

of it. Knowing what’s going on won’t eliminate all your

wants, but it will give you at least a fighting chance to

exercise your “I won’t” power.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHO’S

MANIPULATING YOUR DOPAMINE

NEURONS?

 

Look for how retailers and marketers try to trigger the

promise of reward. Make it a game when you go to the

grocery store or watch advertisements. What do you

smell? What do you see? What do you hear? Knowing

that cues have been carefully chosen to tempt you can

help you see them for what they are and resist them.

 



PUTTING DOPAMINE TO WORK

 

When I discuss neuromarketing in class, some student will

inevitably propose that we make certain kinds of advertising

and undisclosed retail manipulation illegal. This impulse is

understandable, but almost certainly impossible. The

number of restrictions that would have to be put in place to

create a “safe” environment is not only implausible, but to

the vast majority of people, unappealing. We want to feel

our desires, and—for better or worse—we delight in a world

that puts them on constant display for us to dream about.

That’s why people love window-shopping, flipping through

luxury magazines, and touring open houses. It’s difficult to

imagine a world where our dopamine neurons aren’t being

constantly courted. And even if we were “protected” from

dopamine stimulants, we’d most likely start looking for

something to stimulate our desires.

Since it’s unlikely we’ll ever outlaw the promise of reward,

we might as well put it to good use. We can take a lesson

from neuromarketers and try to “dopaminize” our least

favorite tasks. An unpleasant chore can be made more

appealing by introducing a reward. And when the rewards of

our actions are far off in the future, we can try to squeeze a

little extra dopamine out of neurons by fantasizing about

the eventual payoff (not unlike those lotto commercials).

Some economists have even proposed dopaminizing

“boring” things like saving for retirement and filing your

taxes on time. For example, imagine a savings account

where your money is protected, and you can take it out

whenever you want—but instead of getting a guaranteed



low interest rate, you are entered in lotteries for large cash

prizes. People who buy lottery tickets but don’t have a dollar

in the bank might be much more enthusiastic about saving

their money if every deposit they made gave them another

chance to win $100,000. Or imagine if by filing your taxes

on time and honestly reporting all income and deductions,

you had a shot at winning back the entire year’s taxes.

Wouldn’t this motivate you to beat the April 15 deadline?

While the IRS may be a little slow to move on this proposal,

it’s something that a business could easily implement to

motivate on-time expense reports.

The promise of reward has even been used to help people

overcome addiction. One of the most effective intervention

strategies in alcohol and drug recovery is something called

the fish bowl. Patients who pass their drug tests win the

opportunity to draw a slip of paper out of a bowl. About half

of these slips have a prize listed on them, ranging in value

from $1 to $20. Only one slip has a big prize, worth $100.

Half of the slips have no prize value at all—instead, they

say, “Keep up the good work.” This means that when you

reach your hand into the fish bowl, the odds are you’re

going to end up with a prize worth $1 or a few kind words.

This shouldn’t be motivating—but it is. In one study, 83

percent of patients who had access to fish bowl rewards

stayed in treatment for the whole twelve weeks, compared

with only 20 percent of patients receiving standard

treatment without the promise of reward. Eighty percent of

the fish bowl patients passed all their drug tests, compared

with only 40 percent of the standard treatment group. When

the intervention was over, the fish bowl group was also far

less likely to relapse than patients who received standard

treatment—even without the continued promise of reward.

Amazingly, the fish bowl technique works even better

than paying patients for passing their drug tests—despite

the fact that patients end up with far less “reward” from the

fish bowl than they would from guaranteed payments. This



highlights the power of an unpredictable reward. Our reward

system gets much more excited about a possible big win

than a guaranteed smaller reward, and it will motivate us to

do whatever provides the chance to win. This is why people

would rather play the lottery than earn a guaranteed 2

percent interest in a savings account, and why even the

lowest employee in a company should be made to believe

he could someday be the CEO.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:

DOPAMINIZE YOUR “I WILL” POWER

CHALLENGE

 

My students have dopaminized tasks they typically put

off by using music, fashion magazines, and television to

help them work out; bringing dreaded paperwork to a

favorite café and finishing it over hot chocolate; and, in

a truly creative gesture, buying a bunch of scratch-off

lottery tickets and placing them next to procrastinated

projects around the house. Others visualize the best-

possible outcome of their hard work, to make the

faraway rewards seem more real. If there’s something

you’ve been putting off because it’s so unpleasant, can

you motivate yourself by linking it to something that

gets your dopamine neurons firing?

 



A PROCRASTINATOR DOPAMINIZES HER “ I WILL”

POWER CHALLENGE

 

Nancy, whose youngest son had graduated from college

nearly a decade earlier, had a problem with her empty nest.

It wasn’t empty. She had turned her son’s old bedroom into

the “spare” room, and over the years, it had become more

like a salvage yard. Anytime she didn’t know where to put

something, into the spare room it went. She wanted to clean

it out and turn it into a guest room, not a room she had to

hide from visitors. And yet every time she opened the door,

she was overwhelmed. Cleaning out the room became her

class willpower challenge, but it wasn’t until we hit on the

promise of reward that Nancy found her way in. She was

inspired by a study that combined Christmas music with

holiday scents to increase shoppers’ enjoyment and desire

to stay in a store. For many people, a little Ho-Ho-Ho plus

the smell of fresh fir trees brings up memories of the most

wonderful “promise of reward” we have ever experienced:

waking up on Christmas morning to a pile of presents.

Nancy decided to bring out her holiday music and candles

(conveniently enough, stored in the spare room!) to get her

through the task of cleaning. Though she’d been dreading it,

she actually enjoyed working on the room in small bursts.

The overwhelm was worse than the actual process, and the

holly, jolly dopamine helped her find the motivation to get

started.



THE DARK SIDE OF DOPAMINE

 

Dopamine can be a great motivator, and even when it’s

tempting us to order dessert or max out our credit cards, it’s

hard to describe this tiny neurotransmitter as evil. But

dopamine does have a dark side, one that’s not hard to see

if we pay close attention. If we pause and notice what’s

really going on in our brains and bodies when we’re in that

state of wanting, we will find that the promise of reward can

be as stressful as it is delightful. Desire doesn’t always make

us feel good—sometimes it makes us feel downright rotten.

That’s because dopamine’s primary function is to make us

pursue happiness, not to make us happy. It doesn’t mind

putting a little pressure on us—even if that means making

us unhappy in the process.

To motivate you to seek the object of your craving, the

reward system actually has two weapons: a carrot and a

stick. The first weapon is, of course, the promise of reward.

Dopamine-releasing neurons create this feeling by talking to

the areas of your brain that anticipate pleasure and plan

action. When these areas are bathed in dopamine, the result

is desire—the carrot that makes the horse run forward. But

the reward system has a second weapon that functions

more like the proverbial stick. When your reward center

releases dopamine, it also sends a message to the brain’s

stress center. In this area of the brain, dopamine triggers

the release of stress hormones. The result: You feel anxious

as you anticipate your object of desire. The need to get

what you want starts to feel like a life-or-death emergency,

a matter of survival.



Researchers have observed this mixed inner experience of

desire and stress in women who crave chocolate. When they

see images of chocolate, the women show a startle

response—a physiological reflex associated with alarm and

arousal, as if spotting a predator in the wild. When asked

what they were feeling, the women reported both pleasure

and anxiety, along with the feeling of being out of control.

When we find ourselves in a similar state, we attribute the

pleasure to whatever triggered the response, and the stress

to not yet having it. We fail to recognize that the object of

our desire is causing both the anticipated pleasure and the

stress.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: THE

STRESS OF DESIRE

 

Most of us pay far more attention to the promise of

feeling good than the actual feeling bad that

accompanies dopamine-drive desire. This week, see if

you can notice when wanting triggers stress and

anxiety. If you give in to temptation, do you feel like you

are responding to the promise of reward? Or are you

trying to relieve the anxiety?

 



A SHOPPER FEELS THE ANXIETY, BUT KEEPS THE

PROMISE

 

Whenever Yvonne wanted to feel good, she hit the mall. She

was sure that shopping made her happy, because whenever

she was bored or upset, it’s what she wanted to do. She had

never really noticed the complex feelings that went along

with shopping, but took the assignment of paying closer

attention. She discovered that she was most happy on the

way to the mall. Driving there, she felt hopeful and excited.

Once she arrived, as long as she was window-shopping from

the center of the mall, she felt good. But when she was in a

store, the feelings shifted. She felt tense, especially if the

store was crowded. She felt an urge to get all the way

through the store, and a sense of time pressure. When she

waited in line to buy something, she noticed that she felt

impatient and anxious. If the customer in front of her had

too many things or was making a return, she found herself

getting angry. Getting to the register and handing over her

credit card felt like a relief, not like the happiness she had

felt before the purchase. Yvonne realized that the hope and

excitement she felt while driving to the mall was the carrot

to get her there; the anxiety and anger was the stick

keeping her in line. She never felt as good going home as

she did driving over.

For many people, this kind of realization leads to turning

away from the unsatisfying reward. The potato chip junkie

eyes the bag of chips with newfound suspicion, and the late-

night TV addict turns the tube off. But Yvonne settled on a

different strategy: window-shopping for maximum

happiness. The feeling of being in the mall produced the



feeling that she liked best; spending was stressful.

Surprisingly, when she went with the mind-set of not

buying, and left her credit cards at home so she couldn’t

overspend, she went home happier than if she had spent a

lot of money.

When you really understand how a so-called reward

makes you feel, you will be best able to make smart

decisions about whether and how to “reward” yourself.

 



WE MISTAKE THE PROMISE OF REWARD FOR

HAPPINESS

 

When Olds and Milner watched their rats refuse food and

run back and forth across an electrified grid, they made the

same mistake each of us makes when we interpret our own

dopamine-driven behavior. We observe our intense focus,

the consistent seeking of what we crave, and the willingness

to work—even suffer—for what we want as evidence that

the object of our desire must make us happy. We watch

ourselves buy the one thousandth candy bar, the new

kitchen gadget, the next drink; we wear ourselves out

chasing the new partner, the better job, the highest stock

return. We mistake the experience of wanting for a

guarantee of happiness. It’s no wonder Olds and Milner

looked at those rats shocking themselves to exhaustion and

assumed that they were happy. We humans find it nearly

impossible to distinguish the promise of reward from

whatever pleasure or payoff we are seeking.

The promise of reward is so powerful that we continue to

pursue things that don’t make us happy, and consume

things that bring us more misery than satisfaction. Because

the pursuit of reward is dopamine’s main goal, it is never

going to give you a “stop” signal—even when the

experience does not live up to the promise. Brian Wansink,

director of the Cornell University Food and Brand

Laboratory, demonstrated this with a trick he played on

moviegoers at a Philadelphia theater. The sight and smell of

movie theater popcorn is a reliable way to get most people’s

dopamine neurons dancing—customers stand in line like

Pavlov’s dogs, tongues hanging out and drooling in



anticipation of the first mouthful. Wansink arranged to have

the theater’s concession stand sell fourteen-day-old popcorn

to the moviegoers. He wanted to find out whether the

moviegoers would keep eating, listening to the brain’s belief

that movie theater popcorn is always delicious, or whether

they would notice the actual taste of the treat, and refuse to

eat it.

After the film, the moviegoers confirmed that the two-

week-old popcorn was indeed nasty stuff: stale, soggy,

verging on disgusting. But did they storm the popcorn stand

demanding refunds? No, they ate it up. They even ate 60

percent as much popcorn as moviegoers who received a

fresh batch! They believed their dopamine neurons, not

their taste buds.

We may scratch our heads and wonder how this is

possible, but it’s something few of us are immune to. Just

think of your own biggest “I won’t” power challenge.

Chances are this is something you believe makes you happy

—or would make you happy, if you could just get enough of

it. But a careful analysis of the experience and its

consequences often reveals the opposite. At best, giving in

takes away the anxiety that the promise of reward produces

to make you want it more. But ultimately, you’re left

frustrated, unsatisfied, disappointed, ashamed, tired, sick,

or simply no happier than when you started. There is

growing evidence that when people pay close attention to

the experience of their false rewards, the magical spell

wears off. If you force your brain to reconcile what it expects

from a reward—happiness, bliss, satisfaction, an end to

sadness or stress—with what it actually experiences, your

brain will eventually adjust its expectations. For example,

when overeaters slow down and really experience a food

that usually triggers cravings and bingeing, they typically

notice that the food looks and smells better than it tastes;

even with the mouth and stomach full, the brain begs for

more; their feelings of anxiety only increase as they eat



more; sometimes they don’t even taste the food when

they’re bingeing, because they’re eating so fast; and they

feel worse physically and emotionally afterward than they

did before. At first, this can be disturbing—after all, they had

really believed that food was a source of happiness.

However, the research shows that people who practice this

mindful-eating exercise develop greater self-control around

food and have fewer episodes of binge-eating. Over time,

they not only lose weight, but they also experience less

stress, anxiety, and depression. When we free ourselves

from the false promise of reward, we often find that the

thing we were seeking happiness from was the main source

of our misery.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: TEST

THE PROMISE OF REWARD

 

Test the promise of reward with a temptation that you

regularly indulge in because your brain tells you it will

make you happy. The most common choices in my class

are snack foods, shopping, television, and online time-

wasters from e-mail to poker. Mindfully indulge, but

don’t rush through the experience. Notice what the

promise of reward feels like: the anticipation, the hope,

the excitement, the anxiety, the salivation—whatever is

going on in your brain and body. Then give yourself

permission to give in. How does the experience compare

with the expectation? Does the feeling of the promise of

reward ever go away—or does it continue to drive you

to eat more, spend more, or stay longer? When, if ever,

do you become satisfied? Or do you simply reach the

point of being unable to continue, because you’re

stuffed, exhausted, frustrated, out of time, or out of the

“reward”?



People who try this exercise commonly have one of

two results. Some people find that when they really pay

attention to the experience of indulging, they need far

less than they thought they would to feel satisfied.

Others find that the experience is completely

unsatisfying, revealing a huge gap between the promise

of reward and the reality of their experience. Both

observations can give you greater control over what has

felt like an out-of-control behavior.

 



THE IMPORTANCE OF DESIRE

 

Before you ask your doctor for dopamine-suppressing drugs,

it’s worth contemplating the upside of the promise of

reward. While we get into trouble when we mistake wanting

for happiness, the solution is not to eliminate wanting. A life

without wants may not require as much self-control—but it’s

also not a life worth living.



AN ADDICT LOSES HIS CRAVINGS

 

Adam was not a man of self-restraint. At age thirty-three, a

typical day included up to ten drinks, a hit of crack cocaine,

and sometimes a bonus round of Ecstasy. His substance

abuse had a long history, starting with alcohol at age nine

and cocaine at thirteen, and by the time he was an adult, he

was hooked on marijuana, cocaine, opiates, and Ecstasy.

All that changed the day he was taken from a party to the

emergency room, where he promptly ingested all the drugs

in his possession to avoid being caught with illegal

substances (not a smart move, but to be fair, he wasn’t in

the clearest state of mind). The dangerous drug

combination of cocaine, Ecstasy, oxycodone, and

methadone led to a near-fatal drop in blood pressure and

reduced oxygen to his brain.

Although he was resuscitated and eventually released

from intensive care, the temporary oxygen deprivation

would prove to have profound consequences. Adam lost all

of his cravings for drugs and alcohol. His daily drug use

dropped to complete abstinence, confirmed by drug tests

over the following six months. This miraculous change was

not a spiritual revelation or some kind of wake-up call

inspired by his brush with death. According to Adam, he

simply had no desire to consume the substances.

This might sound like a positive turn of events, but the

loss of desire went beyond cocaine and alcohol. Adam lost

desire, period. He could not imagine that anything would

make him happy. His physical energy and ability to

concentrate disappeared, and he became increasingly



isolated from others. Without the ability to expect pleasure,

he lost hope and spiraled into a severe depression.

What triggered this loss of desire? The psychiatrists at

Columbia University who treated Adam discovered the

answer in scans of his brain. The oxygen deprivation during

his drug overdose had left Adam with lesions in the brain’s

reward system.

Adam’s case, reported in the American Journal of

Psychiatry, is extraordinary because of the dramatic change

from addict to absolute loss of “I want.” But there are many

other cases of people who lose desire and the ability to

expect happiness. Psychologists call it anhedonia—literally,

“without pleasure.” People with anhedonia describe life as a

series of habits with no expectation of satisfaction. They

may eat, shop, socialize, and have sex, but they don’t

anticipate pleasure from these activities. Without the

possibility of pleasure, they lose motivation. It’s hard to get

out of bed when you can’t imagine that anything you do will

make you feel good. This complete disconnect from desire

drains hope and, for many, the will to live.

When our reward system is quiet, the result isn’t so much

total contentment as it is apathy. It’s why many Parkinson’s

patients—whose brains aren’t producing enough dopamine

—are depressed, not peaceful. In fact, neuroscientists now

suspect that an underactive reward system contributes to

the biological basis of depression. When scientists have

watched the activity of depressed people’s brains, they’ve

seen that the reward system can’t sustain activation, even

in the face of immediate reward. There’s a little burst of

activity, but not enough to create the full feeling of “I want”

and “I’m willing to work for it.” This produces the loss of

desire and motivation that many people who are depressed

experience.



THE PARADOX OF REWARD

 

If you’re like most of my students, you’re probably

wondering where all this leaves us. The promise of reward

doesn’t guarantee happiness, but no promise of reward

guarantees unhappiness. Listen to the promise of reward,

and we give in to temptation. Without the promise of

reward, we have no motivation.

To this dilemma, there’s no easy answer. It’s clear that we

need the promise of reward to keep us interested and

engaged in life. If we’re lucky, our reward systems won’t

stop serving us in this way—but hopefully, they also won’t

turn against us either. We live in a world of technology,

advertisements, and twenty-four-hour opportunities that

leave us always wanting and rarely satisfied. If we are to

have any self-control, we need to separate the real rewards

that give our lives meaning from the false rewards that keep

us distracted and addicted. Learning to make this distinction

may be the best we can do. This isn’t always easy, but

understanding what’s happening in the brain can make it a

little easier. If we can remember Olds and Milner’s rat

pressing that lever, we may find just enough clarity in

moments of temptation to not believe the brain’s big lie.



THE LAST WORD

 

Desire is the brain’s strategy for action. As we’ve seen, it

can be both a threat to self-control and a source of

willpower. When dopamine points us to temptation, we must

distinguish wanting from happiness. But we can also recruit

dopamine and the promise of reward to motivate ourselves

and others. In the end, desire is neither good nor bad—what

matters is where we let it point us, and whether we have

the wisdom to know when to follow.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Our brains mistake the promise of reward for

a guarantee of happiness, so we chase satisfaction from

things that do not deliver.

Under the Microscope

 

• What gets your dopamine neurons firing? What

unleashes that promise of reward that compels

you to seek satisfaction?

• Neuromarketing and environmental triggers. Look

for how retailers and marketers try to trigger the

promise of reward.

• The stress of desire. Notice when wanting triggers

stress and anxiety.

 

Willpower Experiments



 

• Dopaminize your “I will” power challenge. If

there’s something you’ve been putting off,

motivate yourself by linking it with something that

gets your dopamine neurons firing.

• Test the promise of reward. Mindfully indulge in

something your brain tells you will make you

happy but that never seems to satisfy (e.g., snack

food, shopping, television, and online time-

wasters). Does reality match the brain’s promises?

 

 



SIX

 

What the Hell: How Feeling Bad Leads to

Giving In

 

When you’re feeling down, what do you do to feel better? If

you’re like most people, you turn to the promise of reward.

According to the American Psychological Association (APA),

the most commonly used strategies for dealing with stress

are those that activate the brain’s reward system: eating,

drinking, shopping, watching television, surfing the Web,

and playing video games. And why not? Dopamine promises

us that we’re going to feel good. It’s only natural that we

turn to the biggest dopamine releasers when we want to

feel better. Call it the promise of relief.

Wanting to feel better is a healthy survival mechanism, as

built into our human nature as the instinct to flee danger.

But where we turn for relief matters. The promise of reward

—as we’ve seen—does not always mean that we will feel

good. More often, the things we turn to for relief end up

turning on us. The APA’s national survey on stress found

that the most commonly used strategies were also rated as

highly ineffective by the same people who reported using

them. For example, only 16 percent of people who eat to

reduce stress report that it actually helps them. Another

study found that women are most likely to eat chocolate

when they are feeling anxious or depressed, but the only

reliable change in mood they experience from their drug of

choice is an increase in guilt. Certainly not what most of us

are looking for when we reach for our favorite comfort food!



As we explore the effects of stress, anxiety, and guilt on

self-control, we’ll see that feeling bad leads to giving in, and

often in surprising ways. Frightening cigarette warnings can

make smokers crave a cigarette, economic crises can make

people shop, and the nightly news can make you fat. No, it’s

not logical, but it’s utterly human. If we want to avoid such

stress-induced willpower failures, we’ll need to find a way to

feel better that doesn’t require turning to temptation. We’ll

also need to give up the self-control strategies—like guilt

and self-criticism—that only make us feel worse.



WHY STRESS MAKES US WANT

 

The brain, it turns out, is especially susceptible to

temptation when we’re feeling bad. Scientists have come up

with clever ways to stress out their laboratory subjects, and

the results are always the same. When smokers imagine a

trip to the dentist, they experience off-the-chart cravings for

a cigarette. When binge-eaters are told they will have to

give a speech in public, they crave high-fat, sugary foods.

Stressing out lab rats with unpredictable electric shocks (to

the body, not the brain’s reward center!) will make them run

for sugar, alcohol, heroin, or whatever reward researchers

have made available in their cage. Outside the laboratory,

real-world stress increases the risk of relapse among

smokers, recovering alcoholics, drug addicts, and dieters.

Why does stress lead to cravings? It’s part of the brain’s

rescue mission. Previously, we saw how stress prompts a

fight-or-flight response, a coordinated set of changes in the

body that allows you to defend yourself against danger. But

your brain isn’t just motivated to protect your life—it wants

to protect your mood, too. So whenever you are under

stress, your brain is going to point you toward whatever it

thinks will make you happy. Neuroscientists have shown that

stress—including negative emotions like anger, sadness,

self-doubt, and anxiety—shifts the brain into a reward-

seeking state. You end up craving whatever substance or

activity your brain associates with the promise of reward,

and you become convinced that the “reward” is the only

way to feel better. For example, when a cocaine addict

remembers a fight with a family member or being criticized



at work, his brain’s reward system becomes activated, and

he experiences intense cravings for cocaine. The stress

hormones released during a fight-or-flight response also

increase the excitability of your dopamine neurons. That

means that when you’re under stress, any temptations you

run into will be even more tempting. For example, one study

compared the appeal of chocolate cake to participants

before and after they were made to feel bad about

themselves by thinking about their personal failures. Feeling

bad made the cake look better to everyone, but even people

who had said they did not like chocolate cake at all suddenly

expected that the cake would make them happy.

In moments far away from stress, we may know that food

doesn’t really make us feel better, but this clarity flies out

the window when we’re stressed out and the brain’s reward

system is screaming at us, “There’s a pint of Ben and Jerry’s

in the freezer!” Stress points us in the wrong direction, away

from our clear-headed wisdom and toward our least helpful

instincts. That’s the power of the one-two punch of stress

and dopamine: We are drawn back again and again to

coping strategies that don’t work, but that our primitive

brains persistently believe are the gateway to bliss.

The promise of reward combined with the promise of relief

can lead to all sorts of illogical behavior. For example, one

economic survey found that women worried about their

finances shop to cope with their anxiety and depression.

Yes, you read that right: shop. It defies reason—they’re just

adding to their credit card debt, which will make them feel

even more overwhelmed down the road. But it makes

perfect sense to a brain that just wants to feel better now. If

you believe at some level that buying things makes you feel

better, you will shop to relieve debt-induced stress. Binge-

eaters who feel ashamed of their weight and lack of control

around food turn to—what else?—more food to fix their

feelings. Procrastinators who are stressed out about how

behind they are on a project will put it off even longer to



avoid having to think about it. In each of these cases, the

goal to feel better trumps the goal of self-control.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: THE

PROMISE OF RELIEF

 

What do you turn to when you’re feeling stressed,

anxious, or down? Are you more susceptible to

temptation when you are upset? Are you more easily

distracted, or more likely to procrastinate? How does

feeling bad affect your willpower challenge?

 

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: TRY A

STRESS-RELIEF STRATEGY THAT

WORKS

 

While many of the most popular stress-relief strategies

fail to make us feel better, some strategies really work.

According to the American Psychological Association,

the most effective stress-relief strategies are exercising

or playing sports, praying or attending a religious

service, reading, listening to music, spending time with

friends or family, getting a massage, going outside for a

walk, meditating or doing yoga, and spending time with

a creative hobby. (The least effective strategies are

gambling, shopping, smoking, drinking, eating, playing

video games, surfing the Internet, and watching TV or

movies for more than two hours.)

The main difference between the strategies that work

and the strategies that don’t? Rather than releasing

dopamine and relying on the promise of reward, the real

stress relievers boost mood-enhancing brain chemicals

like serotonin and GABA, as well as the feel-good



hormone oxytocin. They also help shut down the brain’s

stress response, reduce stress hormones in the body,

and induce the healing relaxation response. Because

they aren’t exciting like the dopamine releasers, we

tend to underestimate how good they will make us feel.

And so we forget about these strategies not because

they don’t work, but because when we’re stressed, our

brains persistently mis-predict what will make us happy.

This means that we’ll often talk ourselves out of doing

the very thing that will actually make us feel better.

The next time you’re feeling stressed and about to

reach for the promise of relief, consider trying a more

effective stress reliever instead.

 



A LITTLE HELP REMEMBERING WHAT WORKS

 

Whenever Denise, who was in charge of new project

development for a high-tech start-up, had a difficult day at

work, she rewarded herself with a bottle of wine and a

rendezvous with her favorite real estate website. She clicked

through the endless and mind-numbing options of living

rooms, kitchens, and backyards. Not limiting herself to her

own neighborhood, she would type in faraway cities to see

what was for sale in Portland, Raleigh, or Miami. After an

hour or so, she felt not so much relaxed as numbed (not to

mention a little depressed about her own home’s square

footage and decidedly non-granite countertops).

A few years earlier, when Denise had a less demanding

job, she had enjoyed going to a yoga class after work. It left

her both relaxed and refreshed. She knew that yoga would

make her feel better than her wine-fueled real estate

voyeurism, but whenever she thought about going to a

class, it seemed like too much trouble. The pull to go home

and uncork a bottle was stronger. As part of our class

experiment, Denise committed to doing yoga at least once.

When she did, she felt even better than she had

remembered and couldn’t believe she had talked herself out

of it for almost three years. Knowing that she was likely to

forget again and fall into her old routine, she made a voice

memo on her phone after class one evening, describing how

good she felt after doing yoga. When she was tempted to

skip yoga, she listened to the memo to remind herself,

knowing that she could not trust her impulses when she was

stressed.



Is there a way to remind your stressed-out self what

actually makes you feel better? What encouragement

can you create for yourself before you are stressed?

 



IF YOU EAT THIS COOKIE, THE

TERRORISTS WIN

 

Last night, I made the mistake of watching the evening

news. The opening story was about a failed terrorist bomb

plot in the United States, followed by reports of a missile

attack overseas and the arrest of a young man for

murdering his ex-girlfriend. Just before going to break, the

anchor promised to tell me about “the surprising thing you

eat every day that might give you cancer.” Then the show

cut to a car commercial.

It used to puzzle me: Why do companies advertise during

such depressing programming? Do they really want viewers

to associate their products with the horror stories that fill

the nightly news? And who is going to be in the mood for a

department store sale after hearing about a brutal murder

or the threat of a terrorist attack? It turns out I might be,

and you might be, too, thanks to a psychological

phenomenon called terror management.

According to terror-management theory, human beings

are—naturally—terrified when we think about our own

deaths. It’s the one threat we can try to avoid but will never

escape. Whenever we are reminded of our mortality (say,

every twenty-nine seconds on the nightly news), it triggers a

panic response in the brain. We aren’t always aware of it—

the anxiety may be just below the surface, creating a free-

floating sense of discomfort, without our knowing why. Even

when it’s outside our conscious awareness, this terror

creates an immediate need to do something to counter our

feelings of powerlessness. We will reach for our security



blankets, whatever makes us feel safe, powerful, or

comforted. (Barack Obama got in a lot of trouble for

pointing this out in 2008, when he told a San Francisco

crowd that in uncertain times, people “cling to guns or

religion.”) Politics aside, terror-management theory can

teach us a lot about our own willpower failures. We don’t

just cling to guns and God when we’re scared; many of us

also cling to credit cards, cupcakes, and cigarettes. Studies

show that being reminded of our mortality makes us more

susceptible to all sorts of temptations, as we look for hope

and security in the things that promise reward and relief.

For example, a study of grocery shoppers found that when

people are asked to think about their own death, they make

longer shopping lists, are willing to spend more on comfort

food, and eat more chocolate and cookies. (I can see the

retail strategy now: Supermarkets invite local funeral homes

to hand out brochures by the shopping carts.) Another study

found that reports of death on the news make viewers

respond more positively to advertisements for status

products, like luxury cars and Rolex watches. It’s not that we

think a Rolex will protect us from a missile attack—it’s that

these goods bolster our self-image and make us feel

powerful. For many people, buying things is an immediate

way to feel more optimistic and in control. This is surely one

reason Americans were so receptive to President George W.

Bush’s request, “Mrs. Bush and I want to encourage

Americans to go out shopping,” following the attacks of

September 11, 2001.

It doesn’t take planes flying into buildings to press our

inner panic buttons. In fact, it doesn’t even take real deaths

to set us spending—television dramas and movies can have

the same effect. In one study, watching a death scene in the

1979 tearjerker film The Champ made people willing to pay

three times as much for something they didn’t need (and

would later regret). Importantly, the participants in this

study were oblivious to the fact that watching the film had



influenced what they were willing to pay. When given the

opportunity to buy an insulated water bottle, they just

thought they wanted the water bottle. (In contrast, people

who had watched a National Geographic special about the

Great Barrier Reef were completely unimpressed by the

bottle and held on to their money.) This, no doubt, is how we

end up with half the purchases that clutter our homes and

pad our credit card bills. We’re feeling a little down, we

come across an opportunity to purchase something, and a

little voice—OK, a few dopamine neurons—in our head tell

us, “Buy this—it’s everything you never knew you wanted!”

Terror management strategies may take our minds off our

inevitable demise, but when we turn to temptation for

comfort, we may inadvertently be quickening our race to

the grave. Case in point: Warnings on cigarette packages

can increase a smoker’s urge to light up. A 2009 study

found that death warnings trigger stress and fear in smokers

—exactly what public health officials hope for.

Unfortunately, this anxiety then triggers smokers’ default

stress-relief strategy: smoking. Oops. It isn’t logical, but it

makes sense based on what we know about how stress

influences the brain. Stress triggers cravings and makes

dopamine neurons even more excited by any temptation in

sight. It doesn’t help that the smoker is—of course—staring

at a pack of cigarettes as he reads the warning. So even as

a smoker’s brain encodes the words “WARNING: Cigarettes

cause cancer” and grapples with awareness of his own

mortality, another part of his brain starts screaming, “Don’t

worry, smoking a cigarette will make you feel better!”

There is a global trend of adding increasingly graphic and

disturbing photos of tumors and dead bodies to cigarette

warnings. This may or may not be a good idea. According to

terror-management theory, the more horrifying the images,

the more they will prompt smokers to relieve their anxiety

by smoking. However, these images may be quite effective

at preventing people from taking up the habit, or



strengthening a smoker’s intention to quit. The verdict is

still out on whether these new warnings will reduce

smoking, but we should keep an eye on the possibility that

they will have unintended consequences. 20

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHAT’S

TERRIFYING YOU?

 

This week, pay attention to what might be triggering

terror management in your own mind. What do you hear

or see in the media or online? What new flesh-eating

bacteria is going to infect you at your local playground?

Where are the killer bees coming from this time? What

building exploded, where was the fatal car crash, and

who was found dead in their home? (For extra credit,

check out what products are advertised in between or

alongside the fright tactics. Do they have anything to do

with your willpower challenges?) Are there any other

scare tactics or warnings you’re exposed to that might

be triggering cravings for comfort?

Sometimes terror management leads us not into

temptation, but procrastination. Many of the most put-

off tasks have a whiff of mortality salience about them:

making a doctor’s appointment, filling a prescription and

taking it when we’re supposed to, taking care of legal

documents such as wills, saving for retirement, even

throwing out things we’re never going to use again, or

clothes we’ll never fit into. If there’s something you’ve

been putting off or keep “forgetting” to do, is it possible

that you are trying to avoid facing your vulnerability? If

so, just seeing the fear can help you make a rational

choice—the motivations we understand are always

easier to change than the influences we cannot see.

 



A LATE-NIGHT SNACKER GOES ON A TV DIET

 

Valerie had the living room television on for an hour or two

most evenings, as background for cleaning up or whatever

needed to be organized for her kids’ activities the next day.

She usually kept it set to a news channel that specialized in

missing people, unsolved mysteries, and true crime. The

stories were fascinating, and even though she sometimes

wished that she hadn’t seen a particular crime photo, she

couldn’t look away. When we talked about terror-

management theory in class, it was the first time she’d

really thought about the effects of listening to so many

horrifying stories day in and day out. She started to wonder

if her evening cravings for salty and sweet snacks (one of

her willpower challenges) had something to do with the

tales of kidnapped girls and murdered wives.

Valerie started to pay attention to how she felt during the

news stories, especially the tragedies involving children. In

class the next week, she reported, “It’s awful. I feel a pit in

my stomach, but it’s like I have to keep watching. It feels

urgent, but it has nothing to do with me. I don’t know why I

do this to myself.” She decided to turn the channel-of-doom

off and find something less stressful to put on in the

background—music, pod-casts, or sitcom reruns. Within a

week, she felt as if a dark cloud had lifted off of her mood at

the end of the evening. Better yet, when she switched from

terror-tainment to more uplifting media, she didn’t find

herself finishing a whole bag of trail mix that was supposed

to be for school lunches.



Take a twenty-four-hour break from TV news, talk radio,

magazines, or websites that profit from your fear. If the

world doesn’t end without you watching every private

and global crisis unfold (prediction: It won’t), consider

cutting out mindless consumption of these media.

 



THE WHAT - THE - HELL EFFECT: WHY

GUILT DOESN’T WORK

 

Before he ordered a Guinness from the bartender, a forty-

year-old man pulled out his Palm Pilot. First beer, 9:04 p.m.

His intention to drink? Two beers, tops. Several miles away,

a young woman arrived at a fraternity house. Ten minutes

later, she typed into her Palm Pilot: One shot of vodka. The

party was just starting!

These drinkers were part of a study by psychologists and

addiction researchers at the State University of New York

and the University of Pittsburgh. A group of 144 adults, ages

eighteen to fifty, had been given handheld personal

computers to keep track of their drinking. Each morning at

eight, the participants also logged on to report how they felt

about the previous night’s drinking. The researchers wanted

to know: What happened when the drinkers drank more

than they intended to?

Not surprisingly, people who drank too much the previous

night felt worse in the morning—headaches, nausea,

fatigue. But their misery wasn’t limited to hangovers. Many

also felt guilty and ashamed. That’s where things get

disturbing. The worse a person felt about how much they

drank the night before, the more they drank that night and

the next. The guilt was driving them back to the bottle.

Welcome to one of the biggest threats to willpower

worldwide: the “what-the-hell effect.” First coined by dieting

researchers Janet Polivy and C. Peter Herman, the what-the-

hell effect describes a cycle of indulgence, regret, and

greater indulgence. These researchers noticed that many



dieters would feel so bad about any lapse—a piece of pizza,

a bite of cake 21—that they felt as if their whole diet was

blown. Instead of minimizing the harm by not taking another

bite, they would say, “What the hell, I already blew my diet.

I might as well eat the whole thing.”

It’s not just eating the wrong thing that triggers the what-

the-hell effect in dieters. Eating more than other people can

create the same feelings of guilt, and lead to eating even

more (or bingeing later in private). Any setback can create

the same downward spiral. In one not-so-nice study, Polivy

and Herman rigged a scale to make dieters think they had

gained five pounds. The dieters felt depressed, guilty, and

disappointed with themselves—but instead of resolving to

lose the weight, they promptly turned to food to fix those

feelings.

Dieters aren’t the only ones susceptible to the what-the-

hell effect. The cycle can happen with any willpower

challenge. It’s been observed in smokers trying to quit,

alcoholics trying to stay sober, shoppers trying to stick to a

budget, and even child molesters trying to control their

sexual impulses. Whatever the willpower challenge, the

pattern is the same. Giving in makes you feel bad about

yourself, which motivates you to do something to feel

better. And what’s the cheapest, fastest strategy for feeling

better? Often the very thing you feel bad about. That’s how

eating a few potato chips becomes looking for crumbs at the

bottom of an empty, greasy bag. Or how losing $100 at the

casino can trigger a gambling binge. You say to yourself,

“I’ve already broken my [diet, budget, sobriety, resolution],

so what the hell. I might as well really enjoy myself.”

Crucially, it’s not the first giving-in that guarantees the

bigger relapse. It’s the feelings of shame, guilt, loss of

control, and loss of hope that follow the first relapse. Once

you’re stuck in the cycle, it can seem like there is no way

out except to keep going. This leads to even bigger



willpower failures and more misery as you then berate

yourself (again) for giving in (again). But the thing you’re

turning to for comfort can’t stop the cycle, because it only

generates more feelings of guilt.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE : WHEN

SETBACKS HAPPEN

 

This week, pay special attention to how you handle any

willpower failure. Do you criticize yourself and tell

yourself that you’ll never change? Do you feel like this

setback reveals what is wrong with you—that you’re

lazy, stupid, greedy, or incompetent? Do you feel

hopeless, guilty, ashamed, angry, or overwhelmed? Do

you use the setback as an excuse to indulge further?

 



BREAKING THE WHAT-THE-HELL CYCLE

 

Two psychologists—Claire Adams at Louisiana State

University and Mark Leary at Duke University—set up a

study guaranteed to trigger the what-the-hell effect. They

invited weight-watching young women into the laboratory,

then encouraged them to eat doughnuts and candy in the

name of science. These researchers had an intriguing

hypothesis about how to break the what-the-hell cycle. If

guilt sabotages self-control, they thought, then maybe the

opposite of guilt would support self-control. Their unlikely

strategy: Make half these doughnut-eating dieters feel

better about giving in.

The women were told that they would be participating in

two separate studies: one on the effect of food on mood,

and a taste test of several different candies. In the first

study, all of the women were asked to choose either a

glazed or chocolate doughnut and finish the whole thing

within four minutes. They were also asked to drink an entire

glass of water—the researchers’ trick to make sure they felt

uncomfortably full (a tighter waistband is good for inducing

guilt). Then the women filled out surveys about how they

felt.

Before the candy taste test, half of the women received a

special message designed to relieve their guilt. The

experimenter mentioned that participants sometimes felt

guilty about eating a whole doughnut. The experimenter

then encouraged each participant not to be too hard on

herself, and to remember that everyone indulges

sometimes. The other women got no such message.



Then came the test of whether self-forgiveness would

break the what-the-hell cycle. The experimenter served

each dieter three large bowls of candy—peanut-butter-and-

chocolate Reese’s Poppers, fruit-flavored Skittles, and York

Peppermint Patties—chosen to appeal to any sweet tooth.

The women were asked to sample each candy in order to

rate it, and were invited to eat as much or as little as they

liked. If the women still felt guilty about eating the

doughnut, they should say to themselves, “I already broke

the diet, so what does it matter if I inhale these Skittles?”

After the taste test, the experimenter weighed the candy

bowls to find out how much each participant had eaten. The

self-forgiveness intervention was a clear success: The

women who received the special message ate only 28

grams of candy, compared with almost 70 grams by women

who were not encouraged to forgive themselves. (For

reference, a single Hershey’s Kiss is 4.5 grams.) Most people

are surprised by this finding. Common sense says that the

message “Everyone indulges sometimes; don’t be too hard

on yourself” will only give dieters permission to eat more.

And yet getting rid of guilt kept the women from

overindulging in the taste test. We may think that guilt

motivates us to correct our mistakes, but it’s just one more

way that feeling bad leads to giving in.



ANYTHING BUT SELF - FORGIVENESS!

 

As soon as I mention self-forgiveness in class, the

arguments start pouring in. You would think I had just

suggested that the secret to more willpower was throwing

kittens in front of speeding buses. “If I’m not hard on myself,

I’ll never get anything done.” “If I forgive myself, I’ll just do

it again.” “My problem isn’t that I’m too hard on myself—my

problem is that I’m not self-critical enough!” To many

people, self-forgiveness sounds like excuse-making that will

only lead to greater self-indulgence. My students commonly

argue that if they are easy on themselves—that is, if they

don’t focus on their failures, criticize themselves when they

don’t live up to their high standards, or threaten themselves

with horrible consequences if they don’t improve—they will

slide into sloth. They believe that they need a stern voice in

their head controlling their appetites, their instincts, and

their weaknesses. They fear that if they give up this inner

dictator and critic, they will have no self-control at all.

Most of us believe this at some level—after all, we first

learned to control ourselves as children through parental

commands and punishment. This approach is necessary

during childhood because, let’s face it, children are wild

animals. The brain’s self-control system does not fully

develop until young adulthood, and kids need some external

support while their prefrontal cortices fill out. However,

many people treat themselves like they are still children—

and frankly, they act more like abusive parents than

supportive caregivers. They criticize themselves whenever

they give in to temptation or fail in their own eyes: “You’re

so lazy! What’s the matter with you?” Each failure is used as



evidence that they need to be even stricter with

themselves. “You can’t be trusted to do anything you say

you will.”

If you think that the key to greater willpower is being

harder on yourself, you are not alone. But you are wrong.

Study after study shows that self-criticism is consistently

associated with less motivation and worse self-control. It is

also one of the single biggest predictors of depression,

which drains both “I will” power and “I want” power. In

contrast, self-compassion—being supportive and kind to

yourself, especially in the face of stress and failure—is

associated with more motivation and better self-control.

Consider, for example, a study at Carleton University in

Ottawa, Canada, that tracked the procrastination of

students over an entire semester. Lots of students put off

studying for the first exam, but not every student made it a

habit. Students who were harder on themselves for

procrastinating on their first exam were more likely to

procrastinate on later exams than students who forgave

themselves. The harder they were on themselves about

procrastinating the first time, the longer they procrastinated

for the next exam! Forgiveness—not guilt—helped them get

back on track.

These findings fly in the face of our instincts. How can this

be, when so many of us have a strong intuition that self-

criticism is the cornerstone of self-control, and self-

compassion is a slippery slope to self-indulgence? What

would motivate these students if not feeling bad for

procrastinating the last time? And what would keep us in

check if we didn’t feel guilty for giving in?

Surprisingly, it’s forgiveness, not guilt, that increases

accountability. Researchers have found that taking a self-

compassionate point of view on a personal failure makes

people more likely to take personal responsibility for the

failure than when they take a self-critical point of view. They



also are more willing to receive feedback and advice from

others, and more likely to learn from the experience.

One reason forgiveness helps people recover from

mistakes is that it takes away the shame and pain of

thinking about what happened. The what-the-hell effect is

an attempt to escape the bad feelings that follow a setback.

Without the guilt and self-criticism, there’s nothing to

escape. This means it’s easier to reflect on how the failure

happened, and less tempting to repeat it.

On the other hand, if you view your setbacks as evidence

that you are a hopeless loser who screws everything up,

thinking about your failure is a miserable exercise in self-

hate. Your most urgent goal will be to soothe those feelings,

not learn from your experience. This is why self-criticism

backfires as a strategy for self-control. Like other forms of

stress, it drives you straight to comfort coping, whether

that’s drowning your sorrows at the nearest dive bar, or

lifting your spirits with a Visa-sponsored shopping spree.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:

FORGIVENESS WHEN YOU FAIL

 

Everybody makes mistakes and experiences setbacks.

How we handle these setbacks matters more than the

fact that they happened. Below is an exercise that

psychologists use to help people find a more self-

compassionate response to failure. Research shows that

taking this point of view reduces guilt but increases

personal accountability—the perfect combination to get

you back on track with your willpower challenge. Bring

to mind a specific time when you gave in to temptation

or procrastination, and experiment with taking the

following three points of view on that failure. When you

experience a setback, you can bring these perspectives



to mind to help you avoid a downward spiral of guilt,

shame, and giving in again.

1. What are you feeling? As you think about this

failure, take a moment to notice and describe how

you are feeling. What emotions are present? What

are you are feeling in your body? Can you

remember how you felt immediately after the

failure? How would you describe that? Notice if

self-criticism comes up, and if it does, what you

say to yourself. The perspective of mindfulness

allows you to see what you are feeling without

rushing to escape.

2. You’re only human. Everyone struggles with

willpower challenges and everyone sometimes

loses control. This is just a part of the human

condition, and your setback does not mean there

is something wrong with you. Consider the truth of

these statements. Can you think of other people

you respect and care about who have experienced

similar struggles and setbacks? This perspective

can soften the usual voice of self-criticism and

self-doubt.

3. What would you say to a friend? Consider

how you would comfort a close friend who

experienced the same setback. What words of

support would you offer? How would you

encourage them to continue pursuing their goal?

This perspective will point the way to getting back

on track.

 



A WRITER CHALLENGES THE VOICE OF SELF-

CRITICISM

 

Ben, a twenty-four-year-old middle-school social studies

teacher with literary aspirations, had set the goal to finish

writing his novel by the end of summer vacation. This

deadline required him to write ten pages a day, every day.

In reality, he would write two to three pages one day, then

feel so overwhelmed by how far behind he was that he

skipped the next day completely. Realizing that he wasn’t

going to finish the book by the start of the school year, he

felt like a fraud. If he couldn’t make the effort now, when he

had so much free time, how was he going to make any

progress when he had homework to grade and lessons to

plan? Ben started to doubt whether he should even bother

with the goal, since he wasn’t making the progress he

thought he should be. “A real writer would be able to churn

those pages out,” he told himself. “A real writer would never

play computer games instead of writing.” In this state of

mind, he turned a critical eye to his writing and convinced

himself it was garbage.

Ben had actually abandoned his goal when he found

himself in my class that fall. He had enrolled in the class to

learn how to motivate his students, but he recognized

himself in the discussion about self-criticism. When he did

the self-forgiveness exercise for his abandoned novel, the

first thing he noticed was the fear and self-doubt behind his

giving up. Not meeting his small goal to write ten pages a

day made him afraid that he did not have the talent or

dedication to realize his big goal of becoming a novelist. He

took comfort in the idea that his setbacks were just part of



being human, and not proof that he would never succeed.

He remembered stories he had read about other writers who

had struggled early in their careers. To find a more

compassionate response to himself, he imagined how he

would mentor a student who wanted to give up on a goal.

Ben realized he would encourage the student to keep going

if the goal was important. He would say that any effort

made now would take the student closer to the goal. He

certainly would not say to the student, “Who are you

kidding? Your work is garbage.”

From this exercise, Ben found renewed energy for writing

and returned to his work-in-progress. He made a

commitment to write once a week, a more reasonable goal

for the school year, and one he felt comfortable holding

himself accountable to.

We all have the tendency to believe self-doubt and self-

criticism, but listening to this voice never gets us closer

to our goals. Instead, try on the point of view of a

mentor or good friend who believes in you, wants the

best for you, and will encourag e you when you feel

discouraged.

 



RESOLVING TO FEEL GOOD

 

So far, we’ve seen the many ways that feeling bad can lead

to giving in. Stress sets off cravings and makes our brains

even more attracted to temptation. Reminders of our

mortality can send us searching for the comfort of food,

shopping, or cigarettes. Guilt and self-criticism? That’s a

quick path to “What the hell, I might as well indulge some

more.”

Sometimes, though, feeling bad pushes us in a very

different direction. Overwhelmed by guilt, anxiety, and

stress, we turn to the one thing that really does feel good:

resolving to change. University of Toronto psychologists

Janet Polivy and C. Peter Herman—the researchers who first

identified the what-the-hell effect—have discovered that we

are most likely to decide to change when we are at a low

point: feeling guilty about a binge, staring at a credit card

bill, waking up hung over, or worried about our health.

Setting a resolution offers an immediate sense of relief and

control. We don’t have to believe that we are the person

who made that mistake; we can become a completely

different person.

Vowing to change fills us with hope. We love to imagine

how making the change will transform our lives, and we

fantasize about the person we will become. Research shows

that deciding to start a diet makes people feel stronger, and

planning to exercise makes people feel taller. (Nobody said

these fantasies were realistic.) People will treat us

differently, we tell ourselves. Everything will be different.

The bigger the goal, the bigger the burst of hope. And so



when we decide to change, it’s tempting to give ourselves

some very large assignments. Why set a modest goal when

setting a gigantic goal will make us feel even better? Why

start small when you can dream big?

Unfortunately, the promise of change—like the promise of

reward and the promise of relief—rarely delivers what we’re

expecting. Unrealistic optimism may make us feel good in

the moment, but it sets us up to feel much worse later on.

The decision to change is the ultimate in instant

gratification—you get all the good feelings before anything’s

been done. But the challenge of actually making a change

can be a rude awakening, and the initial rewards are rarely

as transformative as our most hopeful fantasies (“I lost five

pounds, and I still have a crappy job!”). As we face our first

setbacks, the initial feel-good rush of deciding to change is

replaced with disappointment and frustration. Failing to

meet our expectations triggers the same old guilt,

depression, and self-doubt, and the emotional payoff of

vowing to change is gone. At this point, most people will

abandon their efforts altogether. It’s only when we are

feeling out of control and in need of another hit of hope that

we’ll once again vow to change—and start the cycle all over.

Polivy and Herman call this cycle the “false hope

syndrome.” As a strategy for change, it fails. But that’s

because it was never meant to be a strategy for change. It’s

a strategy for feeling better, and these are not the same

thing. If all you care about is the feeling of hope, this is not

an irrational strategy. Resolving to change is, for most

people, the best part of the change process. It’s all downhill

after that: having to exert self-control, saying no when you

want to say yes, saying yes when you want to say no. The

effort of actually making the change cannot compare, from

a happiness point of view, to the rush of imagining that you

will change. And so it’s not only easier, but also much more

fun, to milk the promise of change for all it’s worth, without

the messy business of following through. That is why so



many people are happier giving up and starting again, over

and over, rather than finding a way to make a change for

good. The high we get from imagining our own extreme

makeovers is a difficult drug to quit.

False hope syndrome is especially sneaky because it

masquerades as self-control. In fact, it does such a good job

fooling us, I’d wager that while you were reading this very

section, it took you a moment to realize that I was

describing another willpower trap, not the silver lining of

feeling bad. And that’s exactly why the promise of change is

worth looking at. There is a fine line between the motivation

we need to make a change, and the kind of unrealistic

optimism that can sabotage our goals. We need to believe

that change is possible; without hope, we’d resign ourselves

to the way things are. But we must avoid the common trap

of using the promise of change to fix our feelings, not to fix

our behaviors. Otherwise, we can turn what looks like

willpower into just another version of a rat pressing a lever,

hoping this is the time we get the reward.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE:

RESOLVING TO FEEL GOOD

 

Take a moment to think about your own motivations and

expectations for change. Do you only feel motivated to

change when you are feeling bad? Is the best part of

setting goals the pleasure of imagining how succeeding

will change your life? Do you use fantasies of your

future self to fix your feelings now, more than you take

concrete steps to fix your behavior?

 

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:

OPTIMISTIC PESSIMISM FOR



SUCCESSFUL RESOLUTIONS

 

Optimism can make us motivated, but a dash of

pessimism can help us succeed. Research shows that

predicting how and when you might be tempted to

break your vow increases the chances that you will keep

a resolution.

For your own willpower challenge, ask yourself: When

am I most likely to be tempted to give in? How am I

most likely to let myself get distracted from my goal?

What will I say to myself to give myself permission to

procrastinate? When you have such a scenario in mind,

imagine yourself in that situation, what it will feel like,

and what you might be thinking. Let yourself see how a

typical willpower failure unfolds.

Then turn this imaginary failure into a willpower

success. Consider what specific actions you could take

to stick to your resolution. Do you need to remember

your motivation? Get yourself away from the

temptation? Call a friend for support? Use one of the

other willpower strategies you’ve learned? When you

have a specific strategy in mind, imagine yourself doing

it. Visualize what it will feel like. See yourself succeed.

Let this vision of yourself give you the confidence that

you will do what it takes to reach your goal.

Planning for failure in this way is an act of self-

compassion, not self-doubt. When that moment of

possible willpower failure hits, you will be ready to put

your plan into action.

 



THE LAST WORD

 

To avoid stress-induced willpower failures, we need to

discover what really makes us feel better—not the false

promise of reward, and not empty promises to change. We

need to give ourselves permission to do these things, and to

protect ourselves from sources of stress that have nothing

to do with our lives. When we do experience setbacks—

which we will—we need to forgive those failures, and not

use them as an excuse to give in or give up. When it comes

to increasing self-control, self-compassion is a far better

strategy than beating ourselves up.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Feeling bad leads to giving in, and dropping

guilt makes you stronger.

Under the Microscope

 

• The promise of relief. What do you turn to when

you’re feeling stressed, anxious, or down?

• What’s terrifying you? Pay attention to the stress

of what you hear or see in the media, online, or

from other sources.

• When setbacks happen. Do you respond to a

willpower failure with guilt and self-criticism?

• Resolving to feel good. Do you use fantasies of

your future self to fix your feelings now, more

than you take concrete steps to fix your behavior?



 

Willpower Experiments

 

• Stress-relief strategies that work. The next time

you’re stressed out, try one of the stress-relief

strategies that really work, such as exercising or

playing sports, praying or attending a religious

service, reading, listening to music, spending time

with friends or family, getting a massage, going

outside for a walk, meditating or doing yoga, and

spending time with a creative hobby.

• Forgiveness when you fail. Take a more

compassionate perspective on your setbacks to

avoid the guilt that leads to giving in again.

• Optimistic pessimism for successful resolutions.

Predict how and when you might be tempted to

break your vow, and imagine a specific plan of

action for not giving in.

 

 



SEVEN

 

Putting the Future on Sale: The Economics

of Instant Gratification

 

It was a competition you don’t see every day: nineteen

chimpanzees versus forty humans. And not just any humans

—students from Harvard University and the Max Planck

Institute in Leipzig, Germany. The chimps were from the

equally prestigious Wolfgang Koehler Primate Research

Center in Leipzig. After all, in a match-up with Harvard and

Max Planck, you can’t throw just any old circus chimps into

the ring.

The challenge: Delay the gratification of an immediate

snack to win more food. The temptation: grapes for the

chimps, and raisins, peanuts, M&M’s, Goldfish crackers, and

popcorn for the humans. First, all the competitors were

offered a choice between two and six of their favorite edible

rewards. This was an easy choice—both humans and chimps

agreed that six was indeed better than two. Then the

researchers complicated the choice. Each competitor was

given the opportunity to eat two treats immediately, or wait

two minutes for six. The researchers knew the participants

preferred six to two. But would they wait for it?

This study, published in 2007, was the first to directly

compare the self-control of chimpanzees and humans. What

the researchers found, however, says as much about human

nature as about the evolutionary basis of patience. Although

both chimps and humans preferred six treats to two if they

didn’t have to wait, the species made very different

decisions when they had to wait. Chimpanzees chose to wait



for the larger reward an impressive 72 percent of the time.

The Harvard and Max Planck Institute students? Only 19

percent of the time.

How are we to interpret this crushing defeat of humans by

incredibly patient primates? Are we to believe that

chimpanzees have been blessed with a secret source of self-

control? Or that we humans at some point in our

evolutionary history lost the capacity to wait two minutes

for peanuts?

Of course not. When we’re on our best behavior, humans’

ability to control our impulses puts other species to shame.

But all too often, we use our fancy brains not to make the

most strategic decisions, but to give ourselves permission to

act more irrationally. That’s because a big prefrontal cortex

is good at more than self-control. It can also rationalize bad

decisions and promise we’ll be better tomorrow. You can bet

those chimpanzees weren’t telling themselves, “I’ll take the

two grapes now, because I can always wait for the six

grapes next time.” But we humans have all sorts of mental

tricks for convincing ourselves that the time to resist

temptation is tomorrow—and so we of the gigantic

prefrontal cortices find ourselves giving in again and again

to immediate gratification.

Whether we look to economics, psychology, or

neuroscience for an explanation, many of our problems with

temptation and procrastination come back to one uniquely

human problem: how we think about the future. Harvard

psychologist Daniel Gilbert has made the bold claim that

humans are the only species to think in any meaningful way

about the future. And while this ability has led to all sorts of

wonderful contributions to the world, such as psychic

hotlines and sports betting, it also gets our present selves

into trouble. The problem is not so much that we can

foresee a future, but that we cannot see it clearly.



PUTTING THE FUTURE ON SALE

 

One way to look at the results of the chimpanzee-human

matchup is like an economist. The chimpanzees acted much

more rationally, despite having brains one-third the size of

their human competitors’. The chimpanzees expressed a

preference (six is better than two) and then acted on it.

They maximized their gains with very little personal cost (a

mere 120 seconds’ delay). The humans’ choices, on the

other hand, were irrational. Before the challenge began,

they clearly stated that they preferred six treats to two. But

as soon as they had to wait two minutes to triple their

snacks, their preferences reversed more than 80 percent of

the time. They deprived themselves of what they really

wanted for the fleeting satisfaction of a quick fix.

Economists call this delay discounting—the longer you

have to wait for a reward, the less it is worth to you. Even

small delays can dramatically lower the perceived value.

With a delay of just two minutes, six M&M’s became worth

less than two immediate M&M’s. The value of each M&M

shrank as it became more distant.

Delay discounting explains not just why some college kids

took two M&M’s instead of six, but why we choose

immediate satisfaction at the cost of future happiness. It’s

why we put off paying our taxes, choosing peace of mind

today at the price of panic on April 14 or financial penalties

on April 16. It’s why we use today’s fossil fuels without

regard to tomorrow’s energy crisis, and load up our credit

cards without giving a thought to the crushing interest



rates. We take what we want when we want it (now), and we

put off until tomorrow whatever we don’t want to face today.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: HOW

ARE YOU DISCOUNTING FUTURE

REWARDS?

 

For your willpower challenge, ask yourself what future

rewards do you put on sale each time you give in to

temptation or procrastination. What is the immediate

payoff for giving in? What is the long-term cost? Is this a

fair trade? If the rational you says, “No, it’s a lousy

deal!” try to catch the moment you reverse your

preferences. What are you thinking and feeling that lets

you put the future on sale?

 



BLINDED BY REWARD

 

In our opening competition of self-control, the humans

agreed that six snacks were worth more than two. It wasn’t

until the experimenter put the two snacks on the table and

said, “Do you want these now, or do you want to wait?” that

80 percent of the Harvard and Max Planck students changed

their minds. They weren’t bad at math; they were blinded

by the promise of reward. Behavioral economists call this

the problem of bounded rationality—we’re rational until we

aren’t. We will be perfectly rational when everything is in

theory, but when the temptation is real, the brain shifts into

reward-seeking mode to make sure we don’t miss out.

Influential behavioral economist George Ainslie has

argued that this type of reversal is behind most failures of

self-control, from alcoholism and addiction to weight gain

and debt. Most people, deep down, want to resist

temptation. We want to make the choice that will lead to

long-term happiness. Not the drink, but sobriety. Not the

deep-fried doughnut, but the tight derrière. Not the fancy

new toy, but financial security. We only prefer the short-

term, immediate reward when it is right there staring us in

the face, and the want becomes overwhelming. This leads

to bounded willpower—we have self-control until we need it.

One reason we’re so susceptible to immediate

gratification is that our brain’s reward system did not evolve

to respond to future rewards. Food was the reward system’s

original target, which is why humans are still exceptionally

responsive to the smell or sight of anything yummy. When

dopamine was first perfecting its effects in the human brain,

a reward that was far off—whether by sixty miles or sixty



days—was irrelevant to daily survival. The system we

needed was the one that ensured that we snapped up

rewards when they were available. At most, we needed the

motivation to pursue a near reward—the fruit you had to

climb a tree or cross a river to get your hungry hands on. A

reward you had to work five, ten, twenty years to obtain? In

the millennia before college degrees, Olympic medals, and

retirement accounts, such delay of gratification would have

been literally unthinkable. Saving for tomorrow, maybe.

Saving for ten thousand tomorrows from now, not so much.

When our modern selves contemplate immediate versus

future rewards, the brain processes these two options very

differently. The immediate reward triggers the older, more

primitive reward system and its dopamine-induced desire.

Future rewards don’t interest this reward system so much.

Their value is encoded by the more recently evolved

prefrontal cortex. To delay gratification, the prefrontal cortex

has to cool off the promise of reward. It’s not an impossible

feat—after all, that’s what the prefrontal cortex is there for.

But it has to fight a feeling that’s been known to make rats

run across electrified grids and men blow their life savings

on a slot machine. In other words, it’s not easy.

The good news is, temptation has a narrow window of

opportunity. To really overwhelm our prefrontal cortex, the

reward must be available now, and—for maximum effect—

you need to see it. As soon as there is any distance between

you and the temptation, the power of balance shifts back to

the brain’s system of self-control. Take, for example, the

Harvard and Max Planck students whose self-control

collapsed at the sight of two M&M’s. In another version of

the study, experimenters asked the students to make the

choice without putting the rewards on the table. This time,

the students were much more likely to choose the larger,

delayed reward. Not being able to see the immediate

reward made it more abstract and less exciting to the



reward system. This helped the students make a rational

choice based on mental calculations, not primal feelings.

This is good news for those who want to delay

gratification. Anything you can do to create that distance

will make it easier to say no. For example, one study found

that just putting a candy jar inside a desk drawer instead of

on top of the desk reduced office workers’ candy

consumption by one third. It isn’t any more difficult to open

a drawer than to reach across a desk, but putting the candy

away reduced the constant stimulation of desire. When you

know your own triggers, putting them out of sight can keep

them from tempting your mind.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: WAIT

TEN MINUTES

 

Ten minutes might not seem like much time to wait for

something you want, but neuroscientists have

discovered that it makes a big difference in how the

brain processes a reward. When immediate gratification

comes with a mandatory ten-minute delay, the brain

treats it like a future reward. The promise-of-reward

system is less activated, taking away the powerful

biological impulse to choose immediate gratification.

When the brain compares a cookie you have to wait ten

minutes for to a longer-term reward, like losing weight,

it no longer shows the same lopsided bias toward the

sooner reward. It’s the “immediate” in immediate

gratification that hijacks your brain and reverses your

preferences.

For a cooler, wiser brain, institute a mandatory ten-

minute wait for any temptation. If, in ten minutes, you

still want it, you can have it—but before the ten minutes

are up, bring to mind the competing long-term reward



that will come with resisting temptation. If possible,

create some physical (or visual) distance as well.

If your willpower challenge requires “I will” power, you

can still use the ten-minute rule to help you overcome

the temptation to procrastinate. Flip the rule to “Do ten

minutes, then you can quit.” When your ten minutes are

up, give yourself permission to stop—although you may

find that once you get started, you’ll want to keep

going.

 



THE TEN - MINUTE RULE HELPS A SMOKER CUT BACK

 

Keith had smoked his first cigarette almost twenty years

earlier as a college freshman, and had been wishing he

could quit for almost as long. Sometimes he wondered what

the point of quitting would be. He had been smoking for so

many years, surely the damage had been done. But then

he’d hear some report that quitting could reverse damage

to a smoker’s heart and lungs, even in smokers who—like

Keith—had maintained a pack-a-day habit for decades. He

wasn’t ready to quit cold turkey—he couldn’t quite imagine

himself never smoking, even though part of him wanted to

stop. He decided to cut back as a first step.

The ten-minute rule was a perfect match for Keith.

Realistically, he knew that he was going to give in

sometimes. The ten-minute delay helped him practice

dealing with the urge to smoke, and forced him to

remember his desire to lower his risk of cardiovascular

disease and cancer. Sometimes Keith waited the full ten

minutes and smoked, and sometimes he didn’t even last the

full ten minutes before he lit up. But the delay was

strengthening his intention to quit. He also noticed that

saying “yes, but in ten minutes” reduced some of the panic

and stress that kicked in when he said a flat-out “no” to his

urge. This made it easier to wait, and a few times he even

got distracted and forgot the impulse.

After a few weeks of this practice, Keith took it up a notch.

Whenever possible, he used his ten-minute wait period to

get himself somewhere he couldn’t light up—like a

coworker’s office or inside a store. That bought him some

extra time to cool off or at least make it more difficult to



give in. Other times, he called his wife to seek moral

support. Eventually, he decided to make the ten-minute rule

renewable. “If I made it through the first ten minutes, I can

wait another ten minutes, and then smoke if I still really

want to.” Pretty soon, he was down to a pack every other

day. More important, he was starting to see himself as

someone who could quit, and was strengthening the self-

control he’d need to do it.

When “never again” seems too overwhelming a

willpower challenge to tackle, use the ten-minute delay

rule to start strengthening your self-control.

 



WHAT’S YOUR DISCOUNT RATE?

 

While it’s human nature to discount future rewards,

everyone has a different discount rate. Some people have a

very low discount rate, like a high-end store that never puts

its best merchandise on sale. These folks are able to keep

the big reward in mind and wait for it. Others have a very

high discount rate. They cannot resist the promise of

immediate gratification, like a going-out-of-business sale

that slashes prices up to 90 percent just to get some quick

cash. How big your discount rate is turns out to be a major

determinant of your long-term health and success.

The first study to look at the long-term consequences of a

person’s discount rate was a classic psychology experiment

best known as “The Marshmallow Test.” In the late 1960s,

Stanford psychologist Walter Mischel gave a bunch of four-

year-olds the choice between one treat now or two treats in

fifteen minutes. After explaining the choice, the

experimenter left the child alone in a room with both treats

and a bell. If the child could wait until the experimenter

returned, he could have both treats. But if the child couldn’t

wait, he could ring the bell at any time and eat one treat

immediately.

Most of the four-year-olds took what you and I would now

recognize as the least effective strategy for delaying

gratification: staring at the reward and imagining how it

would taste. These kids folded in a matter of seconds. The

four-year-olds who waited successfully tended to get their

eyeballs off the promise of reward. There is delightful video

footage of the kids struggling to wait, and watching it is a

surprisingly good lesson in self-control. One girl covers her



face with her hair so she can’t see the treats; one boy keeps

an eye on the treats but moves the bell far away so he can’t

reach it; another boy decides to compromise by licking the

treats without actually eating them, portending an excellent

future in politics.

Although the study taught the researchers a lot about how

four-year-olds delay gratification, it also provided a

shockingly good way to predict a child’s future. How long a

four-year-old waited in the marshmallow test predicted that

child’s academic and social success ten years later. The kids

who waited the longest were more popular, had higher

GPAs, and were better able to handle stress. They also had

higher SAT scores and performed better on a

neuropsychological test of prefrontal cortex function. Being

able to wait fifteen minutes for two marshmallows was the

perfect measure of something far more important: How well

could a child handle temporary discomfort to accomplish a

long-term goal? And did the child know how to turn the mind

away from the promise of immediate reward?

This individual difference—whether measured in childhood

or later years—plays a major role in how our lives turn out.

Behavioral economists and psychologists have come up with

complex formulas for determining people’s discount rates—

basically, how much more is your happiness today worth

than your happiness tomorrow? People with higher future-

reward discount rates are more susceptible to a wide range

of self-control problems. They are more likely to smoke and

drink to excess, and they have a greater risk of drug use,

gambling, and other addictions. They are less likely to save

for retirement, and more likely to drive drunk and have

unprotected sex. They procrastinate more. They’re even less

likely to wear a watch—it’s as if they are so focused on the

present, time itself doesn’t matter. And if the present is

more important than the future, there is no reason to delay

gratification. To escape this mind-set, we must find a way to

make the future matter.



WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: LOWER

YOUR DISCOUNT RATE

 

Fortunately, a person’s discount rate is not an

immutable law of physics. It can be lowered just by

changing how you think about your choices.

Imagine I give you a $100 check that is good in ninety

days. Then I try to bargain you down: Would you be

willing to trade it in for a $50 check that is good today?

Most people would not. However, if people are first

given the $50 check, and then asked if they’d be willing

to exchange it for a $100 delayed reward, most will not.

The reward you start with is the one you want to keep.

One reason is that most people are loss-averse—that

is, we really don’t like to lose something we already

have. Losing $50 makes people more unhappy than

getting $50 makes them happy. When you think about a

larger, future reward first and consider trading it in for a

smaller, immediate reward, it registers as a loss. But

when you start with the immediate reward (the $50

check in your hand) and consider the benefits of

delaying gratification for a larger reward, it also feels

like a loss.

Economists have found that you will come up with

more reasons to justify choosing whichever reward you

think about first. People who start by asking themselves,

“Why should I take the check for $50?” will think of

more reasons to support immediate gratification (“I can

really use the money,” “Who knows if the $100 check

will even be good in ninety days?”). People who start by

asking themselves, “Why should I take the check for

$100?” will think of more reasons to support delaying

gratification (“That will buy twice as many groceries,”

“I’m going to need money just as much in ninety days

as I do now”). Future-reward discounting drops



dramatically when people think about the future reward

first.

You can use this quirk of decision making to resist

immediate gratification, whatever the temptation:

1. When you are tempted to act against your long-

term interests, frame the choice as giving up the

best possible long-term reward for whatever the

immediate gratification is.

2. Imagine that long-term reward as already yours.

Imagine your future self enjoying the fruits of your

self-control.

3. Then ask yourself: Are you willing to give that up

in exchange for whatever fleeting pleasure is

tempting you now?

 



NO WEBSITE IS WORTH A DREAM

 

Amina, a sophomore at Stanford, was an ambitious human

biology major with her sights on med school. She was also a

self-confessed Facebook addict. She had a hard time staying

off the website during classes, which meant she missed

important lecture information. She also spent hours on

Facebook when she should have been studying. Because

there was always something more to do on Facebook—

reading updates about her friends, looking at photo albums,

following links—the temptation was endless. The site was

never going to stop for her, so she had to find a way to stop

herself.

To help her resist the immediate gratification of the site,

Amina framed it as a threat to her biggest goal: becoming a

doctor. When she was tempted to spend time on Facebook,

she asked herself, “Is this worth not becoming a doctor?”

Framed that way, she could no longer deny how much time

she was wasting. She even Photoshopped her head onto the

body of a surgeon and made the photo the background of

her laptop. She looked at it whenever she needed to

remember how much the future reward meant to her, or to

make the future reward seem real.



NO WAY OUT: THE VALUE OF

PRECOMMITMENT

 

In 1519, Hernán Cortés de Monroy y Pizarro, a Spanish

conquistador searching for gold and silver, led an expedition

from Cuba to the Yucatán Peninsula in southeastern Mexico.

He brought with him five hundred soldiers and three

hundred civilians on eleven ships. Cortés’s goal was to head

inland, conquer the natives, claim the land, and steal

whatever gold and silver they could get their hands on.

The natives, however, were not going to surrender meekly.

Central Mexico was the homeland of the Aztecs, led by the

powerful god-king Moctezuma and known for their bloody

human sacrifices. Cortés’s crew had only a few horses and

pieces of artillery. They were hardly a powerful military, and

when the men landed on the coast of Mexico, they hesitated

about marching inland. They were reluctant to leave the

safety of the coast, where they could escape by ship. Cortés

knew that when they faced their first battle, the crew would

be tempted to retreat if they knew they had the option to

sail away. So according to legend, he ordered his officers to

set the ships on fire. The ships—Spanish galleons and

caravels—were made entirely of wood and waterproofed

with an extremely flammable pitch. Cortés lit the first torch,

and as his men destroyed the ships, they burned to the

water line and sank.

This is one of history’s most notorious examples of

committing one’s future self to a desired course of action. In

sinking his ships, Cortés demonstrated an important insight

into human nature. While we may feel brave and tireless



when we embark on an adventure, our future selves may be

derailed by fear and exhaustion. Cortés burned those ships

to guarantee that his men didn’t act on their fear. He left the

crew—and all their future selves—with no choice but to go

forward.

This is a favorite story of behavioral economists who

believe that the best strategy for self-control is, essentially,

to burn your ships. One of the first proponents of this

strategy was Thomas Schelling, a behavioral economist who

won the 2005 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences for his Cold

War theory of how nuclear powers can manage conflict.

Schelling believed that to reach our goals, we must limit our

options. He called this precommitment. Schelling borrowed

the idea of precommitment from his work on nuclear

deterrence. A nation that precommits itself—say, by

adopting a policy of immediate and escalated retaliation—

makes its threats more credible than a nation that

expresses reluctance to retaliate. Schelling viewed the

rational self and the tempted self as engaged in a war, each

with very different goals. Your rational self sets a course of

action for you to follow, but often the tempted self decides

to change course at the last minute. If the tempted self,

with its reversed preferences, is allowed to do what it wants,

the result will ultimately be self-sabotage.

From this point of view, the tempted self is an

unpredictable and unreliable enemy. As behavioral

economist George Ainslie puts it, we need to “take steps to

predict and constrain that self as if it were another person.”

This requires cunning, courage, and creativity. We must

study our tempted selves, see their weaknesses, and find a

way to bind them to our rational preferences. Celebrated

author Jonathan Franzen has publicly shared his own version

of burning his ships to keep his writing on track. Like many

writers and office workers, he is easily distracted by

computer games and the Internet. Talking to a Time

magazine reporter, he explained how he dismantled his



laptop to prevent his tempted self from procrastinating. He

took every time-wasting program off the hard drive

(including every writer’s nemesis, solitaire). He removed the

computer’s wireless card and destroyed its Ethernet port.

“What you have to do,” he explained, “is you plug in an

Ethernet cable with superglue, and then you saw the little

head off it.”

You may not want to go so far as to destroy your computer

to prevent distraction, but you can make good use of

technology to keep your future self on course. For example,

a program called “Freedom” (macfreedom. com) allows you

to turn your computer’s Internet access off for a

predetermined period of time, while “Anti-Social” (anti-

social.cc) will selectively keep you off social networks and e-

mail. I myself prefer “ProcrasDonate” (procrasdonate.com),

which bills you for every hour you spend on time-wasting

websites and donates the money to charity. And if your

temptation takes a more tangible form—say, chocolate or

cigarettes—you can try a product like CapturedDiscipline, a

solid-steel safe that can be locked for anywhere from two

minutes to ninety-nine hours. If you want to buy a box of

Girl Scout cookies but not finish them in one sitting, lock

’em up. If you want to impose a moratorium on credit card

use, they can go in the safe, too, where your future tempted

self cannot get to them without a stick of dynamite. If it’s

action you need to commit to, try putting your money where

your goals are. For example, if you want to coerce yourself

to exercise, you could precommit by buying an expensive

annual gym membership.22 As Schelling argues, this

strategy is not unlike a country that invests in expanding its

nuclear weapons arsenal. Your future tempted self will know

you mean business, and think twice before threatening your

rational self ’s goals.

http://procrasdonate.com/


WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:

PRECOMMIT YOUR FUTURE SELF

 

Ready to put the squeeze on your future tempted self?

This week, commit yourself from a clear distance. Pick

one of the following strategies and apply it to your

willpower challenge.

1. Create a new default. Make choices in advance

and from a clear distance, before your future self

is blinded by temptation. For example, you can

pack a healthy lunch before you’re hungry and

salivating over take-out menus. You can schedule

and prepay for anything from personal training

sessions to dental visits. For your willpower

challenge, what can you do to make it easier for

your future self to act on your rational

preferences?

2. Make it more difficult to reverse your preferences.

Like Cortés sinking his ships, find a way to

eliminate the easiest route to giving in. Get rid of

temptation in your home or office. Don’t carry

your credit cards when you go shopping, and only

bring as much cash as you want to spend. Put

your alarm clock across the room so you’ll have to

get out of bed to turn it off. None of these things

make it impossible to change your mind—but they

will at least make it damn inconvenient. What can

you do that would put a delay or roadblock

between your feelings of temptation and your

ability to act on them?

3. Motivate your future self. There is no shame in

using a carrot or a stick to nudge yourself toward

long-term health and happiness. So argues Yale

economist Ian Ayres, who created the innovative

website stickk .com to help people precommit



their future selves to change. His site emphasizes

the stick—finding a way to make immediate

gratification more painful if you give in. Whether

it’s taking bets on whether you’ll gain weight

(something Ayres did, to great success) or

donating money to a charity if you don’t meet

your predetermined goals, you can add a “tax” to

the immediate reward. (Ayres even recommends

choosing an “anti-charity”—an organization you

don’t support—so the cost of failure is more

painful.) The reward’s value may stay the same,

but the cost of giving in makes immediate

gratification far less tempting.

 



MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR TEMPTED SELVES

 

One of the biggest challenges for recovering drug addicts is

holding on to their money. Many don’t have bank accounts

and so must rely on check-cashing businesses to cash a

paycheck or social services payment. That lump of cash

burns a hole in their pockets, and they can easily blow a

two-week paycheck on a single night’s entertainment—

leaving them unable to buy food, pay the rent, or send child

support. Marc Rosen and Robert Rosenheck, psychiatrists at

Yale University School of Medicine, have created a money-

management program for recovering addicts that both

Cortés and Schelling would approve of. It’s called ATM—

short for Advisor-Teller Money Manager Intervention. The

program uses a combination of rewards and

precommitments to make it more appealing to spend wisely,

and more difficult to spend foolishly.

Recovering addicts who enroll in the program are assigned

a money manager. They agree to deposit their money in an

account that only the money manager can access, and the

manager holds on to the client’s checkbook and ATM card.

The money manager talks each “client” through a goal-

setting process, helping them identify what they want to do

with their money, and how saving money could support

their long-term goals. Together, they create a budget for the

month, deciding what to spend on food, rent, and other

expenses, and write checks to pay any bills that are due.

They also set weekly spending plans consistent with the

client’s long-term goals.

The money manager gives each client only enough money

to cover his or her planned expenses. To make an unplanned



purchase, the client has to meet with the money manager to

fill out a formal request. The manager can put a forty-eight-

hour hold on any request that is not consistent with the

client’s stated goals and budget, or if the manager suspects

the client is intoxicated or high. In this way, the client is held

to his or her rational preferences, and cannot act on a

tempted self ’s impulses. The manager can also “reward”

clients with access to their own money when they take

steps to support their recovery, such as looking for a job,

attending rehabilitation meetings, and passing weekly drug

tests.

The intervention has proved successful not just in helping

recovering addicts manage their money, but also at

reducing substance use. Importantly, it’s not just the

precommitment that helps. The program changes the way

the recovering addicts think about time and rewards.

Research shows that the program lowers their discount

rates and increases the value they place on future rewards.

The recovering addicts who show the biggest decrease in

their discount rates are the most likely to avoid future drug

relapse.

One reason this intervention works is that the

participants are held accountable by someone who

supports their goals. Is there someone you can share

your goals with and call on for support when you’re

feeling tempted?

 



MEET YOUR FUTURE SELF

 

I’d like to introduce you to two people I think you’ll really get

along with. This first is You. You is prone to procrastination,

has trouble controlling impulses, and doesn’t really like to

exercise, finish up paperwork, or do the laundry. The second

is, um, also named You. For convenience, let’s call this

person You 2.0. You 2.0 has no trouble with procrastination

because You 2. 0 has boundless energy for all tasks, no

matter how boring or difficult. You 2.0 also has amazing self-

control, and is able to face down potato chips, the Home

Shopping Network, and inappropriate sexual advances with

nary a craving nor a tremble.

Who are You and You 2.0? You is the person reading this

chapter, perhaps feeling a little tired and cranky from lack of

sleep and overwhelmed by the ten other things you need to

do today. You 2.0 is future you. No, not the person you’ll

magically become when you finish the last page of this

book. Future you is the person you imagine when you

wonder whether you should clean the closet today or leave

it to your future self. Future you is the person who will be

much more enthusiastic about exercising than you are right

now. Future you is the person who will order the healthiest

item on the fast-food menu, so that present you can enjoy

the burger so artery-clogging, you must sign a legal waiver

to order it.23

Future you always has more time, more energy, and more

willpower than present you. At least, that’s the story we tell

ourselves when we think about our future selves. Future you

is free from anxiety and has a higher pain tolerance than



present you—making future you the perfect person to get

that colonoscopy. Future you is better organized and more

motivated than present you, making it only logical to let

future you handle the hard stuff.

It is one of the most puzzling but predictable mental errors

humans make: We think about our future selves like

different people. We often idealize them, expecting our

future selves to do what our present selves cannot manage.

Sometimes we mistreat them, burdening them with the

consequences of our present selves’ decisions. Sometimes

we simply misunderstand them, failing to realize that they

will have the same thoughts and feelings as our present

selves. However we think of our future selves, rarely do we

see them as fully us.

Princeton University psychologist Emily Pronin has shown

that this failure of imagination leads us to treat our future

selves like strangers. In her experiments, students are asked

to make a series of self-control choices. Some are choosing

what they are willing to do today, while others are choosing

for themselves in the future. Still others get to decide what

another student—the next person to show up for the study—

will have to do. And though you might think we would

naturally form an alliance between our present selves and

future selves, it turns out that we are more likely to save our

present selves from anything too stressful, but burden our

future selves like we would a stranger.

In one experiment, students were asked to drink a

revolting liquid made from ketchup and soy sauce. The

students got to choose how much of the drink they were

willing to consume in the name of science. The more they

drank, the more helpful it would be to the researchers—a

perfect “I will” power challenge. Some students were told

that the drinking part of the study would take place in a

matter of minutes. Other students were told that the

drinking part of the study would be scheduled for next

semester. Their present selves were off the hook, and their



future selves would be the ones choking down the

concoction. Still other students were asked to choose how

much of the ketchup cocktail the next participant in the

study would be required to drink. What would you do? What

would future you do? What would you expect of a stranger?

If you’re like most people, your future self has more of an

appetite for science (and soy sauce) than present you. The

students assigned their future selves, and the next

participant, more than twice as much of the disgusting

liquid (almost half a cup) as they were willing to drink in the

present (two tablespoons). Students showed the same bias

when asked to donate time for a good cause. They signed

up their future selves for 85 minutes of tutoring fellow

students in the next semester. They were even more

generous with other students’ time, signing them up for 120

minutes of tutoring. But when asked to commit for the

present semester, their present selves had only 27 minutes

to spare. In a third study, students were given the choice

between a small amount of money now, or a larger delayed

payment. When choosing for their present selves, they took

the immediate reward. But they expected their future selves

—and other students—to delay gratification.

Thinking so highly of our future selves would be fine if we

could really count on our future selves to behave so nobly.

But more typically, when we get to the future, our ideal

future self is nowhere to be found, and our same old self is

left making the decisions. Even as we’re in the middle of a

self-control conflict, we foolishly expect that our future

selves will be uncon-flicted. The future self keeps being

pushed into the future, like a deus ex machina 24 that will

emerge to save us from our present selves in the very last

act. We put off what we need to do because we are waiting

for someone else to show up who will find the change

effortless.



UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: ARE YOU

WAITING FOR FUTURE YOU?

 

Is there an important change or task you’re putting off,

hoping that a future you with more willpower will show

up? Do you optimistically overcommit yourself to

responsibilities, only to find yourself overwhelmed by

impossible demands? Do you talk yourself out of

something today, telling yourself that you’ll feel more

like it tomorrow?

 



A DENTAL PHOBIC STOPS WAITING FOR A FUTURE

DENTIST-LOVING SELF TO SHOW UP

 

It had been almost ten years since Paul, age forty-five, had

been to the dentist. His gums were sensitive, and he had

recurrent tooth pain. His wife kept telling him to go to the

dentist, and he told her he would get to it when things at

work got less busy. In reality, he was afraid of what he would

find out about the state of his teeth, and the procedures

he’d need to have done.

When he thought about the future-self problem, Paul

realized that he had been telling himself that he was going

to get over his fear, and that’s when he would make the

appointment. But when he looked at his actual behavior, he

saw that he had been telling himself that for almost a

decade. In that time, his teeth and gums had surely

deteriorated from his refusal to go to the dentist. By waiting

for his future fearless self, he was guaranteeing he’d have

something to really be afraid of.

Once Paul admitted that there was no version of him that

was ever going to want to go to the dentist, he decided to

find a way to get his fearful self there. Paul got a

recommendation from a coworker for a dentist who

specialized in fearful patients, and even provided sedatives

for the examination and treatment. Before, Paul would have

felt too embarrassed to go to this dentist, but he knew it

was the only way to get his real, present self to take care of

his future self ’s health.



WHY THE FUTURE FEELS DIFFERENT

 

Why do we treat our future selves like different people? Part

of the problem lies in our inability to access our future

selves’ thoughts and feelings. When we think of our future

selves, our future needs and emotions don’t feel as real and

pressing as our present desires. The thoughts and feelings

that shape our present selves’ decisions aren’t triggered

until we feel the immediacy of an opportunity. Students

making the choice about how much ketchup and soy sauce

to drink didn’t feel their stomachs lurch when the decision

was for next semester. When donating the time of their

future selves, the students weren’t bombarded with

thoughts of this weekend’s big game or stress about next

week’s midterm. Without the internal cues of disgust and

anxiety, we guess wrong about what we will be willing to do

in the future.

Brain-imaging studies show that we even use different

regions of the brain to think about our present selves and

our future selves. When people imagine enjoying a future

experience, the brain areas associated with thinking about

oneself are surprisingly unengaged. It’s as if we are

picturing someone else enjoying the sunset or savoring the

meal. The same is true when people are asked to consider

whether certain traits describe their present selves or their

future selves. When reflecting on the future self, the brain’s

activation is identical to when it is considering the traits of

another person. 25 It’s as if we are observing a person from

the outside to decide what is true about them, rather than

looking within to decide what is true of ourselves. The

brain’s habit of treating the future self like another person



has major consequences for self-control. Studies show that

the less active your brain’s self-reflection system is when

you contemplate your future self, the more likely you are to

say “screw you” to future you, and “yes” to immediate

gratification.



A FUND-RAISER USES FUTURE-SELF OPTIMISM FOR

GOOD

 

Anna Breman, an economist at the University of Arizona,

wondered whether there was a way for nonprofit

organizations to take advantage of people’s tendency to

think of their future selves as more magnanimous than their

present selves. Could fund-raisers exploit the future-self

bias by asking people to pledge their future selves’ money

instead of giving money now? She worked with Diakonia, a

Swedish charity that supports local sustainable projects in

developing countries, to compare two different fund-raising

strategies. In Give More Now, current donors were asked to

increase their automatic monthly donations starting with the

very next payment. In Give More Tomorrow, donors were

also asked to increase their monthly donation, but it

wouldn’t kick in until two months later. Donors who received

the Give More Tomorrow request increased their donations

32 percent more than the donors who were asked to Give

More Today. When it comes to our own self-control, we need

to be careful about what we expect from our future selves.

But when it comes to getting other people to commit their

money, time, or effort, you can take advantage of the

future-self bias by asking them to commit far in advance.



WHEN YOUR FUTURE SELF IS A STRANGER

 

We all care more about our own well-being than that of a

stranger—that’s human nature. It is only logical, then, that

we would put our present selves’ wants above our future

selves’ welfare. Why invest in a stranger’s future, especially

at the expense of your own present comfort?

Hal Ersner-Hershfield, a psychologist at New York

University, believes that this self-interest is behind one of

the biggest challenges facing our aging society. People are

living longer but retiring at the same age, and most have

not financially prepared themselves for the extra years. It is

estimated that two-thirds of Baby Boomers have not saved

enough money to maintain their standard of living in

retirement. In fact, a 2010 survey found that 34 percent of

Americans had absolutely zero retirement savings, including

53 percent of those under the age of thirty-three, and 22

percent of those sixty-five or older. Ersner-Hershfield (a

young guy himself, who at the time, did not have much

saved) thought that maybe people were not saving for their

future selves because it felt like putting money away for a

stranger.

To find out, he created a measure of “future-self

continuity”—the degree to which you see your future self as

essentially the same person as your current self. Not

everyone views the future self as a total stranger; some of

us feel quite close and connected to our future selves.

Figure 1 illustrates the wide range of relationships people

have to their future selves. (Take a look at the figure, choose

the pair of circles that seems most accurate to you, then

come back.) Ersner-Hershfield has found that people with



high future-self continuity—that is, their circles overlap

more—save more money and rack up less credit card debt,

building a significantly better financial future for their future

selves to enjoy.

 

Figure 1. Everybody changes over time.Which of these pairs

of circles best represents how similar your present self is to

your future self twenty years from now?

If feeling estranged from your future self leads to short-

sighted financial decisions, can getting to know your future

self lead to greater savings? Ersner-Hershfield decided to

test this possibility by introducing college students to their

retirement-age selves. Working with professional computer

animators using age-progression software, he created three-

dimensional avatars of participants as they would look at

retirement age.26 Ersner-Hershfield’s aim was to help his

young participants feel like the age-progression really was

them—not a relative (the most common response from

students was, “That looks just like Uncle Joe [or Aunt

Sally]!”), and not a creature from a horror movie. To get to

know their future selves, the students interacted with their

age-advanced avatars in an immersive virtual reality setup.

The participants sat in front of a mirror, but they saw

reflected their future selves. If the participant moved her

head, her future self moved her head. If she turned

sideways, her future self turned sideways. While participants

watched their future selves in the mirror, an experimenter

asked each participant questions, such as “What is your



name?” “Where are you from?” and “What is your passion in

life?” As the participant answered, it appeared as though

the future self was speaking.

After spending time with their future selves, participants

left the virtual reality lab and began a hypothetical

budgeting task. They were given $1,000 and asked to divvy

it up among present expenses, a fun splurge, a checking

account, and a retirement account. Students who had

interacted with their future selves put more than twice as

much money into their retirement accounts as students who

had spent time looking at their young selves in a real mirror.

Getting to know their future selves made the students more

willing to invest in them—and, by extension, themselves.

Although the technology is not yet widely available, one

can imagine the day when every human resources office has

new employees interact with their future selves before

enrolling in the company’s retirement plan. In the

meantime, there are other ways to get to know your future

self (see Willpower Experiment: “Meet Your Future Self ”).

Strengthening your future-self continuity can do more than

fatten your savings—it can help you with any willpower

challenge. High future-self continuity seems to propel

people to be the best version of themselves now. For

example, Ersner-Hershfield noticed that people high in

future-self continuity were more likely to show up for the

study on time, and people low in future-self continuity were

more likely to blow the study off and have to reschedule.

Struck by this accidental finding, he began to explore how

future-self continuity affects ethical decision making. His

most recent work shows that people with low future-self

continuity behave less ethically in business role-play

scenarios. They are more likely to pocket money found in

the office, and more comfortable leaking information that

could ruin another person’s career. They also lie more in a

game that rewards deception with money. It is as if feeling

disconnected from our future selves gives us permission to



ignore the consequences of our actions. In contrast, feeling

connected to our future selves protects us from our worst

impulses.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: MEET

YOUR FUTURE SELF

 

You can help yourself make wiser choices by sending

yourself to the future (DeLorean not required 27). Below

are three ideas for making the future feel real, and for

getting to know your future self. Pick one that appeals to

you and try it out this week.

1. Create a Future Memory. Neuroscientists at

the University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf

in Germany have shown that imagining the future

helps people delay gratification. You don’t even

need to think about the future rewards of delaying

gratification—just thinking about the future seems

to work. For example, if you’re trying to decide

between starting a project now or putting it off,

imagine yourself grocery shopping next week, or

at a meeting you have scheduled. When you

picture the future, the brain begins to think more

concretely and immediately about the

consequences of your present choices. The more

real and vivid the future feels, the more likely you

are to make a decision that your future self won’t

regret.

2. Send a Message to Your Future Self. The

founders of FutureMe.org have created a way for

people to e-mail their future selves. Since 2003,

they’ve been holding on to e-mails people write to

themselves, and delivering them on a future date

chosen by the writer. Why not take advantage of

the opportunity to think about what your future

http://futureme.org/


self will be doing, and how he or she will feel

about the choices you’re making now? Describe to

your future self what you are going to do now to

help yourself meet your long-term goals. What are

your hopes for your future self? What do you think

you will be like? You can also imagine your future

self looking back on your present self. What would

your future self thank you for, if you were able to

commit to it today? Psychologist Hal Ersner-

Hershfield says that even if you just briefly

contemplate what you’d write in such a letter, you

will feel more connected to your future self.

3. Imagine Your Future Self. Studies show that

imagining your future self can increase your

present self ’s willpower. One experiment asked

couch potatoes to imagine either a hoped-for

future self who exercised regularly and enjoyed

excellent health and energy, or a feared future

self who was inactive and suffering the health

consequences. Both visualizations got them off

the couch, and they were exercising more

frequently two months later than a control group

that did not imagine a future self. For your

willpower challenge, can you imagine a hoped-for

future self who is committed to the change, and

reaping the benefits? Or a future self suffering the

consequences of not changing? Let yourself

daydream in vivid detail, imagining how you will

feel, how you will look, and what pride, gratitude,

or regret you will have for your past self ’s

choices.

 



A TIME TO WAIT, AND A TIME TO GIVE

IN

 

We’ve been assuming that it is always better to delay

gratification. But is it?

Ran Kivetz, a marketing researcher at Columbia

University, has found that some people have a very difficult

time choosing current happiness over future rewards. They

consistently put off pleasure in the name of work, virtue, or

future happiness—but eventually, they regret their

decisions. Kivetz calls this condition hyperopia—a fancy way

of saying farsighted. Most people, as we’ve seen, are

perpetually nearsighted. When the promise of reward is in

front of their eyes, they cannot see past it to the value of

delaying gratification. People who suffer from hyperopia are

chronically farsighted—they cannot see the value of giving

in today. This is as big a problem as being nearsighted; both

lead to disappointment and unhappiness in the long run.

For people who have trouble saying yes to temptation,

giving in requires as much self-control as saying no does for

the rest of us. They must turn every strategy in this chapter

on its head. People who are hyperopic—unlike the myopic

majority—must precommit to indulgence. For example, you

might choose a gift certificate over cash back when

redeeming credit card reward points. That way, you will be

forced to treat yourself to a luxury instead of squirreling

away the cash for a future emergency. (However, you also

need to make sure the gift certificate doesn’t languish in the

kitchen drawer, going unused because it never seems like

the right time to splurge.) You can also use reframing to



help make better decisions, just like people who want to

avoid giving in to immediate gratification. Instead of

focusing on the cost of an indulgence, the hyperopic person

needs to reframe it as an investment. You might imagine

how much pleasure you will receive from it over time, or

think about the indulgence as a necessary way to restore

yourself for work. (Marketers are well aware of this need,

and are happy to position their luxury products in a way that

reduces consumers’ guilt.) And when you think about how

your decisions today will affect your future self ’s happiness,

you must imagine the regret you will feel if you do not

indulge today.

I confess, I can get a little hyperopic myself. When I need

to remind myself to indulge, I think back to a bottle of

champagne that I carried around for five years. It was given

to me by my boss when I received a fellowship to attend

graduate school. When she handed it to me with a

congratulatory note, it didn’t feel right to break the bottle

open. I was nervous about whether I would succeed in grad

school, and in my mind, getting in was just the first hurdle. I

told myself I’d drink it when I arrived at Stanford and felt

settled in. So the bottle drove cross-country with me, from

Boston to Northern California. I settled in to the psychology

department, but the time still didn’t feel right to drink the

champagne. I hadn’t done anything yet to celebrate. Maybe

at the end of the first year, or when I published my first

paper.

Well, that bottle of champagne moved with me four more

times. Each time I packed it up, I thought, I’ll feel like I

deserve to crack it open when I pass the next hurdle. It

wasn’t until after I submitted my dissertation and received

my diploma that I finally pulled the bottle out. By that time,

it was undrinkable. As I poured it down the sink, I vowed to

never let another bottle go to waste, or another milestone

go uncelebrated.



UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: ARE YOU

TOO FARSIGHTED FOR YOUR OWN

GOOD?

 

Do you have a hard time taking a break from work

because there is always more to do? Do you feel so

guilty or anxious about spending money that you find it

hard to purchase anything beyond the absolute basics?

Do you ever look back at how you have spent your time

and money, and wish you had been more focused on

your present happiness instead of always putting it off?

If so, take the willpower experiments in this chapter and

turn them into strategies for self-indulgence. (And try

not to put if off, will you?)

 



THE LAST WORD

 

When we contemplate the future, our imaginations fail us in

predictable ways. Far-off rewards seem less compelling, so

we choose immediate gratification. We fail to predict how

we will be tempted or distracted, so we fail to protect

ourselves from abandoning our goals. To make wiser

decisions, we need to better understand and support our

future selves. And we need to remember that the future self

who receives the consequences of our present self’s actions

is, indeed, still us, and will very much appreciate the effort.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Our inability to clearly see the future clearly

leads us into temptation and procrastination.

Under the Microscope

 

• How are you discounting future rewards? For your

willpower challenge, ask yourself what future

rewards you put on sale each time you give in to

temptation or procrastination.

• Are you waiting for future you? Is there an

important change or task you’re putting off,

hoping that a future you with more willpower will

show up?

• Are you too farsighted for your own good? Do you

find it more difficult to indulge than to resist

temptation?



 

Willpower Experiments

 

• Wait ten minutes. Institute a mandatory ten-

minute wait for any temptation. Before the time is

up, bring to mind the competing long-term reward

of resisting temptation.

• Lower your discount rate. When you are tempted

to act against your long-term interests, frame the

choice as giving up the best possible long-term

reward for resisting temptation.

• Precommit your future self. Create a new default,

make it more difficult to reverse your preferences,

or motivate your future self with reward or threat.

• Meet your future self. Create a future memory,

write a letter to your future self, or just imagine

yourself in the future.

 

 



EIGHT

 

Infected! Why Willpower Is Contagious

 

John, eighteen years old and just out of high school, stepped

off a bus at the U.S. Air Force Academy in El Paso County,

Colorado. He arrived with a single backpack containing the

few items new cadets are allowed to bring: a small clock, a

winter jacket, a supply of stamps and stationery, and a

graphing calculator. He also brought with him something

that wasn’t in his backpack, and wasn’t visible to the

twenty-nine other new cadets assigned to a squadron with

John. Over the course of the year, these cadets would live

together, eat together, and study together. And what John

brought with him would slowly spread to other members of

his squadron, threatening their health and careers in the Air

Force.

The scourge John brought with him? It wasn’t smallpox,

tuberculosis, or an STD. It was being out of shape. Although

it’s hard to believe that physical fitness could be contagious,

a 2010 report from the National Bureau of Economic

Research found that poor fitness spread through the U.S. Air

Force Academy like an infectious disease. A total of 3,487

cadets were tracked for four years, from their high school

fitness tests through their regular fitness exams at the

academy. Over time, the least-fit cadet in a squadron

gradually brought down the fitness levels of the other

cadets. In fact, once a cadet arrived at the academy, the

fitness level of the least-fit cadet in his squadron was a

better predictor of his fitness performance than that cadet’s

own pre-academy fitness level.



This study is just one example of how behaviors we

typically view as being under self-control are, in important

ways, under social control as well. We like to believe that

our choices are immune to the influence of others, and we

pride ourselves on our independence and free will. But

research from the fields of psychology, marketing, and

medicine reveals that our individual choices are powerfully

shaped by what other people think, want, and do—and what

we think they want us to do. As you’ll see, this social

influence often gets us into trouble. However, it can also

help us meet our willpower goals. Willpower failures may be

contagious, but you can also catch self-control.



THE SPREAD OF AN EPIDEMIC

 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention are well

known for tracking outbreaks like the H1N1 virus and the

early AIDS epidemic. But they also keep track of long-term

changes to our national health, including the obesity rates

in every state in the country. In 1990, no state in the nation

had an obesity rate equal to or higher than 15 percent. By

1999, eighteen states had a rate between 20 and 24

percent, but still no state had a rate equal to or higher than

25 percent. By 2009, only one state (Colorado) and the

District of Columbia had a rate lower than 20 percent, and

thirty-three states had a rate of 25 percent or higher.

Two scientists, Nicholas Christakis at Harvard Medical

School and James Fowler at the University of California, San

Diego, were struck by the language being used by health

officials and the media to describe this trend: an obesity

epidemic. They wondered whether weight gain could spread

from person to person in much the same way as other

contagious outbreaks, like the flu. To find out, they gained

access to data from the Framingham Heart Study, which has

tracked more than 12,000 residents of Framingham,

Massachusetts, for thirty-two years. It began in 1948 with

5,200 participants, and added new generations in 1971 and

2002. The members of this community have reported the

intimate details of their lives for decades, including weight

changes and their social connections to everyone else in the

study.

When Christakis and Fowler looked at participants’ weight

over time, they saw what looked like a real epidemic.



Obesity was infectious, spreading within families and from

friend to friend. When a friend became obese, a person’s

own future risk of becoming obese increased by 171

percent. A woman whose sister became obese had a 67

percent increased risk, and a man whose brother became

obese had a 45 percent increased risk.

Obesity wasn’t the only thing going around the

Framingham community. When one person started drinking

more, the bar tabs and hangovers spread throughout the

social network too. But they also found evidence for the

contagiousness of self-control. When one person gave up

cigarettes, it increased the odds that their friends and family

would quit too. Christakis and Fowler have found the same

pattern of contagion in other communities, and for willpower

challenges as diverse as drug use, sleep deprivation, and

depression. As unsettling as it may be, the implication is

clear: Both bad habits and positive change can spread from

person to person like germs, and nobody is completely

immune.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: YOUR

SOCIAL NETWORK

 

Not every willpower challenge is the result of a social

“infection,” but with most challenges, there is a social

influence. For your own willpower challenge, consider:

• Do others in your social network share your

willpower challenge?

• Looking back, did you pick up the habit from a

friend or family member?

• Are there certain people you’re more likely to

indulge with?

• Have other people in your network recently

attempted to improve on this willpower challenge



too?

 

 



THE SOCIAL SELF

 

When it comes to self-control, we’ve seen that the human

mind is not one unified self, but multiple selves who

compete for control. There’s the self who wants immediate

gratification and the self who remembers your bigger goals.

There’s your present self, who may or may not seem to

have much in common with your future self. As if that

weren’t a crowded enough crew, it turns out that you have a

few other people living in your head too. I’m not talking

about multiple personality disorder—I’m talking about your

parents, your spouse, your children, your friends, your boss,

and anyone else who is a part of your everyday world.

Humans are hardwired to connect with others, and our

brains have adapted a nifty way to make sure we do. We

have specialized brain cells—called mirror neurons—whose

sole purpose is to keep track of what other people are

thinking, feeling, and doing. These mirror neurons are

sprinkled throughout the brain to help us understand the full

range of other people’s experiences.

For example, imagine that you and I are in the kitchen,

and you see me reach my right hand for a knife. Your brain

will automatically begin to encode this movement. The

mirror neurons that correspond to movement and sensation

in your right hand will be activated. In this way, your brain

begins to craft an inner representation of what I’m doing.

The mirror neurons re-create the movement like a detective

might reenact a crime scene, trying to understand what

happened and why. This allows you to guess why I’m

reaching for the knife, and what might happen next. Am I



going to attack you? Or is my intended victim the carrot

cake on the counter?

Let’s say I accidentally slice my right thumb as I grab the

knife. Ouch! As you see this happen, mirror neurons in the

pain regions of your brain will respond. You’ll wince and

know immediately what I’m feeling. The experience of pain

is so real to the brain that the nerves in your spinal cord will

even attempt to suppress incoming pain signals from your

own right hand—just as if you had actually cut your hand!

This is the empathy instinct that helps us understand and

respond to other people’s feelings.

After I bandage my thumb and serve myself a slice of

cake, the mirror neurons in the reward system of your brain

will be activated. Even if you don’t like carrot cake yourself,

if you know that it’s my favorite (true), your brain will start

anticipating a reward. When our mirror neurons encode the

promise of reward in others, we long for a treat ourselves.



MIRRORING WILLPOWER FAILURES

 

In this simple scenario, we’ve seen three ways our social

brains can catch willpower failures. The first is unintentional

mimicry. The mirror neurons that detect another person’s

movement prime that very same movement in your own

body. When you see me reach for the knife, you might

unconsciously find yourself reaching out to lend me a hand.

In many situations, we find ourselves automatically

mirroring the physical gestures and actions of others. If you

pay attention to body language, you’ll notice that people in

conversation start to adopt each other’s positions. One

person crosses his arms, and moments later, his

conversation partner crosses her arms. She leans back, and

soon enough, he leans back, too. This unconscious physical

mirroring seems to help people understand each other

better, and also creates a sense of connection and rapport.

(One reason salespeople, managers, and politicians are

trained to intentionally mimic other people’s postures is that

they know it will make it easier to influence the person they

are mirroring.)

Our instinct to mimic other people’s actions means that

when you see someone else reach for a snack, a drink, or a

credit card, you may find yourself unconsciously mirroring

their behavior—and losing your willpower. For example, a

recent study looked at what happens in smokers’ brains

when they see a movie character smoke. The brain regions

that plan hand movements became activated, as if the

smokers’ brains were preparing to pull out a cigarette and

light it. Just seeing someone smoke on screen launched a



subconscious impulse to light up, giving the smokers’ brains

the added challenge of restraining that impulse.

The second way our social brains can lead us astray is the

contagion of emotion. We saw that our mirror neurons

respond to other people’s pain, but they also respond to

emotions. That’s how a coworker’s bad mood can become

our bad mood—and make us feel like we’re the ones who

need a drink! It’s also why television sitcoms use a laugh

track—they’re hoping the sound of someone else cracking

up will tickle your funny bone. The automatic contagion of

emotions also may help explain why social network

researchers Christakis and Fowler have found that

happiness and loneliness spread from friend to friend and

through families. How can this lead to a willpower failure?

When we catch a bad feeling, we’re going to turn to our

usual strategies for fixing it—and this may mean a shopping

spree or chocolate bar is in your near future.

Finally, our brains can even catch temptation when we see

others give in. Seeing someone else engage in your

willpower challenge can put you in the mood to join them.

When we imagine what other people want, their wants can

trigger our wants, and their appetites can trigger our

appetites. This is one reason we eat more with others than

when we’re alone, why gamblers raise their bets after

seeing someone else win big, and why we spend more when

shopping with friends.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHO

ARE YOU MIRRORING?

 

This week, keep your eyes open for any evidence that

you are mirroring other people’s behavior—especially

behavior related to your willpower challenge. Is a

common indulgence the social glue that’s holding a



relationship together? Do you go overboard when others

around you are doing the same?

 



A SMOKER UNDER SOCIAL INFLUENCE

 

Marc had recently started a new job behind the counter at a

coffee shop. All the employees got one ten-minute break per

four-hour shift. As Marc soon learned, most of them took

their break out back where they could smoke. People often

ended a shift out back, talking and smoking a cigarette

before they went home. Marc wasn’t a regular smoker,

though he occasionally had a cigarette or two at parties. But

he found himself smoking if another employee was out back

while he was on break, and he sometimes stuck around

after work to smoke with his coworkers.

When our class got to the social influences on behavior,

Marc recognized himself immediately. He never smoked

when he was alone. It just seemed easier to smoke than to

not smoke at work—it’s what people did. Even the shop

manager took smoke breaks. Marc hadn’t given too much

thought to where this social habit could be leading, but he

definitely did not want to end up one of the completely

hooked employees who lived for their smoke breaks. He

decided to stop bumming cigarettes off his coworkers, who

were not the least bit upset about no longer having to give

him a smoke. Marc still made it a point to be social; he just

didn’t have to light up while he did it.



WHEN GOALS ARE INFECTIOUS

 

Human beings are natural mind readers. Whenever we

observe other people in action, we use our social brains to

guess at their goals. Why is that woman screaming at that

man? Why is the waiter flirting with me? This guessing

game helps us predict other people’s behaviors and avoid

social disasters. We need to be able to protect ourselves

and others from social threats (Is the woman screaming, or

the man being screamed at, dangerous? Who in this

situation needs help?). We also need to choose the most

appropriate response in an ambiguous situation (the

flirtatious waiter probably wants a bigger tip, not an

invitation to meet you in the restroom).

There is, however, a self-control side effect of this

automatic mind reading: It activates those very same goals

in us. Psychologists call this goal contagion. Research shows

that it is surprisingly easy to catch a person’s goals in a way

that changes your own behavior. For example, in one study,

students caught the goal to make money just from reading a

story about another student who worked over spring break.

These students then worked harder and faster to earn

money in a laboratory task. Young men who read a story

about a man trying to pick up a woman in a bar caught the

goal of casual sex, becoming more likely to help an

attractive young woman who interrupted the experiment.

(The researchers confirmed that the young men believed

that helping a woman increases the chances that she will

sleep with them—a plausible hypothesis, although I’m pretty

sure the effect size is smaller than most young men hope.)

Other studies show that thinking about a friend who smokes



marijuana increases college students’ desire to get high,

while thinking about a friend who does not smoke decreases

their interest.

What does all this mean for your self-control? The good

news is, goal contagion is limited to goals you already, at

some level, share. You can’t catch a brand-new goal from a

brief exposure the way you can catch a flu virus. A

nonsmoker is not going to catch a nicotine craving when a

friend pulls out a cigarette. But another person’s behavior

can activate a goal in your mind that was not currently in

charge of your choices. As we’ve seen, a willpower

challenge always involves a conflict between two competing

goals. You want pleasure now, but you want health later. You

want to vent your anger at your boss, but you want to keep

your job. You want to splurge, but you also want to get out

of debt. Seeing another person pursue one of these

competing goals can tip the balance of power in your own

mind.

Goal contagion works in both directions—you can catch

self-control as well as self-indulgence—but we seem to be

especially susceptible to the contagion of temptation. If your

lunch companion orders dessert, her goal for immediate

gratification may team up with your goal for immediate

gratification to outvote your goal to lose weight. Seeing

someone else splurge on holidays gifts may reinforce your

desire to delight your own kids on Christmas morning, and

make you temporarily forget your goal to spend less.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT:

STRENGTHEN YOUR IMMUNE

SYSTEM

 

We don’t always catch other people’s goals. Sometimes

seeing someone else give in to temptation can actually

enhance our self-control. When you are firmly



committed to a goal (e.g., losing weight), but aware that

you have a conflicting goal (e.g., enjoying a deep-dish

pizza), seeing someone do something that conflicts with

your strongest goal will put your brain on high alert. It

will activate your dominant goal even more strongly and

start generating strategies to help you stick with it.

Psychologists call this counterac-tive control, but you

can think of it as an immune response to anything that

threatens your self-control.

The best way to strengthen your immune response to

other people’s goals is to spend a few minutes at the

beginning of your day thinking about your own goals,

and how you could be tempted to ignore them. Like a

vaccine that protects you from other people’s germs,

reflecting on your own goals will reinforce your

intentions and help you avoid goal contagion.

 



CATCHING THE GOAL TO LOSE CONTROL

 

Sometimes we don’t catch specific goals—eat a snack,

spend money, seduce a stranger—but the more general

goal to follow our impulses. Researchers at the University of

Groningen in the Netherlands have shown this in a variety of

real-world settings, using unsuspecting passersby as their

subjects. They plant “evidence” of people behaving badly—

for example, chaining bicycles to a fence right next to a

prominent “No Bicycles” sign, and leaving grocery carts in a

parking garage with a “Please Return Your Carts to the

Store” policy. Their studies show that rule-breaking is

contagious. People who stumble into the researchers’ setup

take their cues from what other people have done, and

ignore the signs. They, too, chain up their bikes and leave

their carts in the garage.

But the consequences go further than that. When people

saw a bike chained to a no-bicycles fence, they were also

more likely to take an illegal shortcut through the fence.

When they saw carts in a parking garage, they were more

likely to dump their trash on the floor of the garage. The

contagious goal was bigger than the goal to break a specific

rule. They caught the goal to do whatever they wanted,

rather than what they were supposed to do.

When we observe evidence of other people ignoring rules

and following their impulses, we are more likely to give in to

any of our own impulses. This means that anytime we see

someone behaving badly, our own self-control deteriorates

(bad news for fans of reality television, where the three

rules of high ratings are: Drink too much, pick a fight, and

sleep with someone else’s boyfriend). Hearing about



someone cheating on their taxes might make you feel freer

to cheat on your diet. Seeing other drivers go over the

speed limit might inspire you to go over your budget. In this

way, we can catch willpower weakness from others—even if

our personal weakness is very different than the giving in

that we observe. Importantly, we don’t even need to see

people in action. Like germs that linger on a doorknob long

after a sick person passed through, an action can be passed

on to us when we merely see evidence that others have

done.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: CATCH

SELF-CONTROL

 

Research shows that thinking about someone with good

self-control can increase your own willpower. Is there

someone who can serve as a willpower role model for

your challenge? Someone who has struggled with the

same challenge and succeeded, or someone who

exemplifies the kind of self-control you would like to

have? (In my class, the most frequently nominated

willpower role models are accomplished athletes,

spiritual leaders, and politicians, though family

members and friends may provide even more

motivation, as you’ll see in a little bit.) When you need a

little extra willpower, bring your role model to mind. Ask

yourself: What would this willpower wonder do?

 



WHY PEOPLE YOU LIKE ARE MORE CONTAGIOUS THAN

STRANGERS

 

In cold or flu season, you can catch a virus from any person

you come into contact with—the coworker who coughs

without covering her mouth, the cashier who swipes your

credit card and hands it back teeming with germs. This is

what epidemiologists call simple contagion. With simple

contagion, it doesn’t matter who introduces the infection.

The germs of a total stranger have just as much influence as

the germs of a loved one, and one exposure is enough to

infect you.

The transmission of behaviors doesn’t work this way.

Social epidemics—like the spread of obesity or smoking—

follow a pattern of complex contagion . It is not enough to

come into contact with a person who is a “carrier” of the

behavior. Your relationship to that person matters. In the

Framingham community, behaviors weren’t spreading over

fences and backyards. The social epidemics spread through

networks of mutual respect and liking, not the orderly

network of a street grid. A coworker didn’t have anywhere

near the effect of a close friend, and even the friend of a

friend’s friend had more influence than a person you saw

every day, but didn’t like. This kind of selective infection is

almost unheard-of in the world of diseases—it’s as if your

immune system could only defend itself against a virus you

caught from someone you didn’t know or didn’t like. But

that’s exactly how behaviors spread. Social closeness

matters more than geographic closeness.

Why are behaviors so contagious within close

relationships? To stretch the immune system analogy a little



further, we could say that our immune system only rejects

the goals and behavior of other people if it recognizes those

other people as “not us.” After all, our physical immune

system doesn’t attack our own cells; what it recognizes as

us, it leaves alone. But what it recognizes as other, it treats

like a threat—isolating or destroying that virus or bacteria so

you don’t get sick. It turns out that when we think about

people we love, respect, and feel similar to, our brains treat

them more like us than like not us. You can see it in a brain

scanner, watching adults think first about themselves, then

about their mothers. The brain regions activated by self and

mom are almost identical, showing that who we think we

are includes the people we care about. Our sense of self

depends on our relationships with others, and in many

ways, we only know who we are by thinking about other

people. Because we include other people in our sense of

self, their choices influence our choices.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHO

ARE YOU MOST LIKELY TO CATCH

SOMETHING FROM?

 

Take a few moments to consider who your “close

others” are. Who do you spend the most time with? Who

do you respect? Who do you feel most similar to? Whose

opinion matters most to you? Who do you trust or care

about the most? Can you think of any behaviors—helpful

or harmful—that you’ve picked up from them, or that

they have caught from you?

 



ONE OF THE TRIBE

 

Imagine someone knocks on your door and asks you to

answer a few questions about energy conservation. How

often do you try to use less electricity? Do you conserve

water by taking shorter showers? Have you insulated your

house to reduce heat loss? Do you drive a car with high gas

mileage? Then they ask you how strongly you agree that

conserving energy will help the environment, save you

money, and benefit future generations. Finally, they ask you

two questions: Which reason most motivates your energy

conservation? Oh, and how many of your neighbors do you

think try to conserve energy?

Eight hundred California residents were asked these

questions as part of a study on why people conserve. They

were quite the altruistic bunch, claiming that their strongest

motivation was to protect the environment, followed by

helping future generations and saving money. “Because

other people are doing it” came in dead last. But before we

congratulate the Californians for being so civic-minded,

consider this: The only survey question that predicted a

person’s actual energy conservation was how much they

thought their neighbors tried to conserve. The other beliefs

and motivations—saving money, saving the planet for their

grandkids—had zero relationship to what people did. People

thought they acted for noble reasons, but the only belief

that mattered was a far less altruistic “Everyone else is

doing it.”

This is an example of what psychologists call social proof.

When the rest of our tribe does something, we tend to think



it’s a smart thing to do. This is one of those useful survival

instincts that come with having a social brain. After all, if

you see your whole tribe heading east, you’d better follow.

Trusting the judgment of others is the glue that makes social

living work. You don’t have to know everything yourself and

can save your resources for whatever your specialty is, be it

making the finest hippopotamus-hide loincloths, or the most

accurate predictions about the stock market.

Social proof has enormous sway over our everyday

behavior. It’s why we often check out the “most read

stories” box on news websites, and why we’re more likely to

go to the number-one movie in the country instead of the

box-office bomb. It’s why undecided voters can be

persuaded by poll numbers, and why it counts as “news”

when parents are fighting in the aisles over the hottest new

toy. What other people want must be good. What other

people think must be true. If we don’t yet have an opinion,

we might as well trust the tribe.

The researchers who went door-to-door asking about

energy use decided to test the power of social proof for

changing behavior. They created door hangers that urged

residents of San Marcos, California, to take shorter showers,

turn off unnecessary lights, and use fans instead of air-

conditioning at night. Each door hanger came with a

motivational message. Some asked the residents to protect

the environment; others focused on how conserving energy

would help future generations, or lower the residents’

energy bills. The social proof door hangers included only one

statement: “99% of people in your community reported

turning off unnecessary lights to save energy.”

A total of 371 households received one of these door

hangers once a week for four weeks. Importantly, each

household always received the same type of persuasive

message—e.g., four social proof door hangers in a row, or

four “help future generations” door hangers in a row. To find

out which motivational appeal was most effective, the



researchers took regular readings of the energy meters at

each home. They also got a hold of the residents’ electricity

bills for the months before and after the door hangers were

delivered. The only persuasive message that decreased a

household’s energy use was the “everyone else is doing it”

appeal. The other appeals—for the reasons people say make

them conserve energy—had no effect on behavior.

This study is one of many confirming that we are the

lemmings our mothers always warned us not to be. “Would

you jump off a bridge if all your friends were doing it?” We

knew then, just as we know now, that the correct answer is

supposed to be, “No, never! I am an independent-minded

person, and other people have no influence over me!” But

the more truthful answer is, yeah, maybe we would.

People rarely want to be reminded of this. In the

classroom, I find that just about every student believes that

he or she is the exception. We’ve been trained since birth to

do it our way, to stand out from the crowd, to be a leader,

not a follower. And yet our cultural obsession with

independence cannot suppress our human desire to fit in.

Our society may praise being above the influence of others,

but we cannot separate ourselves from our social instincts.

As the door hanger study shows, this needn’t be a bad

thing. Social proof can strengthen self-control when we

believe that doing the right thing (or the harder thing) is the

norm.



GOD WANTS YOU TO LOSE WEIGHT

 

Can you convince people to exercise and eat more fruits and

vegetables by telling them it’s what God wants? An

intervention at Middle Tennessee State University is doing

exactly that, with excellent results. The intervention asks

people to consider how self-care and health are important

values in their religion. For example, Christians may be

asked to reflect on passages from the Bible such as “Do not

join those who drink too much wine or gorge themselves on

meat” (Proverbs 23:20 NIV) and “Let us purify ourselves

from everything that contaminates body and spirit,

perfecting holiness out of reverence for God” (2 Corinthians

7:1 NIV). They are asked to reflect on the behaviors in their

own lives—such as eating junk food or not exercising—that

are inconsistent with their professed faith and values. When

they identify a disconnect between their faith and their

actions, they are encouraged to create an action plan for

changing that behavior. Believing that losing weight and

exercising is what good Christians do is powerful social proof

—far more motivating than getting a stern warning from a

doctor after getting bad results on a cholesterol test.

Mark Ansel, the psychologist who developed this

approach, argues that religious communities should take on

more responsibility for supporting behavior change. Places

of worship could offer fitness classes and nutrition talks

alongside religious services, and social events should serve

healthier food. He points out that for this approach to work,

religious leaders will have to be good role models. Before

they start preaching morning walks, they need to get in

shape themselves—and just like they wouldn’t be caught in



a brothel, they’ll need to think twice about stepping into the

local McDonald’s. After all, social proof requires proof.

An intervention at Stanford University took a very different

approach to reducing a behavior among undergraduate

students. Researchers designed two different flyers to

discourage binge drinking. One took a rational approach,

listing scary statistics about drinking like “One night of

heavy drinking can impair your ability to think abstractly for

thirty days.” (Yes, this is a compelling argument to many

grade-chasing undergraduates worried about their

performance on the next calculus exam.) The other flyer

linked drinking with the social lepers of university life:

graduate students. This flyer showed a graduate student

drinking, along with the warning, “Lots of graduate students

at Stanford drink . . . and lots of them are sketchy. So think

when you drink.... Nobody wants to be mistaken for this

guy.”

The two different flyers were posted separately in two

different all-freshman dorms. Two weeks after the flyers

went up, residents were asked to complete an anonymous

survey about how many drinks they had consumed in the

last week. Students in the dorm that was plastered with the

sketchy grad student flyers reported drinking 50 percent

less alcohol than students in the dorm that received the

rational argument flyers. Were the students telling the

truth? We can’t know for sure, as the researchers didn’t

follow them to any parties. It’s possible the undergrads

didn’t want to be mistaken, even in an anonymous research

project, for a sketchy grad student. But if the reports were

honest, this study suggests a new strategy for discouraging

unhealthy behavior: Just convince people it’s the habit of a

group they would never want to be a member of.

These two interventions demonstrate the importance of

social proof for supporting behavior change. We may be

willing to give up our vices and cultivate new virtues if



we believe that it will more firmly secure us a spot in our

most cherished tribe.

 



WHEN SELF-CONTROL ISN’T NORMAL

 

If we want people to have more willpower, we need to make

them believe that self-control is the norm. But when was the

last time you heard about a positive trend in behavior? The

media prefer to scare us with shocking statistics about how

we are all becoming lazier, less ethical, and less healthy. We

hear the statistics all the time: 40 percent of Americans

never exercise, and only 11 percent engage in vigorous

exercise five times a week (the standard recommendation

for health and weight loss). Only 14 percent of adults eat

the recommended five servings of fruits and vegetables a

day. Instead, the average adult consumes almost 100

pounds of sugar a year.

These statistics are meant to fill us with horror. But let’s

be honest: If we find ourselves in that majority, all our tribal

brain hears is, “What a relief, I’m just like everyone else.”

The more we hear these kinds of statistics, the more firmly

we start to believe that this is what people do, and it’s OK if

I do it too. When you are like 86 percent of other Americans,

why would you need to change?

Learning that we are “normal” can even change our

perception of ourselves. For example, as a nation, the fatter

we get, the thinner we feel. A 2010 report in the Archives of

Internal Medicine found that 37 percent of people who are

clinically obese not only believe that they are not obese, but

also believe that they have a low lifetime risk of becoming

obese. Although this looks like a denial of reality, it simply

reflects the new social reality. When everyone gains weight,

our internal standards about what is “obese” shift upward,

even if medical standards remain the same.



On the other side of the bell curve, if we’re outside the

“willpowerless” majority, we may even find ourselves

boomeranging back to the middle. In one study,

homeowners who were told on their energy bill that they

consumed less energy than the average home started to

leave on the lights and turn up the thermostat. The pull to

the center can be more powerful than the desire to do the

right thing.

When it comes to social proof, what we think other people

do matters even more than what they actually do. For

example, college students overestimate the prevalence of

academic cheating among their peers. The best predictor of

whether a student cheats is whether he believes other

students cheat, not the severity of penalties or whether he

thinks he will be caught. When students believe that their

classmates cheat, a relatively honest class can become a

class full of students who text their friends for answers

during an exam (yes, I have caught a student trying this).

This phenomenon is not limited to the classroom. Most

people overestimate the percentage of taxpayers who cheat

on their tax returns. This leads to higher actual rates of

cheating, as people conform to what they believe is the

norm. It’s not that we are irredeemable cheaters. When

people are given accurate information about true norms,

they correct their own behaviors. For example, when people

are given accurate statistics about other taxpayers’

honesty, they are more likely to file an honest return

themselves.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: BUT MA,

EVERYONE ELSE IS DOING IT!

 

Social proof can interfere with change if we believe that

everyone else does whatever behavior we are trying to

change. Do you ever tell yourself that your willpower



challenge is no big deal, because it’s the norm? Do you

remind yourself of all the people you know who share

the habit? If so, you may want to challenge this

perception. The best way to do this is to find the folks

who share the behavior you aspire to. Look for a new

“tribe” you could join. It could be a support group, a

class, a local club, an online community, or even

subscribing to a magazine that supports your goals.

Surrounding yourself with people who share your

commitment to your goals will make it feel like the

norm.

 



“SHOULD” POWER

 

Could imagining your former classmates’ awe when you

show up at your high school reunion fifty pounds lighter

motivate you to get up every morning to exercise? Can your

nine-year-old son’s disappointment when you smoke keep

you from sneaking a cigarette at work?

When contemplating a choice, we often imagine ourselves

the object of other people’s evaluations. Studies show that

this can provide a powerful boost to self-control. People who

imagine how proud they will feel when they accomplish a

goal—from quitting smoking to donating blood—are more

likely to follow through and succeed. Anticipated disapproval

works too: People are more likely to use condoms when they

imagine feeling ashamed if others knew that they had

unprotected sex.

David Desteno, a psychologist at Northeastern University,

argues that social emotions like pride and shame have a

quicker and more direct influence over our choices than

rational arguments about long-term costs and benefits.

Desteno calls this hot self-control. Usually we think of self-

control as the triumph of cool reason over hot impulses, but

pride and shame rely on the emotional brain, not the logical

prefrontal cortex. Social emotions may have evolved to help

us make the choices that will keep us in good standing in

our tribe, in the same way that fear helps us protect

ourselves, and anger helps us defend ourselves. Imagining

social acceptance or rejection can spur us to do the right

thing.



Some businesses and communities have started to

experiment with social shaming instead of standard

penalties for illegal and socially destructive behavior. If

you’re caught shoplifting from a grocery store in

Manhattan’s Chinatown, you may be forced to pose for a

photo with the item you tried to steal. It will be hung on a

wall of shame near the store’s cash register, bearing your

name, address, and the description “Big Thief.”

When Chicago police decided to publicize the names and

photos of men arrested for soliciting prostitutes, they

weren’t so much trying to punish the men who were caught

as they were hoping to strike fear in the hearts of men who

were thinking about buying sex. As Chicago mayor Richard

M. Daley said in a press conference defending the policy,

“We’re telling everyone who sets foot in Chicago, if you

solicit a prostitute, you will be arrested. And when you are

arrested, people will know. Your spouse, children, friends,

neighbors, and employers will know.” Survey research of

Chicago men who have paid for sex suggests that this policy

works. Having their photo or name printed in the local paper

was rated as the strongest deterrent for buying sex (87

percent of the men interviewed said it would make them

think twice). This trumped jail time, having their driver’s

license suspended, and having to pay a fine of $1,000 or

more.28



THE LIMITS OF SHAME

 

Before we get too excited about the power of shame, it

might be wise to remember a little something called the

what-the-hell effect. There is a fine line between the self-

control benefits of anticipating a negative social emotion

like shame, and the willpower-draining effects of actually

feeling ashamed. We’ve seen again and again that feeling

bad leads to giving in—especially when feeling bad takes

the form of guilt and shame. As a preventive measure,

shame may work. But once the deed is done, shame is more

likely to inspire self-sabotage than self-control. For example,

gamblers who feel the most ashamed following a major loss

are the most likely to “chase” the lost money by gambling

more and borrowing money to try to recoup their losses.

Even when shame is anticipatory, it may fail us when we

need it most. When health-conscious individuals are asked

to imagine a chocolate cake in front of them, and then

imagine the shame they would feel if they ate it, they are

less likely to (hypothetically) eat it. However, when

researchers actually placed a large piece of chocolate cake

from the Cheesecake Factory on the table, complete with a

bottle of water, fork, and napkin, shame had the opposite

effect. Only 10 percent resisted the temptation. Anticipatory

shame might be able to keep you from walking into the

Cheesecake Factory, but when the temptation is in front of

you, it has no power over the promise of reward. Once your

dopamine neurons are firing, feeling bad intensifies your

desire and makes you more likely to give in.



THE POWER OF PRIDE

 

Pride, on the other hand, pulls through even in the face of

temptation. Forty percent of participants who imagined how

proud they’d be for resisting the Cheesecake Factory cake

didn’t take a single bite. One reason pride helped is that it

took people’s minds off the cake. In contrast, shame

paradoxically triggered anticipatory pleasure, and the

participants reported more temptation-related thoughts like

“It smells so good,” and “It will taste great.” Another reason

boils down to biology: Laboratory studies reveal that guilt

decreases heart rate variability, our physiological reserve of

willpower. Pride, on the other hand, sustains and even

increases this reserve.

For pride to work, we need to believe that others are

watching, or that we will have the opportunity to report our

success to others. Marketing researchers have found that

people are much more likely to buy green products in public

than in the privacy of online shopping. Buying green is a

way to show others how altruistic and thoughtful we are,

and we want the social credit for our high-minded

purchases. Without the anticipated status boost, most

people will skip the opportunity to save a tree. This research

points to a helpful strategy for making resolutions stick: Go

public with your willpower challenges. If you believe that

others are rooting for your success and keeping an eye on

your behavior, you’ll be more motivated to do the right

thing.



WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: THE

POWER OF PRIDE

 

Put the basic human need for approval to good use by

imagining how proud you will feel when you succeed at

your willpower challenge. Bring to mind someone in

your tribe—a family member, friend, coworker, teacher

—whose opinion matters to you, or who would be happy

for your success. When you make a choice you’re proud

of, share it with your tribe by updating your Facebook

status, Tweeting about it, or—for the Luddites among us

—sharing the story in person.

 



THE SHAME OF OWING BACK TAXES

 

If there’s time at the end of lectures, I invite my students to

go public with their willpower goals. This can create a little

bit of social pressure—many people feel compelled to act on

a public announcement, especially if they know I’m going to

ask them in front of the whole class how they are doing. It

also provides a form of anticipatory pride, as many students

look forward to being able to describe their success in class.

One year, when there were about 150 students in the

class, a woman announced her goal to file her back taxes.

The following week, I didn’t see her, and asked the class,

“Where is the woman who was going to file her taxes?” She

wasn’t there, but two other people raised their hands to

announce that they had taken the first step on their late

taxes. The crazy thing was, neither of them had chosen late

taxes as their willpower challenge. The woman’s

announcement in the previous lecture had inspired them—it

was a classic case of goal contagion.

Now, where was the woman who had made the original

pledge? I’m not sure, and because it was our last class, I

never found out. I can only hope that she was meeting with

a tax attorney, and not a casualty of shame. That, of course,

is the other side of “should” power: The imagined eyes of

others can be motivating, but if we fail, their imagined scorn

can discourage us from showing our face in public again.



BEING KICKED OUT OF THE TRIBE

 

Willpower “failures” like addiction, obesity, and bankruptcy

often come with a stigma in our society. We may wrongly

assume that a person is weak, lazy, stupid, or selfish, and

convince ourselves that they deserve to be shamed or

excluded from the tribe. But we should be especially wary of

shunning people who do not control their behavior in the

way we would like. Besides being a pretty cruel way to treat

people, it is a lousy strategy for motivating change. As Deb

Lemire, president of the Association for Size Diversity and

Health, says, “If shame worked, there’d be no fat people.”

Research shows that being kicked out of the tribe drains

willpower. For example, after people are socially rejected,29

they are less likely to resist the temptation of freshly baked

cookies, and they give up sooner on a challenging

assignment. They also become more easily distracted

during a concentration task. Studies show that the more

racial minorities are exposed to prejudice, the less self-

control they have—and just reminding minorities of

discrimination depletes their willpower. Anytime we feel

excluded or disrespected, we are at greater risk for giving in

to our worst impulses.

Rather than shame people for their willpower failures, we

would do far better by offering social support for willpower

successes. One good example is a weight-loss intervention

at the University of Pittsburgh that requires people to enroll

with a friend or family member. The participants are given

“support homework,” such as sharing a healthy meal during

the week and calling each other to check in and encourage

each other. An impressive 66 percent of participants in this



program had maintained their weight loss at a ten-month

follow-up, compared with only 24 percent of participants in

a control group who did not join with friends or family.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: MAKE IT

A GROUP PROJECT

 

You don’t have to conquer your willpower challenge

alone. Is there a friend, family member, or coworker who

could join you in your willpower goals? You don’t have to

have the same goals; just checking in and encouraging

each other can provide a boost of social support to your

self-control. If you like your social support with a touch

of competition, enlist others in a willpower face-off. Who

will be the first to finish a procrastinated task, or the

person to save the most money in one month?

 



E-MAIL CHECK-INS KEEP A GOAL ALIVE

 

One of my favorite e-mails from a former student came

months after our class had ended. She wanted to let me

know that an impromptu exercise I threw out in our last

class meeting had made all the difference in helping her

stick to her goals. In that final class, some students were

concerned that once the course was over, they’d lose the

motivation to keep up with the changes they had

implemented. There is a big social component to the class,

and knowing they can share their experiences—even just

with the person sitting next to them—motivates many to

have something to report.

So at the last class, as some students were getting

anxious, I told everyone to exchange e-mail addresses with

someone they didn’t know. Then I said, “Tell this person

what you are going to do in the next week that is consistent

with your goals.” Their assignment was to e-mail their

partner and ask them: Did you do what you said you were

going to do?

The student who e-mailed me months later said that the

sole thing that kept her going that first week after the class

ended was knowing she was going to have to tell this

stranger whether or not she had kept her word. But then it

turned into a true buddy system of support. They kept the

weekly check-ins going for some time, despite the fact that

they had no relationship outside of the class. By the time

they stopped, the changes were a part of her life, and she

no longer needed the extra accountability and support.



THE LAST WORD

 

To a remarkable degree, our brains incorporate the goals,

beliefs, and actions of other people into our decisions. When

we are with other people, or simply thinking about them,

they become one more “self” in our minds competing for

self-control. The flip side is also true: Our own actions

influence the actions of countless other people, and each

choice we make for ourselves can serve as inspiration or

temptation for others.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Self-control is influenced by social proof,

making both willpower and temptation contagious.

Under the Microscope

 

• Your social network. Do other people in your social

circle share your willpower challenge?

• Who are you mirroring? Keep your eyes open for

any evidence that you are mirroring other

people’s behavior.

• Who are you most likely to catch something from?

Who are your “close others”? Are there any

behaviors that you’ve picked up from them, or

that they have caught from you?

• But Ma, everyone else is doing it! Do you use

social proof to convince yourself that your

willpower challenge is no big deal?



 

Willpower Experiments

 

• Strengthen your immune system. To avoid

catching other people’s willpower failures, spend a

few minutes at the beginning of your day thinking

about your goals.

• Catch self-control. When you need a little extra

willpower, bring a role model to mind. Ask

yourself: What would this willpower wonder do?

• The power of pride. Go public with your willpower

challenges, and imagine how proud you will feel

when you succeed at them.

• Make it a group project. Can you enlist others in a

willpower challenge?

 

 



NINE

 

Don’t Read This Chapter: The Limits of “I

Won’t” Power

 

The year was 1985, and the scene of the crime was a

psychology laboratory at Trinity University, a small liberal

arts school in San Antonio, Texas. Seventeen

undergraduates were consumed with a thought they

couldn’t control. They knew it was wrong—they knew they

shouldn’t be thinking about it. But it was just so damn

captivating. Every time they tried to think of something

else, the thought bullied its way back into their

consciousness. They just couldn’t stop thinking about white

bears.

White bears were hardly a regular concern of these

college students, whose minds were more typically

preoccupied by sex, exams, and the disappointment of New

Coke. But white bears were irresistible to them at that

moment—and all because they had been given the

instruction “For the next five minutes, please try not to think

about white bears.”

These students were the first participants in a series of

studies by Daniel Wegner, who is now a psychology

professor at Harvard University. Early in his career, Wegner

had come across a story about Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy.

A young Tolstoy had been told by his older brother to sit in a

corner until he could stop thinking about a white bear. His

brother returned much later to discover Tolstoy still in the

corner, paralyzed by his inability to stop thinking about a

white bear. Wegner soon found that he couldn’t get this



story, and the question it raised, out of his mind: Why can’t

we control our thoughts?

Wegner set up a study nearly identical to Tolstoy’s

childhood test of mental control, asking participants to think

about anything they wanted, except for a white bear. The

following partial transcript from one woman thinking aloud

reveals how difficult this was for most people:

I’m trying to think of a million things to make me think

about everything but a white bear and I keep thinking of

it over and over and over. So . . . ummm, hey, look at

this brown wall. It’s like, every time I try and not think

about a white bear, I’m still thinking about one.

 

This went on, with little variation, for fifteen minutes.

The inability to stop thinking about white bears might not

strike you as the worst willpower failure in the world. But as

we’ll see, the problem with prohibition extends to any

thought we try to ban. The latest research on anxiety,

depression, dieting, and addiction all confirm: “I won’t”

power fails miserably when it’s applied to the inner world of

thoughts and feelings. As we enter that inner world, we will

find we need a new definition of self-control—one that

makes room for letting go of control.



ISN’T IT IRONIC

 

Wegner repeated his white bear thought experiment with

other students, and when they too became obsessed with

bears, he prohibited other thoughts. Each time, the mere

act of trying not to think about something triggered a

paradoxical effect: People thought about it more than when

they weren’t trying to control their thoughts, and even more

than when they were intentionally trying to think about it.

The effect was strongest when people were already stressed

out, tired, or distracted. Wegner dubbed this effect ironic

rebound. You push a thought away, and—BAM!—it

boomerangs back. 30

Ironic rebound explains many modern frustrations: the

insomniac who finds herself more wide-awake the harder

she tries to fall asleep; the dieter who banishes

carbohydrates, only to find himself dreaming about Wonder

bread and whoopie pies; the worrier who tries to block out

her anxiety but gets drawn again and again into disaster

fantasies. Wegner has even shown that suppressing

thoughts about a crush while you are awake increases the

likelihood of dreaming about them—more than intentionally

fantasizing about the dreamboat does. This, no doubt,

contributes to the Romeo and Juliet effect—the well-known

psychological tendency to fall deeper in desire whenever a

romance is forbidden.

Wegner has found evidence for ironic effects of

attempting to suppress just about any instinct you can

imagine. The job candidate who wants so badly to make a

good impression is most likely to blurt out the very thing



that makes the interviewer cringe. The speaker trying to be

politically correct paradoxically activates every offensive

stereotype in his mind. The person who most wants to keep

a secret finds herself compelled to spill the beans. The

waiter who tries the hardest to not tip his tray is most likely

to end up with marinara sauce on his shirt. Wegner even

(somewhat charitably) credits ironic effects for the scientific

finding that the most homophobic men get the largest

erections while watching gay porn.



WHY THOUGHT SUPPRESSION DOESN’T WORK

 

Why does trying to eliminate a thought or emotion trigger a

rebound? Wegner’s hunch is that it has something to do

with how the brain handles the command not to think about

something. It splits the task into two parts, achieved by two

different systems of the brain. One part of your mind will

take on the job of directing your attention toward anything

other than the forbidden thought. It’s like the woman in

Wegner’s first study trying not to think of the white bear

—“I’m trying to think of a million things to make me think

about everything but a white bear . . . hey, look at this

brown wall.” Wegner calls this process the operator. The

operator relies on the brain’s system of self-control and—

like all forms of effortful self-control—requires a good deal of

mental resources and energy. Another part of your mind

takes on the job of looking for any evidence that you are

thinking, feeling, or doing whatever you don’t want to think,

feel, or do. It’s like the young woman observing, “I keep

thinking of it over and over and over . . . every time I try and

not think about a white bear, I’m still thinking about one.”

Wegner calls this process the monitor. Unlike the operator,

the monitor runs automatically and without much mental

effort. The monitor is more closely related to the brain’s

automatic threat-detection system. This can sound good—

automatic self-control!—until you realize how critical the

cooperation is between operator and monitor. If, for any

reason, the operator runs out of steam, the monitor is going

to become a self-control nightmare.

Under ordinary circumstances, the operator and the

monitor work in parallel. Let’s say you’re headed to the



grocery store, and you’ve decided that you will not be

tempted by the snack food aisle. While the operator is trying

to focus, plan, and control your behavior (“I’m here at the

grocery store to pick up cereal, nothing else. Where’s the

cereal aisle?”), the monitor is scanning your mind and your

environment for warning signs. (“Danger! Danger! Cookies

on aisle three! You love cookies! Is that your stomach

growling? Alert! Alert! Beware of the cookies! Cookies

cookies cookies!”) If your mental resources are high, the

operator can make good use of the monitor’s hysteria.

When the monitor points out possible temptations or

troubling thoughts, the operator steps in to steer you toward

your goals and out of trouble. But if your mental resources

are taxed—whether by distractions, fatigue, stress, alcohol,

illness, or other mental drains—the operator cannot do its

job. The monitor, on the other hand, is like the Energizer

Bunny. It keeps going and going and going.

A tired operator and an energized monitor create a

problematic imbalance in the mind. As the monitor searches

for forbidden content, it continuously brings to mind what it

is searching for. Neuroscientists have shown that the brain

is constantly processing the forbidden content just outside

of conscious awareness. The result: You become primed to

think, feel, or do whatever you are trying to avoid. So as

soon as you pass the snack aisle in the grocery store, the

monitor will remember the goal not to buy cookies, and fill

your mind with Cookies cookies cookies! Without the

operator’s full strength to balance the monitor, it’s like a

Shakespearean tragedy in your very own brain. By trying to

prevent your downfall, the monitor leads you straight to it.



IF I THINK IT, IT MUST BE TRUE

 

Trying not to think about something guarantees that it is

never far from your mind. This leads to a second problem:

When you try to push a thought away, and it keeps coming

back to your mind, you are more likely to assume that it

must be true. Why else would the thought keep resurfacing?

We trust that our thoughts are important sources of

information. When a thought becomes more frequent and

harder to pull yourself away from, you will naturally assume

that it is an urgent message that you should pay attention

to.

This cognitive bias seems to be hardwired in the human

brain. We estimate how likely or true something is by the

ease with which we can bring it to mind. This can have

unsettling consequences when we try to push a worry or

desire out of our minds. For example, because it’s easy to

remember news stories about plane crashes (especially if

you are a fearful flier handing over your boarding pass), we

tend to overestimate the likelihood of being in a crash. The

risk is actually about one in fourteen million, but most

people believe the risk is higher than of dying from nephritis

or septicemia—two of the top ten causes of death in the

United States, but not diseases that easily pop into our

minds.

Whatever fear or desire you try to push away will become

more convincing and compelling. Wegner, the psychologist

who discovered ironic rebound, once received a phone call

from a distraught student who couldn’t stop thinking about

killing herself. A fleeting thought had gotten lodged in her

brain, and she had become convinced that she must really,



deep down, want to kill herself. Otherwise, why would the

idea keep intruding into her thoughts? She called Wegner—

perhaps the only psychologist she knew—for help. Now keep

in mind, Wegner is a scientific psychologist, not a

psychotherapist. He isn’t trained to talk people off ledges or

muddle around in the dark corners of other people’s minds.

So he talked to the student about what he knew: white

bears. He told her about his experiments, and explained

that the more you try to push away a thought, the more

likely it is to fight its way back into consciousness. This

doesn’t mean the thought is true or important. The student

was relieved to realize that how she reacted to the thought

of suicide had strengthened it—but this did not mean she

really wanted to kill herself.

For you, it might be the thought that a loved one has been

in a car accident. Or the thought that a pint of Karamel

Sutra ice cream is the only thing that will soothe your stress.

If you panic and push the thought out of your mind, it is

going to come back. And when it does, it will return with

more authority. Because you are trying not to think about it,

its reappearance seems even more meaningful. As a result,

you’re more likely to believe it is true. The worrier becomes

more worried, and the ice-cream craver pulls out her spoon.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE:

INVESTIGATING IRONIC REBOUND

 

Is there something you try to keep out of your mind? If

so, examine the theory of ironic rebound. Does

suppression work? Or does trying to push something out

of your mind make it come back stronger? (Yes, you are

going to give the monitor the job of monitoring the

monitor.)

 



AVOIDING IRONIC REBOUND

 

How can you find your way out of this confounding

dilemma? Wegner suggests an antidote to ironic rebound

that is, itself, ironic: Give up. When you stop trying to

control unwanted thoughts and emotions, they stop

controlling you. Studies of brain activation confirm that as

soon as you give participants permission to express a

thought they were trying to suppress, that thought becomes

less primed and less likely to intrude into conscious

awareness. Paradoxically, permission to think a thought

reduces the likelihood of thinking it.

This solution turns out to be useful for a surprisingly wide

range of unwanted inner experiences. The willingness to

think what you think and feel what you feel—without

necessarily believing that it is true, and without feeling

compelled to act on it—is an effective strategy for treating

anxiety, depression, food cravings, and addiction. As we

consider the evidence for each, we’ll see that giving up

control of our inner experiences gives us greater control

over our outer actions.



I DON’T WANT TO FEEL THIS WAY

 

Can trying not to think sad thoughts make people

depressed? It’s not as far-fetched as it sounds. Studies show

that the more you try to suppress negative thoughts, the

more likely you are to become depressed. The more

depressed people try to block out distressing thoughts, the

more depressed they get. One of Wegner’s first thought-

suppression experiments showed this effect even in

perfectly healthy subjects. He asked people to either think

about the worst things that have happened to them, or to

not think about those things. When people are stressed out

or distracted, trying not to think sad thoughts makes them

even sadder than when they are trying to feel sad. Another

experiment found that when people try to push away self-

critical thoughts (“I’m such a loser,” “People think I’m

stupid”), their self-esteem and mood plummet faster than

when people openly contemplate such thoughts. This is true

even when people think they have succeeded at pushing

the negative thoughts away. Ironic rebound strikes again!

Trying to suppress anxiety also backfires. For example,

people who try not to think about a painful medical

procedure end up feeling more anxious and have more

intrusive thoughts about the pain. People who try to

suppress their fear before giving a public speech not only

feel more anxious, but also have higher heart rates (and are

therefore more likely to blow the big talk). We may try to

push thoughts out of our minds, but the body gets the

message anyway. And just as trying to suppress sad and

self-critical thoughts makes depression worse, studies show



that thought suppression increases the symptoms of serious

anxiety disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder and

obsessive-compulsive disorder.

These findings can be hard to wrap our heads around.

They go against every instinct we have to protect our minds

from disturbing thoughts. What are we supposed to do with

harmful thoughts if not get rid of them? But as we’ll see, if

we want to save ourselves from mental suffering, we need

to make peace with those thoughts, not push them away.



THERE’S SOMETHING WRONG WITH ME

 

Philippe Goldin is one of the most outgoing neuroscientists

you’ll ever meet. This is not to say that brain geeks aren’t a

friendly bunch, but most don’t offer bear hugs to whoever

wanders into the lab. Goldin directs the Clinically Applied

Affective Neuroscience Laboratory at Stanford University,

which is a fancy way of saying that he uses what he knows

about the brain to help people who suffer from depression

and anxiety—social anxiety in particular. He’s the last guy in

the world you’d think would be interested in social anxiety

disorder, a crippling form of shyness, but he’s made a

career trying to understand and treat the disorder.

The people who enroll in his studies are not just a little bit

nervous in social situations. The mere thought of speaking

to strangers can provoke a panic attack. You know that

nightmare when you realize you are naked, and everyone is

pointing and laughing at you? People with social anxiety

disorder feel like they are living that nightmare 24/7. They

have a constant fear of embarrassing themselves or being

judged by others, and they are usually their own worst

critics. They often suffer from depression. Most avoid any

situation—from parties to crowds to speaking in public—that

triggers their anxiety and self-doubt. As a result, their lives

get smaller and smaller, and even things that most people

take for granted—meetings at work, making a phone call—

can become overwhelming.

Goldin studies what happens in anxiety sufferers’ brains

when they worry. He has found that people with social

anxiety are worse at controlling their thoughts than the

average person, and it shows in their brains. When



confronted with a worry—say, imagining themselves being

criticized—the stress center overreacts. When Goldin asks

them to change what they’re thinking, the system of

attention control is underactivated. Borrowing from

Wegner’s theory of thought control, it’s as if their “operator”

is exhausted and cannot point their minds away from the

worry. This would explain why people with anxiety disorders

are so consumed by their fears—their attempts to push the

thoughts away are especially ineffective.

Traditional therapy for social anxiety disorder focuses on

challenging thoughts like “There’s something wrong with

me” to get rid of the anxiety. This only makes sense if you

believe that trying not to think something works. Goldin

takes a very different approach. He teaches social anxiety

sufferers to observe and accept their thoughts and feelings

—even the scary ones. The goal is not to get rid of the

anxiety and self-doubt, but to develop a trust that they can

handle these difficult thoughts and feelings. If they learn

that there is no inner experience that they need to protect

themselves from, they can find more freedom in the outer

world. When a worry comes up, he instructs the anxiety

sufferers to notice what they are thinking, feel the anxiety in

their body, and then turn their attention to their breathing. If

the anxiety persists, he encourages them to imagine their

thoughts and emotions dissolving with the breath. He

teaches them that if they don’t fight the anxiety, it will

naturally run its course.

Because Goldin is a neuroscientist, he’s especially

interested in how this approach might change the brain.

Before and after the intervention, he puts the anxiety

sufferers in an fMRI machine to watch their brains at work

while they worry. These brain-scanning sessions could

provoke anxiety and claustrophobia in even the calmest of

people. His subjects are forced to lie immobilized on their

backs, their heads trapped in the brain scanner. They have

to clamp their mouths on dental wax to prevent them from



moving their heads or talking. The machine around their

heads makes a regular clanging sound that is best

compared to a jackhammer. As if that’s not bad enough,

they are then asked to reflect on different statements about

themselves that appear on a screen in front of their face:

“I’m not OK the way I am.” “People think I’m weird.”

“Something’s wrong with me.”

While the social anxiety sufferers are thinking about these

statements, Goldin watches the activity in two regions of

the brain: a network associated with reading

comprehension, which would reveal how deeply a person

was contemplating each statement, and the stress center,

which would reveal how much that person was panicking.

When he compared each person’s brain scan from before

and after the training, he found an intriguing change. After

the intervention, there was much more activity in the brain

network associated with visual information processing. The

social anxiety sufferers were paying more attention to the

self-critical statements than they had before the training.

Now, to most people, this would sound like a complete

failure.

Except for one thing: There was also a major decrease in

the stress center’s activity. Even as the anxiety sufferers

gave the negative thoughts their full attention, they were

less upset by them. This change in the brain came with big

benefits in everyday life. After the intervention, the anxiety

sufferers felt less anxious overall, and they were spending

less time criticizing themselves and worrying. When they

stopped fighting their thoughts and emotions, they found

more freedom from them.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: FEEL

WHAT YOU FEEL, BUT DON’T

BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU THINK

 



When an upsetting thought comes to mind, try the

technique that Goldin teaches his subjects. Instead of

instantly trying to distract yourself from it, let yourself

notice the thought. Oftentimes, our most disturbing

thoughts are familiar—the same worry, the same self-

criticism, the same memory. “What if something goes

wrong?” “I can’t believe I did that. I’m so stupid.” “If

only that hadn’t happened. What could I have done

differently?” These thoughts pop up like a song that

gets stuck in our heads, seemingly out of nowhere, but

then is impossible to get rid of. Let yourself notice

whether the upsetting thought is an old, familiar tune—

that’s your first clue that it is not critically important

information you need to believe. Then shift your

attention to what you are feeling in your body. Notice if

there is any tension present, or changes to your heart

rate or breathing. Notice if you feel it in your gut, your

chest, your throat, or anywhere else in your body. Once

you’ve observed the thought and feelings, shift your

attention to your breathing. Notice how it feels to

breathe in and breathe out. Sometimes the upsetting

thought and feelings naturally dissipate when you do

this. Other times, they will keep interrupting your

attention to your breath. If this happens, imagine the

thought and feelings like clouds passing through your

mind and body. Keep breathing, and imagine the clouds

dissolving or floating by. Imagine your breath as a wind

that dissolves and moves the clouds effortlessly. You

don’t need to make the thought go away; just stay with

the feeling of your breath.

Notice that this technique is not the same thing as

believing or ruminating over a thought. The opposite of

thought suppression is accepting the presence of the

thought—not believing it. You’re accepting that thoughts

come and go, and that you can’t always control what

thoughts come to mind. You don’t have to automatically



accept the content of the thought. In other words, you

might say to yourself, “Oh well, there’s that thought

again—worries happen. That’s just the way the mind

works, and it doesn’t necessarily mean anything.” You’re

not saying to yourself, “Oh well, I guess it’s true. I am a

terrible person and terrible things are going to happen

to me, and I guess I need to accept it.”

This same practice can be used for any distracting

thought or upsetting emotion, including anger, jealousy,

anxiety, or shame.

After trying this technique a few times, compare it

with the results you get from trying to push away

upsetting thoughts and emotions. Which is more

effective at giving you peace of mind?

 



A DAUGHTER MAKES PEACE WITH HER ANGER

 

Valerie was exhausted from the events of the past year. Her

mother had been diagnosed with early-stage Alzheimer’s

disease several years earlier, but things had gotten worse.

Her mother’s memory loss had accelerated, and she was no

longer capable of being home by herself while Valerie

worked. Valerie and her family had made the decision to

have her mother moved into a long-term care facility.

Although the medical team was always available, Valerie

still felt responsible for visiting her mother every day and

overseeing her medical care. Her other siblings didn’t live as

close to the facility, and her father had passed, so she was

left in charge.

The whole situation made Valerie angry. Angry that she

was losing her mother to the disease, and angry that she

had to deal with this on her own. Even the visits were

frustrating, as her mom’s personality and memory were

becoming unpredictable. On top of all that, she felt guilty for

feeling angry. To deal with her exhaustion, anger, and guilt,

she had been taking comfort in a daily stop at the grocery

store on the way home from the long-term care facility. She

loaded up on cupcakes, doughnuts, or whatever looked

good in the bakery case, and ate them in her car in the

parking lot. She had been telling herself it was the least she

deserved for what she was going through, but really she

was trying to drown her feelings before going home.

Valerie was afraid that if she didn’t try to push away her

feelings at the end of each visit, she would be completely

overcome by them. If she let herself see the emotions, she

might not be able to pull herself out of them. And yet they



already were overwhelming her. So Valerie started to

practice the breathing and cloud imagery after each visit

with her mother, on a bench outside the facility. She let

herself feel the heaviness and thickness of guilt, and the

tightness of anger. Then she imagined her breath as a wind

that could blow through these dark clouds. She imagined

the feelings becoming less dense, less suffocating. As the

guilt and anger dissolved, grief often came up—a feeling

that did not go away with breathing. But Valerie found that

when she allowed herself to feel the grief, she did not

actually want to push it away. There was room for it.

In time, the grocery-store ritual lost its appeal and was

replaced with a moment-by-moment willingness to feel

whatever came up throughout the day. Valerie was even

able to bring that same willingness to her visits with her

mother, letting herself feel her frustration instead of telling

herself she wasn’t allowed to be angry at her mother. It

didn’t change the situation, but it took away some of the

stress. When she wasn’t trying to get rid of her feelings, she

was better able to take care of both her mother and herself.

Trying to avoid unwanted feelings often leads to self-

destructive behavior, whether it’s a procrastinator trying

to avoid anxiety, or a drinker trying to avoid feeling

alone. For your willpower challenge, see if there is a

feeling you are trying not to feel. What would happen if

you gave yourself permission to feel it, using the breath

and cloud imagery?

 



DON’T EAT THE APPLE

 

James Erskine, a psychologist at St. George’s University of

London, is fascinated by Wegner’s research on white bears.

But he believes that thought suppression doesn’t just make

it more likely that we’ll think something—it makes us

compelled to do the very thing we’re trying not to think of.

He’s long marveled at people’s tendency to do the exact

opposite of what they want to do (himself included, though

this intrepid writer was unable to pry any details out of

Erskine). His favorite author is Dostoyevsky, whose

characters routinely vow not to do something, only to find

themselves moments later doing that very thing. Of course,

Dostoyevsky’s characters are more likely to be conflicted

over the urge to kill than the desire for dessert.

Nevertheless, Erskine suspects that the process of ironic

rebound is behind all of our self-sabotaging behavior, from

breaking a diet to smoking, drinking, gambling, and having

sex (presumably, with someone you’re not supposed to be

swapping DNA with).

Erskine first demonstrated how dangerous thought

suppression is to self-control with one of the world’s most

craved substances: chocolate. (To appreciate the near

universality of chocolate cravings, consider this: For a study

designed to examine the differences between people who

crave chocolate and people who don’t, it took researchers a

year just to find eleven men who didn’t like chocolate.)

Erskine invited women into his laboratory for a taste test of

two similar chocolate candies.31 Before the chocolate was

brought in, he asked the women to think out loud for five



minutes. He told some women to express any thoughts of

chocolate, and others to suppress any thoughts of

chocolate. (A third of the women were given no special

thought-control instructions, for comparison.)

At first, thought suppression appeared to work. Women

who tried not to think about chocolate reported fewer

thoughts about chocolate—in one study, they had an

average of only nine thoughts, compared with fifty-two by

the women who were told to express any thoughts about

chocolate. But anyone rooting for suppression should not

get their hopes up. The real measure of success is the taste

test.

The experimenter then presented each woman with two

bowls con-taining twenty individually wrapped chocolates.

They were left alone in the room with a survey about the

chocolates, and invited to eat as many chocolates as

necessary to answer the questions. In each study, the

results were the same: Women ate almost twice as many

chocolates if they tried not to think about chocolate before

the taste test. Dieters showed the biggest rebound of all,

revealing that the people most likely to use thought

suppression as a defense strategy against temptation are

the most vulnerable to its unwanted effects. A 2010 survey

found that dieters are much more likely than nondieters to

try to suppress thoughts about food. And—as Wegner’s

white bears would predict—dieters who suppress thoughts

about food have the least control around food. They

experience more intense food cravings and are more likely

to binge-eat than those who do not try to control their

thoughts.



THE PROBLEM WITH DIETING

 

Although dieting is a long-standing American pastime, as a

method of losing weight, it stinks. A 2007 review of all

research on food-restriction or calorie-restriction diets

declared that there is little to no evidence for weight loss or

health benefits of dieting, and growing evidence that dieting

does harm. The vast majority of dieters not only regain the

weight they lose while dieting, but gain more. In fact,

dieting is a better way to gain weight than to lose it. People

who go on diets gain more weight over time than people

who start at the same weight but never diet. Several long-

term studies have found that yo-yo dieting raises blood

pressure and unhealthy cholesterol levels, suppresses the

immune system, and increases the risk of heart attack,

stroke, diabetes, and all-cause mortality. (And, if you recall,

dieting also increases your chances of cheating on your

spouse—though you won’t see any of these side effects

listed on your Jenny Craig contract.)

Many researchers—like Erskine—have come to the

conclusion that what makes dieting so ineffective is the very

thing people expect to be most effective: outlawing

fattening foods. From the very first forbidden fruit,

prohibition has led to problems, and science is now

confirming that restricting a food automatically increases

your cravings for it. For example, women asked to not eat

chocolate for one week experience a surge in chocolate

cravings and eat twice as much chocolate ice cream,

cookies, and cake during a taste test as women who had not

been depriving themselves. This doesn’t happen because

the brain and body suddenly realize they cannot function



without the exact amino acids and micronutrients in

chocolate-chip cookie dough ice cream. (If cravings really

worked this way, millions of Americans would have the

overwhelming desire for fresh fruits and vegetables.) No,

the rebound is more psychological than physiological. The

more you try to avoid the food, the more your mind will be

preoccupied by it.

Erskine points out that many dieters are fooled into

thinking thought suppression works because they often feel

successful—at least initially—at getting rid of their food

thoughts. It’s not just dieters who can convince themselves

that suppression works; we’re all susceptible to this illusion.

Because it is possible to temporarily push away a thought,

we assume that the strategy is itself fundamentally sound.

Our eventual failure to control our thoughts and behavior is

interpreted as evidence that we didn’t try hard enough to

suppress—not that suppression doesn’t work. This leads us

to try harder, setting ourselves up for an even stronger

rebound.

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: WHAT’S

ON YOUR MOST-WANTED LIST?

 

The science suggests that when we outlaw a food, we

increase desire. Is this true in your experience? Have

you ever tried to lose weight by cutting out a food group

or favorite snack? If so, how long did that last—and how

did it end? Is there anything on your do-not-eat list right

now? If so, how has outlawing it influenced your

cravings for it? If you don’t diet, is there anything you’re

prohibiting? Has it killed your desire, or fed it?

 



THE POWER OF ACCEPTANCE

 

What are we to do with our thoughts and cravings if not

push them away? Maybe we should embrace them. That’s

the conclusion of a study that gave one hundred students

transparent boxes of Hershey’s Kisses to keep with them at

all times for forty-eight hours. Their challenge: Don’t eat a

single Kiss, or any other chocolate. (To be sure there were

no cheaters, the experimenters subtly marked each Kiss so

they would know if anyone tried to replace eaten Kisses.)

The experimenters didn’t send the students off defenseless;

they gave them advice on how to handle their temptation.

Some students were told to distract themselves whenever

they wanted to eat a Kiss. They were also told to argue with

thoughts of eating. For example, if they had the thought,

Those chocolates look so good. I’ll eat just one! they should

try to replace it with the thought, You are not allowed to eat

the chocolates, and you don’t need one. In other words,

these students were told to do exactly what most of us do

when we want to control our appetites.

Other students got a lesson in the white-bear

phenomenon. Experimenters explained ironic rebound and

encouraged the students not to push away thoughts about

eating chocolate. Instead, they should notice when they

were craving chocolate, accept whatever thoughts or

feelings they had about the chocolate, but also remember

that they didn’t have to act on those thoughts and feelings.

While not controlling their thoughts, they still had to control

their behavior.

Over the forty-eight-hour test of their willpower, the

students who gave up thought control had the fewest



cravings for chocolate. Interestingly, the students who were

helped the most by the acceptance strategy were those who

ordinarily had the least self-control around food. When

students who typically struggled the most with food

cravings tried to distract or argue with themselves, it was a

disaster. But when they let go of thought suppression, they

were less tempted by the Kisses and less stressed out about

having to carry around chocolate they couldn’t eat. Most

incredibly, not a single student using the acceptance

strategy ate a Kiss, despite staring at the promise of reward

for two days straight.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: ACCEPT

THOSE CRAVINGS—JUST DON’T ACT

ON THEM

 

In the Hershey’s Kisses study, students who learned

about the white-bear rebound effect were given the

following four-step advice for handling their cravings.

This week, try applying this advice to your own most

challenging cravings, be they chocolate, cappuccinos, or

checking e-mail.

1. Notice that you are thinking about your

temptation or feeling a craving.

2. Accept the thought or feeling without trying to

immediately distract yourself or argue with it.

Remind yourself of the white-bear rebound effect.

3. Step back by realizing that thoughts and feelings

aren’t always under your control, but you can

choose whether to act on them.

4. Remember your goal. Remind yourself of

whatever your commitment is, as the students

reminded themselves of their agreement not to

eat the Hershey’s Kisses.

 



A CHOCOHOLIC TAKES INSPIRATION FROM HERSHEY’S

KISSES

 

Caroline was grateful to have a strategy against constant

exposure to chocolate. In her office, it was common custom

to have a candy bowl on your desk. Caroline didn’t keep one

on her desk, but she couldn’t visit anyone else without

facing temptation. It was a constant source of stress—would

she or wouldn’t she? If she took one piece, would she find

some pretense to sneak back for another? It had gotten to

the point where she would e-mail or call a coworker who

was less than fifty feet away, just to avoid a fully stocked

bowl of temptation. The week after we discussed the

Hershey’s Kiss study, I got an excited e-mail from Caroline.

She told me that just thinking about the study had given her

newfound self-control. She could look right at the chocolates

on a coworker’s desk, even lean down and inhale the scent,

and not give in. Her coworkers would pop another piece of

candy and sigh about how little willpower they had. In

contrast, Caroline couldn’t believe how much willpower she

had. She didn’t know if it was accepting her cravings, or just

thinking about those students carrying around their boxes of

Hershey’s Kisses, that was boosting her willpower—but

either way, she was thrilled.

Students often tell me that bringing a specific study to

mind—even imagining the participants in the study—

gives them greater self-control. If a study stands out to

you, bring it to mind in tempting situations.

 



THE NO-DIETING DIET

 

Is it even possible to lose weight or improve your health if

you don’t outlaw fattening foods? A new approach suggests

that it is—and I’m not talking about some miracle pill that

claims to help you burn fat and lift weights in your sleep.

Researchers at Laval University in Quebec have been

studying a unique intervention that focuses on what

participants should eat. The program doesn’t hand out a list

of forbidden foods, and it doesn’t focus on cutting calories.

Instead, it emphasizes how foods can create health and

provide pleasure. It also asks participants to think about

what they can do to improve their health—like exercise—

instead of thinking in terms of what they shouldn’t do or

eat.

In essence, the program turns an “I won’t” power

challenge into an “I will” power challenge. Instead of waging

war against their appetites, they make it their mission to

pursue health.

Studies of this approach show that turning “I won’t” into “I

will” works. Two-thirds of the participants who have been

followed lost weight and maintained that loss at a sixteen-

month follow-up. (Compare that with the results of your

most recent diet; I believe it takes the average dieter

sixteen days to be back where he or she started.) They also

report fewer food cravings after completing the program,

and are less likely to lose control around food in situations—

like stress and celebration—that typically trigger overeating.

Importantly, the women who developed the most flexible

attitudes toward food lost the most weight. Ending



prohibition gave them more, not less, control over what they

ate.

WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: TURN

YOUR “I WON’T” INTO “I WILL”

 

Even nondieters can take a lesson from the success of

turning an “I won’t” challenge into an “I will” challenge.

For your biggest “I won’t” power challenge, try one of

the following strategies for flipping your focus:

• What could you do instead of the “I won’t”

behavior that might satisfy the same needs? Most

bad habits are an attempt to meet a need,

whether it’s reducing stress, having fun, or

seeking approval. You can get the focus off of

prohibiting your bad habit by replacing it with a

new (hopefully, healthier) habit. One of my

students was trying to quit coffee and turned to

tea as a substitute. It had all the same benefits—

being a good excuse for a break, giving him more

energy, easy to get anywhere—without as much

caffeine.

• If you weren’t doing the bad habit, what might you

be doing instead? Most of our addictions and

distractions take time and energy away from

something else we could be doing. Sometimes

focusing on that missed opportunity is more

motivating than trying to quit the bad habit. One

of my students felt like she was wasting her time

getting sucked into reality television shows. She

had more success at turning off the TV when she

set a goal for what she should use the time for

instead—learning to be a better cook. (She started

by substituting cooking shows for the shows she



had been watching—a good first step—then

transitioned from couch to kitchen.)

• Can you redefine the “I won’t” challenge so that it

becomes an “I will” challenge? Sometimes the

very same behavior can be thought of in two

different ways. For example, one of my students

redefined “not being late” as “being the first

person there” or “arriving five minutes early.” This

may not sound like much of a difference, but he

found himself far more motivated—and less likely

to be late—when he turned being on time into a

race he could win. If you focus on what you want

to do, instead of what you don’t want to do, you

sidestep the dangers of ironic rebound.

 

If you take on this experiment, commit to spending

this week focusing on positive action rather than

prohibition. At the end of the week, consider how well

you did with both the original “I won’t” challenge and

the new

“I will” challenge.

 



NO SMOKING, PLEASE

 

Sarah Bowen, a research scientist in the Addictive Behaviors

Research Center at the University of Washington, had

thought very carefully about how to best set up her torture

chamber. She chose a basic conference room with a long

table that could seat twelve people. She covered the

windows and took everything off the walls so there would be

nothing to distract her subjects.

One by one, they arrived. At her request, each carried an

unopened pack of his or her favorite brand of cigarettes. All

of them wanted to quit smoking, but hadn’t quit yet. Bowen

had asked the smokers to abstain for at least twelve hours

to make sure they showed up in a nicotine-deprived state.

She knew they were eager to light one and inhale, but they

had to wait until everyone arrived.

When the smokers were all there, Bowen seated them

around the table. Each chair faced the outer walls so the

smokers could not see one another. She told them to put

away any books, phones, food, or drinks, and gave them

each a pencil and paper to answer questions. They were not

to speak to one another, no matter what happened. Then

the torture began.

“Take out your pack and look at it,” Bowen instructed.

They did. “Now pack it,” she said, referring to the smoker’s

ritual of pounding the pack to settle the tobacco in each

cigarette. “Now remove the cellophane,” she commanded.

“Now open the pack.” She continued walking the smokers

through each step, from breathing in the first smell of the

opened pack to pulling out a cigarette, holding it, looking at



it, and smelling it. Putting the cigarette in their mouths.

Taking out a lighter. Bringing the lighter to the cigarette

without igniting it. At each step, she forced participants to

stop and wait for several minutes. “People were not having

a good time,” Bowen told me. “I could literally see their

craving. They were doing anything to distract themselves:

playing with the pencils, looking around, fidgeting.” Bowen

wasn’t enjoying the smokers’ agony, but she needed to be

sure they were suffering the kind of intense craving that can

derail attempts to quit. Bowen’s real aim was to investigate

whether mindfulness can help smokers resist cravings.

Before the torture test, half of the smokers had received a

brief training in a technique called “surfing the urge.” They

were instructed to pay close attention to the urge to smoke,

without trying to change it or get rid of it—an approach that

we’ve seen can be quite helpful for dealing with worries and

food cravings. Instead of distracting themselves from the

urge or hoping that it would just go away, they should really

get a good look at it. What thoughts were going through

their mind? What did the urge feel like in the body? Was

there nausea, or a gnawing in their stomach? Did they feel

tension in their lungs or throat? Bowen explained to the

smokers that urges always pass eventually, whether or not

you give in to them. When they felt a strong craving, they

should imagine the urge as a wave in the ocean. It would

build in intensity, but ultimately crash and dissolve. The

smokers were to picture themselves riding the wave, not

fighting it but also not giving in to it. Bowen then asked

these smokers to apply the surfing-the-urge technique

during the craving induction.

An hour and a half later, after being fully put through the

wringer, all of the smokers were released from Bowen’s

torture chamber. She didn’t ask them to cut back on

cigarettes, and she didn’t even encourage them to use the

surfing-the-urge technique in everyday life. But Bowen did

give them one last task: Keep track of how many cigarettes



they smoked each day for the following week, along with

their daily mood and the intensity of urges to smoke.

For the first twenty-four hours, there was no difference in

the number of cigarettes smoked by the two groups. But

starting with the second day, and continuing throughout the

week, the surfing-the-urge group smoked fewer cigarettes.

By day seven, the control group showed no change, but

those surfing the urge had cut back 37 percent. Giving their

cravings their full attention helped them take positive steps

toward quitting smoking. Bowen also looked at the

relationship between the smokers’ moods and their urges to

smoke. Surprisingly, smokers who had learned to surf the

urge no longer showed the typical correlation between

feeling bad and giving in. Stress no longer automatically led

to lighting up. This is one of the best side effects of surfing

the urge: You learn how to accept and handle all your

difficult inner experiences, and no longer need to turn to

unhealthy rewards for comfort.

Although this smoking study was a scientific experiment,

not a full-blown intervention, Bowen also leads longer

programs for people in residential substance-abuse

programs. (“We do imagery instead of actual exposure to

the triggers,” she told me. “For many reasons, we can’t

bring in crack pipes.”) Bowen’s most recent study randomly

assigned 168 men and women to either treatment as usual

for substance-abuse recovery or to a mindfulness program

that taught them surfing the urge and other strategies for

handling stress and urges. Over a four-month follow-up, the

mindfulness group had fewer cravings and was less likely to

relapse than the treatment-as-usual group. Once again, the

training disrupted the automatic link between feeling bad

and wanting to use. For the people who learned to surf the

urge, stress no longer increased the risk of relapse.



WILLPOWER EXPERIMENT: SURF THE

URGE

 

Whatever your drug of choice, surfing the urge can help

you ride out cravings without giving in. When the urge

takes hold, pause for a moment to sense your body.

What does the urge feel like? Is it hot or cold? Do you

feel tension anywhere in your body? What’s happening

with your heart rate, your breathing, or your gut? Stay

with the sensations for at least one minute. Notice

whether the feelings fluctuate in intensity or quality. Not

acting on an urge can sometimes increase its intensity—

like an attention-seeking child throwing a temper

tantrum. See if you can stay with these sensations

without trying to push them away, and without acting

on them. As you practice surfing the urge, the breath

can be a wonderful source of support. You can surf the

sensations of breathing—noticing how it feels to inhale

and exhale—alongside the sensations of the urge.

When you first practice this strategy, you may surf the

urge and still give in. In Bowen’s smoking study,

everybody smoked as soon as they left the torture

chamber. Don’t use your first few attempts as a final

verdict on the value of this approach. Surfing the urge is

a skill that builds with time, like any new form of self-

control. Want to practice the skill before a craving hits?

You can get a good sense of the technique just by sitting

still and waiting for the urge to scratch your nose, cross

your legs, or shift your weight. Apply the same

principles of surfing the urge to this impulse—feel it, but

don’t automatically give in.

 



SURFING THE URGE TO COMPLAIN

 

Therese knew that her habit of constantly criticizing her

husband was putting a strain on their relationship. They had

been married for five years, but the last year had been

especially tense. They argued frequently about how things

should be done around the house and how to discipline their

four-year-old son. Therese couldn’t help but feel that her

husband was going out of his way to irritate her by doing

things the wrong way. In turn, he was tired of always being

corrected and never being thanked. Even though Therese

wanted him to change his behavior, she realized that it was

her behavior that was threatening their marriage.

She decided to try surfing the urge to criticize. When she

felt the impulse rising, she paused and felt the tension in

her body. It was strongest in her jaw, face, and chest. She

watched the sensations of irritation and frustration. They

felt like heat and pressure building. It was as if she had to

say the criticism to get it out of her system, like a volcano

that needed to erupt. She had been acting on the belief that

she had to get the complaint out of her, that she had to

express it or it would fester inside her. Therese tested the

idea that, like cravings, the impulse would actually pass on

its own even if she didn’t act on it. When Therese surfed the

urge, she let herself say the complaint internally. Sometimes

she saw it as ridiculous, and sometimes it felt really true.

Either way, she let it be in her mind without arguing and

without expressing it. Then she imagined her irritation as a

wave and rode out the feelings. She found that the impulse

would subside if she breathed and stayed with the feeling in

her body.



Surfing the urge is not just for addiction; it can help you

handle any destructive impulse.

 



INNER ACCEPTANCE, OUTER CONTROL

 

As you begin to experiment with the power of acceptance,

it’s important to remember that the opposite of suppression

is not self-indulgence. All of the successful interventions

we’ve seen in this chapter—accepting anxiety and cravings,

ending restrictive dieting, and surfing the urge—teach

people to give up a rigid attempt to control their inner

experiences. They don’t encourage people to believe their

most upsetting thoughts or lose control of their behavior.

Nobody’s telling socially anxious people to stay home

worrying, or encouraging dieters to eat junk food for

breakfast, lunch, and dinner, or telling recovering addicts,

“Get high if you want to!”

In many ways, these interventions tie together everything

that we’ve seen so far about how willpower works. They rely

on the mind’s ability to observe ourselves with curiosity, not

judgment. They offer a way to handle the biggest enemies

of willpower: temptation, self-criticism, and stress. They ask

us to remember what we really want so we can find the

strength to do what is difficult. The fact that this same basic

approach helps such a wide range of willpower challenges,

from depression to drug addiction, confirms that these three

skills—self-awareness, self-care, and remembering what

matters most—are the foundation for self-control.



THE LAST WORD

 

Trying to control our thoughts and feelings has the opposite

effect of what most people expect. And yet rather than

catch on to this, most of us respond to our failures with

more commitment to this misguided strategy. We try even

harder to push away thoughts and feelings we don’t want to

have in a vain attempt to keep our minds safe from danger.

If we truly want peace of mind and better self-control, we

need to accept that it is impossible to control what comes

into our mind. All we can do is choose what we believe and

what we act on.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

 

The Idea: Trying to suppress thoughts, emotions, and

cravings backfires and makes you more likely to think,

feel, or do the thing you most want to avoid.

Under the Microscope

 

• Investigate ironic rebound. Is there something you

try to avoid thinking about? Does suppression

work, or does trying to push something out of your

mind make it come back stronger?

• What’s on your Most-Wanted list? In your

experience, is it true that outlawing something

increases desire for it?

 



Willpower Experiments

 

• Feel what you feel, but don’t believe everything

you think. When an upsetting thought comes to

mind, notice it and how it feels in your body. Then

turn your attention to your breathing, and imagine

the thought dissolving or passing by.

• Accept those cravings—just don’t act on them.

When a craving hits, notice it and don’t try to

immediately distract yourself or argue with it.

Remind yourself of the white-bear rebound effect,

and remember your goal to resist.

• Surf the urge. When an urge takes hold, stay with

the physical sensations and ride them like a wave,

neither pushing them away nor acting on them.

 

 



TEN

 

Final Thoughts

 

We started our journey together in the savannah of the

Serengeti, being chased by a saber-toothed tiger. Now we

find ourselves here, on the last few pages, ending our tour.

Along the way, we’ve seen chimps display extraordinary

self-control, and quite a few humans lose control. We’ve

visited laboratories where dieters must resist chocolate

cake, and anxiety sufferers must face their fears. We’ve

watched as neuroscientists discovered the promise of

reward, and neuromarketers discovered its payoff. We’ve

come across interventions that use pride, forgiveness,

exercise, meditation, peer pressure, money, sleep, and even

God to motivate people to change their ways. We’ve met

psychologists who shock rats, torture smokers, and tempt

four-year-olds with marshmallows—all in the name of the

science of willpower.

I hope this tour has provided more than a voyeur’s

glimpse into the fascinating world of research. Each of these

studies teaches us something about ourselves and our own

willpower challenges. They help us recognize our natural

capacity for self-control, even if we sometimes struggle to

use it. They help us understand our failures and point at

possible solutions. They even tell us something about what

it means to be human. For example, we’ve seen again and

again that we are not one self, but multiple selves. Our

human nature includes both the self that wants immediate

gratification, and the self with a higher purpose. We are

born to be tempted, and born to resist. It is just as human to

feel stressed, scared, and out of control as it is to find the



strength to be calm and in charge of our choices. Self-

control is a matter of understanding these different parts of

ourselves, not fundamentally changing who we are. In the

quest for self-control, the usual weapons we wield against

ourselves—guilt, stress, and shame—don’t work. People who

have the greatest self-control aren’t waging self-war. They

have learned to accept and integrate these competing

selves.

If there is a secret for greater self-control, the science

points to one thing: the power of paying attention. It’s

training the mind to recognize when you’re making a choice,

rather than running on autopilot. It’s noticing how you give

yourself permission to procrastinate, or how you use good

behavior to justify self-indulgence. It’s realizing that the

promise of reward doesn’t always deliver, and that your

future self is not a superhero or a stranger. It’s seeing what

in your world—from sales gimmicks to social proof—is

shaping your behavior. It’s staying put and sensing a

craving when you’d rather distract yourself or give in. It’s

remembering what you really want, and knowing what really

makes you feel better. Self-awareness is the one “self ” you

can always count on to help you do what is difficult, and

what matters most. And that is the best definition of

willpower I can think of.



THE LAST WORD

 

In the spirit of scientific inquiry, I always end my Science of

Willpower course by asking the students what stands out to

them from everything they’ve observed and every

experiment they’ve tried. More recently, a scientist friend of

mine suggested that the only reasonable conclusion to a

book about scientific ideas is: Draw your own conclusions.

So as tempting as it is to have the last word, I’ll exercise my

“I won’t” power, and ask you instead:

• Has your thinking about willpower and self-control

changed?

• Which willpower experiment was the most helpful?

• What was your big a-ha moment?

• What are you going to take with you?

 

As you move forward, keep the mind-set of a scientist. Try

new things, collect your own data, and listen to the

evidence. Stay open to surprising ideas, and learn from both

your failures and your successes. Keep what works, and

share what you know with others. With all our human quirks

and modern temptations, this is the best we can do—but

when we do it with an attitude of curiosity and self-

compassion, it is more than enough.
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1

This bias is not unique to willpower—for example, people

who think they are the best at multitasking are actually the

most distractible. Known as the Dunning-Kruger effect, this

phenomenon was first reported by two Cornell University

psychologists who found that people overestimate their

abilities in all sorts of areas, including sense of humor,

grammar, and reasoning skills. The effect is most

pronounced among people who have the least skill; for

example, those with a test score in the 12th percentile

would, on average, estimate themselves to be in the 62nd

percentile. This explains, among other things, a large

percentage of American Idol auditions.

2

The researchers helpfully point out that anything that

“reduces the availability of processing resources in the

shopping environment is likely to increase impulse buying

by consumers. Marketers . . . could therefore benefit from

actions designed to constrain processing resources such as

having distracting music or displays in the shopping

environment.” This, no doubt, explains the chaos that greets

me when I walk into the local drugstore.

3

I am aware that “saber-toothed tiger” is, in fact, the correct

name for “saber-toothed cat.” However, as an early reader

pointed out, “saber-toothed cat” brings to mind a long-

haired domestic Fluffy wearing a set of Halloween vampire

fangs. So I’m sticking with the scientifically questionable but

far more threatening saber-toothed tiger.

4

If you want some technological help slowing down your

breath, a number of products—from inexpensive smart

phone apps (such at the Breath Pacer) to state-of-the-art

heart rate variability monitors (such as the Em Wave

Personal Stress Reliever)—will help you pace your breathing

to shift your biology.



5

People seem to think I am kidding when I say this. I assure

you, I am not. Only 11 percent of Americans currently meet

the recommended guidelines for physical exercise, and I am

not deluded enough to think everyone is going to start

training for a marathon. Ample evidence suggests that a

little exercise is better than none, and you can benefit from

any physical activity, even if it doesn’t involve sneakers or

sweat.

6

Curious about the answers? Athletes become more self-

conscious during high-stakes competitions in front of a

hometown audience, and this interferes with their ability to

respond instinctively and automatically to the game. Juries

are more likely to assume that an attractive person is

basically a “good” person, and that external factors

influenced his or her “bad” behavior—providing the benefit

of that all-important reasonable doubt.

7

Did plying students with candy work? I’m not entirely sure,

although it did pay off on the end-of-quarter course

evaluations.

8

This is a little-known effect of diet soda that contributes to

hunger, overeating, and weight gain. The sweet taste tricks

the body into taking up glucose from the bloodstream in

anticipation of a blood sugar spike. You’re left with less

energy and less self-control, while your body and brain

wonder what happened to the sugar rush they were

promised. This may be why recent studies show that diet

soda consumption is associated with weight gain, not weight

loss.

9

In fact, type 2 diabetes is for all practical purposes the same

as chronic low blood sugar, because the brain and body

cannot efficiently use the energy that is available. This is



likely one reason people with uncontrolled diabetes show

impaired self-control and deficits in prefrontal cortex

function.

10

The same research team is responsible for one of the most

creative studies of interpersonal aggression I’ve seen.

Scientists can’t invite participants to beat up their romantic

partners in the laboratory (thank goodness), but they still

need to be able to observe acts of physical aggression. So in

one study, these researchers asked participants to choose

what uncomfortable yoga pose their partners would have to

do, and how long they would have to hold it.

11

For those who have forgotten (or never knew) the scandals

these men were caught in, here’s the short version:

Haggard was a popular minister fighting against gay rights

who got caught having sex and doing drugs with a male

prostitute; Spitzer was the governor and former attorney

general of New York State who relentlessly prosecuted

corruption, and then turned out to be the regular client of a

prostitution ring under federal investigation; Edwards was a

failed Democratic presidential candidate who campaigned

on the strength of his family values, all the while cheating

on a wife dying of cancer; and Woods was the celebrated

golfer known for his self-discipline, but revealed to be a sex

addict.

12

The researchers also point out that diners were way too

quick to accept the designation “healthy” on an entrée. On

average, the dishes labeled healthy choices were actually

higher in calories than the other entrées, but no one

questioned the label.

13

But be advised, it may make you a worse driver. A 2010

report by an auto insurance analytics company found that

drivers of hybrid cars are involved in more collisions, receive



65 percent more traffic tickets, and drive 25 percent more

miles than other drivers. Is this a case of a green halo

licensing road recklessness? Hard to say, but while you’re

patting yourself on the back for your eco-friendly wheels, be

sure to keep an eye on the speedometer.

14

Although Heath’s research was strange, it wasn’t the

strangest thing going on in psychology laboratories in the

1960s. Over at Harvard, Timothy Leary was studying the

spiritual benefits of LSD and hallucinogenic mushrooms. At

the Maimonides Medical Center in Brooklyn, Stanley

Krippner was furthering ESP research by training subjects to

send telepathic messages to a person dreaming in another

room. And Ewen Cameron at Allen Memorial Institute in

Montreal was trying to erase the memories of housewives

held against their will as part of CIA-sponsored research on

mind control.

15

One of the most interesting things about Heath’s report is

how he interpreted the patient’s continued pressing of the

button after the current was turned off. Heath thought it

demonstrated that the patient was too mentally disturbed to

be an adequate test subject. He did not yet have sufficient

understanding of the brain region he was stimulating to

recognize that this behavior was the first sign of addiction

and compulsion.

16

He also become completely obsessed with his leaf blower,

using it for up to six hours at a time to try to create the

perfect, leaf-free yard—but this was understandably

considered a less pressing problem to his family and

doctors.

17

Sampling something sweet also made participants more

interested in rewards that had nothing to do with the

shopping experience, including a vacation in Bora Bora, a



romantic movie, and a spa experience, suggesting that

marketers trying to sell anything from real estate to luxury

cars would be smart to serve cookies and punch at their

sales pitch.

18

Scent Air’s list of available scents (scentair.com) runs the

gamut from Fresh Linen to Birthday Cake and Mistletoe. It’s

easy to imagine the retailers who would want these

appealing odors wafting around their merchandise. I’m left

wondering, though, who the market is for Scent Air’s Skunk,

Dinosaur Breath, and Burning Rubber aromas.

19

While this approach might seem brazen, it’s nothing

compared with the motion-detecting ice-cream vending

machine developed by Unilever. When it senses potential

customers walking by, it calls out to them and encourages

them to come over for ice cream.

20

We should also think twice before slapping similar warnings

about life-threatening STDs onto condom packages—men

reminded of their mortality are more interested in having

casual sex, and less likely to use condoms.

21

What foods are we most likely to regret? According to a

2009 survey published in Appetite, the most guilt-inducing

foods are: 1. candy and ice cream, 2. potato chips, 3. cake,

4. pastries, and 5. fast food.

22

In some markets, you can even join a gym that will charge

you more for not showing up than for regular attendance—a

nice way to pressure the self who is tempted to skip today’s

workout.

23

Yes, this actually exists—at the time of this writing, you had

to sign a legal waiver to order El Jefe Grande, which clocks

http://scentair.com/


in at seven pounds and 7,000 calories, at Kenny’s Burger

Joint in Frisco, Texas.

24

A favorite Greek tragedy plot device in which a god shows

up out of nowhere (typically, lowered onto the stage by a

mechanical crane) to solve what seemed like an unsolvable

problem for the characters. Would that we all had such

convenient conflict-resolution strategies for our own lives.

25

In this particular study, the researchers used Natalie

Portman and Matt Damon as the other person participants

thought about, because pilot studies showed that these two

celebrities were the two best-known and least-controversial

people on the planet.

26

Charmingly, Ersner-Hershfield showed his future wife his

own age-advanced avatar before he proposed. He also

assured me that he is now saving plenty for retirement.

27

It pains me to think I might have to explain this reference.

Any reader who does not get it should plan to watch the

1985 classic film Back to the Future—your future self will

thank you.

28

It’s worth noting that half of the men interviewed were not

alone the first time they visited a prostitute—they were with

friends or relatives. Like obesity, smoking, and other social

epidemics, the perception that buying sex is acceptable—

and the behavior itself—spreads within social networks like

a contagious disease.

29

How do researchers reject study participants? They put a

bunch of participants into a “get-acquainted task,” then

have them rate which people they would like to work with

on the next task. The experimenters then tell some

participants that no one has expressed an interest in



working with them, so they would have to do the task alone.

Nice, guys, real nice.

30

When I told my father about this research, he instantly

agreed with its conclusion and shared his own unscientific

evidence: “When I was living in the Catholic seminary, they

warned us to never, ever think about sex. So we were

constantly telling each other not to think about sex. Of

course, we ended up thinking about sex all the time, more

than we ever would have outside the seminary.” Maybe this

explains why he never became a priest.

31

Candy connoisseurs may be interested in knowing that

Erskine uses Maltesers, spheres of malt honeycomb

surrounded by milk chocolate; Cadburys Shots, spheres of

milk chocolate in a crispy sugar shell; and Galaxy Minstrels,

a similar chocolate treat marketed by its manufacturers as

“sophisticated silliness.”
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